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Tailblazer Train #4100
£85.00 Exc VAT
£102.00 inc VAT

Space Shuttle Bum & Go #1447
£85.00 Exc VAT
£102.00 inc VAT

Bump & go! This ultra-sleek train
works its bump and go magic when
you activate your capability switch.
Colorful lights shine while the train
whistle blows and the train’s engine
sounds followed by upbeat music.

Blast off! Press and hold your capability switch and this exciting Space Shuttle will start its bump & go action
while lights flash and music and sound
effects play.

Size: 13"L x 2"W x 3"H. Requires Capability Switch and 3 AA Batteries. Weight:
¾ lb

Size: 13"L x 9"W x 5¼"H. Requires Capability Switch and 3 AA Batteries.
Weight: ¾ lb.

Bump & Go Fire Truck #3160
£85.00 Exc VAT
£102.00 inc VAT

Infalteable R2-D2 #ILT0027
£95.00 Exc VAT
£114.00 inc VAT

Sound the alarm! Press and hold your
capability switch and this adorable fire
truck’s sirens will sound while its ladder
moves up and down and its pumper
hose turns from side to side. Bright
lights and great bump and go action improve tracking skills while
switch activation teaches cause and effect.

Sound the alarm! Press and hold your capability switch and this adorable fire truck’s sirens
will sound while its ladder moves up and
down and its pumper hose turns from side to
side. Bright lights and great bump and go
action improve tracking skills while switch activation teaches cause
and effect.

Size: 7"L x 3½"W x 4½"H. Requires Capability Switch and 3 AA Batteries.
Weight: ½ lb.

Size: 7"L x 3½"W x 4½"H. Requires Capability Switch and 3 AA Batteries.
Weight: ½ lb.

Crawling Singing Talking Baby #ILT0033
£65.00 Exc VAT
£78.00 inc VAT

Cartoon Bus #ILT0031
£70.00 Exc VAT
£84.00 inc VAT
Bump and go action! Activate your
capability switch and watch the bus
move about flashing its colorful
LED lights and playing music.

Switch adapted crawling singing talking baby.
While your capabilty switch is pressed watch the
baby crawl, giggle and talk great for cause and effect.
Requires 2 AA Batteries

Bus measures15 cm long. Requires 2 AA Batteries

Go Go Hot Wheel #5052
£255.00 Exc VAT
£306.00 inc VAT
Start your engines! Activate your capability
switch to race your car on this roundabout
racetrack. Exciting racetrack sound effects
and the song “You’ve Got to Take a
Chance” play in the background. Comes
with two cars that can be placed on the track
together. On/off volume control. Works with
most Hot Wheels and Matchbox type cars.
Size: 10½"W x 10½"L x 10½"H. Requires 4 C Batteries. Weight: 3½ lbs..

Bump & Go Train #410
£87.00 Exc VAT
£104.40 Inc VAT
Fun and excitement for all!
Just activate your capability switch and the Bump
and Go Train will spin
about when it hits an object and go in another direction. The train also features an authentic horn sound, smoke
from the stack, and a real working headlight. It’s excitement
for every user. Great for visual tracking.
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Wheeee-mote Control Car
#1439
£120.00 Exc VAT
£144.00 Inc VAT
Easy control! This one button
remote control car beeps,
flashes and spins. Activate
and hold your capability
switch and the car will go straight, press again and the car
turns. Works both with and without a switch.
Size: 5¼" W x 6"L x 4"H. Car requires 4 AA Batteries; Remote requires 1 9-V Battery. Weight: 1¼ lbs.

Disco Bus #1431
£75.00 Exc VAT
£90.00 Inc VAT

RC Robot #9110
£91.00 Exc VAT
£109.20 Inc VAT
Spinning lights and robots
sounds! Activate the capability
switches or the buttons on the
remote control and watch the
happy Robot spin and go forward. He has working lights and
makes cool sounds. A fun toy to increase visual attention.

Bump and go action! Activate
your capability switch and
watch the bus move about
flashing its colourful LED
lights and playing music.
Size: 10"L x 4¾"H x 3¼"W. Re-

quires Capability Switch and 3 AA Batteries

Size: 5"L x 5"W x 6"H. Robot requires 3 AAA; Controller requires 2 AA Batteries

Billy Fun Wheels #2102
£165.00 Exc VAT
£198.00 Inc VAT

Switch Adapted Drill #ILT010
£65.00 Exc VAT
£78.00 Inc VAT
Have hours of fun with this switch
adapted drill. Please note model may vary
and may be different than the image
shown.
Requires 2 x AAA batteries, not included

Radio control monster truck!
Activate our specially designed controller and Billy
Fun Wheels will go forward,
backward, right and left with
a roaring engine. Push the
red button in the middle of
the controller and you will hear the horn beep while mini headlights
light up. A warning signal plays when the truck reverses. A great toy
for teaching directionality.
Truck Size: 6"L x 5½"W x 5¼"H; Controller Size: 6"Diameter x 2¾"H. Requires 4
AA and 3 AAA Batteries.

R/C Cement Truck
#1361
£80.00 Exc VAT
£96.00 Inc VAT
Mix it up! Use two capability switches to make your
cement truck go straight,
reverse and spin. Construction has never been this
much fun. Two boulders and
two construction horses
included.
Size: 9"L x 5½"W x 7"H. Vehicle requires 3 AA Batteries, Remote requires 1 9Volt Battery.

R/C Police Car #1009
£117.00 Exc VAT
£140.40 Inc VAT
Patrol the streets! Activate
your capability switches (1
or 2) or the round remote
controller and this easy-tooperate police car will move
forward and spin about in
circles. A fantastic way to
encourage imaginative play.
Size: 11"L x 6"W x 7"H. Car requires 3 AA Batteries and 1 9-V Battery for the remote control. .
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Mini Stunt Remote Control
Car #316-M
£132.00 Exc VAT
£158.40 Inc VAT
Play on your tray! Popular mini
stunt car responds to your capability switches. Kids love this toy!
They will play with this car for
many hours. Car has multiple functions requiring up to 4 switches.
Blue tray (included) fits on a wheelchair table. Car style may vary.
Tray Size: 14¾"L x 11¼"W x 2½"H. Car Size"2½"L x 2½"W. Requires 1 to 4 Capability Switches and 4 AA Batteries.

Go Go School
Bus #1004
£130.00 Exc VAT
£156.00 Inc VAT
A great first remote
control! Watch our
school bus zoom
around when you
use our palm disk controller. You also can activate the school bus by
using your capability switches. It’s soft, safe and loads of fun!
Size: 6½"L x 3¾"W x 5"H. Vehicle requires 3 AA Batteries, Remote requires 1 9V Battery.

Toy Mixer #497
£50.00 Exc VAT
£60.00 Inc VAT

Toy Blender #496
£50.00 Exc VAT
£60.00 Inc VAT

Baking is my favourite past time! Just
activate your switch and the beaters mix
your ingredients!

Great ADL Toy Push your capability
switch and this blender will mix liquids.
Size: 8½"H x 4"W. Requires Capability Switch
and 3 AA Batteries. (model may vary)

Size: 8½"H x 6½"W. Requires Capability Switch
and 2 AA Batteries. (model may vary)
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Three Function Busy Box #7036
£265.00 Exc VAT
£318.00 Inc VAT
Great for all ages! Aromatherapy fan,
bead chain with mirror and a light show
effect fan are three great activities for all
ages. Pull the rope ball and the aromatherapy fan blows a calming fragrance.
Feel the cool bead chains while looking in the mirror. A finger isolation button activates the colorful fan. Great for exploration and for
teaching cause and effect.
Size: 16½"L x 15"W x 15"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1¾ lbs.

iActivity Center #5101
£400.00 Exc VAT
£480.00 Inc VAT
Plays your music! Five different activities
invite exploration. Attach your iPod or
iPhone to the built-in speaker, select a
song then press the yellow plate to hear
your music. Can choose between momentary and latched activation.
Touch the red plate and it vibrates; roll the wooden roller to hear
ocean waves and seagulls; pull the rainbow ball and hear wind and
thunder; press the large orange plate to see multi-colored lights flashing. Great for cause and effect and eye-hand coordination. iPod not
included.
Size: 15"L x 12"W x 7"H. Requires 9 AA Batteries. Weight: 3¼ lbs..

Gel Pad Activity Centre
#3951
£455.00 Exc VAT
£546.00 Inc VAT
Exploring is fun! Our new
Activity Centre is a fun
filled stimulating busy box.
Three different Gel pad
switches provide wonderful
opportunities for exploration. Pres the green switch
and a far blows while music plays. Press the red switch and the police
light flashes while sirens plays and police talk. The yellow switch
vibrates while colourful glitter whirls around a dome and music plays.
Size:23½L"x 14W" x 6H", Requires 6 C & 9 AA Batteries.

Explore-a-Centre
#1811
£455.00 Exc VAT
£546.00 Inc VAT
A fantastic busy box!
The Explore-a-Centre
encourages parallel play
for two to four children
at one time allowing
each one to explore and
experience the wonders
of learning. This fun
floor or tabletop busy box provides the user with eight activities
which turn on multi-colored blinking lights, mechanical music, vibration and many different sounds including children’s laughter, water
splashing, and circus music. Perfect for learning about cause and
effect. The side mirrors allow for visual recognition. It has a volume
control to adjust the music and sound effects.
Size: 17"L x 19½"W x 6"H. Requires 4 AA and 4 C Batteries.

Interchangeable Texture
Rollers #694
£345.00 Exc VAT
£414.00 Inc VAT
Five different textures! Our innovative textured rollers provide
hours of sensory awareness.
Comes with five colorful textured
rollers: large and small bead
chains, two different rope textures
and a soft ribbed texture. Rollers
can be easily changed with the
slip-in slip-out pin. The base has
three yellow blinking locator lights that invite the user to give the roller a spin.
When you give it a spin you can watch your hand in the mirror on the base and
be rewarded with multi-colored blinking lights, music and adjustable vibration. Great for encouraging reaching, swiping and grasping.
Size: 15"L x 4½"H x 6½"W. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 4½ lbs
PLEASE NOTE: Colors of rollers may vary.
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Tactivity Centre #4110
£245.00 Exc VAT
£294.00 Inc VAT
Strike it, pull it, slide it! Our new Tactivity Centre combines therapy, exercise
and fun all in one. Improve eye-hand
coordination, strength/grasp and targeting. Comes with two balls and one large
ring, each with its own unique texture
and movement that encourages the child
to reach out. Sturdy construction made
of lightweight PVC tubing. Comes with
two c-clamps for secure mounting to a
table or wheelchair tray.
Size: 23"L x 20"H.
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Transportation
Busy Box #7906
£291.00 Exc VAT
£349.20 Inc VAT

All That Glitters
#2301
£310.00 Exc VAT
£372.00 Inc VAT

Fun and exciting! Our
new Transportation
Busy Box lets you go
on an adventure of
sights and sounds.
Drive a fire truck with
flashing lights; drive a
sports car with fantastic
sounds; hop a train with real sounds and lights; drive a boat in the
water, with the sounds of splashing water and seagull sounds; feel the
air as you fly your airplane through the clouds with the sound of jet
engines; and speed in a police car with multi colored flashing lights.
Busy Box can be used on floor, tabletop or can be wall mounted.

Multi-dome activity
centre! Children will love
exploring this spectacular
multi-dome activity
centre. The slightest
pressure on any corner
will reward the user with
lights, vibration, music, and flying beads and glitter. All That Glitters
is a delightful centre for visual, auditory and tactile awakening.
Size: 11"x 11"x 6". Requires 4 C Batteries.

Size: 18"L x 15"W x 5½"H. Requires 2 C and 4 AA Batteries.

Compact Activity Centre #2300
£200.00 Exc VAT
£240.00 Inc VAT
Specially designed for children with limited mobility! This small-scale activity centre is designed
to provide sensory stimulation and cognitive activity. Great for the infant or child whose physical
mobility may be limited due to positioning needs. Features a bead curtain, a dome with brightlycolored sequins which spin when the button is pressed, a textured plate which vibrates and lights
up when pressed, and a pullball that turns on a music box. Comes in a Side-Lyer version for those
that need special positioning.
Requires 2 C Batteries. Comes complete with a FREE IEP Manual with

suggested activities.

Side-Lyer Activity Centre #2310
£290.00 Exc VAT
£348.00 Inc VAT
Please note: Base is not removable
Size: 23½"L x 12½"W x 10½"H

Desktop Busy Box #3009
£205.00 Exc VAT
£246.46 Inc VAT

Five Function Activity Centre
#510
£320.00 Exc VAT
£384.00 Inc VAT
Encourages exploration! This
fun
-filled activity centre provides five
stations for somatosensory
stimulation: a bright yellow plate activates an AM/FM radio (included), a large red plate vibrates when
pressed, a wooden roller sounds a buzzer, a pull ball turns on a music
box, and a large orange plate turns on a bright light. Each of the
switch plates has been designed to enhance sensory awareness.
Size: 15"x 11½"x 4". Requires 2 C Batteries.

Spin and enjoy! Our wonderful new tactile mini-cube
provides hours of fun. Spin
the busy box and discover
different tactile experiences
along with multi-colored
lights, a mirror, music, and
vibration. When you press the
red plate, your pre-recorded message plays with 10 seconds of recording time.
Size: 7½"L x 7½"W x 5"H. Requires 2 AAA and 3 AA Batteries.
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Multi Sensory Funny Face #743
£167.00 Exc VAT
£200.40 Inc VAT

Mini Shooting Stars #2001-S
£216.00 Exc VAT
£259.20 Inc VAT
Now in a smaller version! Activate by
pressing on the clear top and the stars will
shoot all around while the device lights
up, plays music and vibrates. Does not
require an external capability switch.
Size: 9¼"L x 8¼"W x 5½"H. Requires 2 C Batteries and 1 9-V Battery.

Works as a switch too!
Designed to provide auditory, tactile and
visual stimulation. There are lights, music,
and vibration when you push your tactile
switch plate. Our Funny Face has a control on the bottom that allows
you to turn any of the rewards on or off. A great cause and effect toy.
Can also be used as a capability switch to activate other devices. Size:
11"Diameter. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Busy Box #515
£300.00 Exc VAT
£360.00 Inc VAT
Provides stimulation and enhances finger isolation!
To activate a response an individual has to purposefully press the recessed buttons with his or her
finger. Upon activation, the five colourful buttons produce an assortment of stimulation including
lights, vibration, music, and gentle breezes.
Size: 14¼"L x 9½"W x 16¼"H. Requires 2 C Batteries.

Bubble Busy Box #2200
£205.00 Exc VAT
£246.00 Inc VAT
Perfect for encouraging exploration!
This cheery busy box is guaranteed
to provide your child with hours of
fun. Just push the brightly colored
buttons or tug on the pull ball switches, and you'll activate
vibration,
lights or music. Great for developing
eye-hand coordination, fine motor
skills and gross arm movements.
Size: 10½"x 5½". Requires 2 C Batteries.

Textured Carousel Busy Box
#2241
£340.00 Exc VAT
£408.00 Inc VAT
Sensational spinner! Six specially
textured pads reward the user with
different sensory stimulation: vibration,
two melodies & a buzzer, a popcorn
ball popper, rainbow and other lights.
The busy box spins on a Lazy Susan
base. All pads respond to the slightest
touch.
Size: 12"D x 6½"H. Requires 6 AA Batteries.

Shooting Stars #2001
£320.00 Exc VAT
£384.00 Inc VAT

Talking Bubble #2230
£240.00 Exc VAT
£288.00 Inc VAT
This product talks and entertains too!
Features a four message recorder/player
with a set of lights and a vibrator. Total
record time is 20 seconds at 5 seconds per
message.
Size: 10½"x 5½". Requires 4 AA Batteries
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Fly away! Push the textured oval or use
your own external capability switch (not
included) to send stars rocketing through
space. This toy is delighting children at a
local children’s
rehabilitation centre. “It
is an exciting concept,” notes one therapist.
Size: 13¼"x 15½"x 9½". Requires 1 9-V and 4 C
Batteries.
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Therapeutic Manipulator
#2304
£430.00 Exc VAT
£516.00 Inc VAT

Multisensory Motivational
Centre #555
£370.00 Exc VAT
£444.00 Inc VAT

Encourages surprising rewards!
Bright activity centre encourages
therapeutic movements. Pull on
one of the two wiggle people and
goofy cartoon sounds will play.
Rotate the worm and set off a
potpourri of lights, music and
vibration in the dome. If you
move the giant knob to the left
or right, the user will hear more cartoon sounds. Pushing the green
button plays a soothing tune. The wedge base can be easily removed
so that the manipulator can be wall mounted (Hardware included).

Therapeutic! This complete
cause and effect motivational
centre has been speciallydesigned for use in therapeutic
and educational environments.
The centre includes three different toys that are activated by
interchangeable switch pads. The child has a choice of using a round,
square, or triangle plate or one large single switch panel overlay.
The pads give visual and tactile cues for the child, while the toys atop
the centre provide auditory, visual, and somatosensory stimulation.
The package comes with three battery operated toys, switch pads and
three cords so that any other adapted toy can be used.
Size: 22"x 11"x 2". Requires 4 AA Batteries and 2 C Batteries.

Size: 12"x 14"x 3". Requires 4 C and 4 AA Batteries.

Wall Mounted Activity
Centre #556
£345.00 Exc VAT
£414.00 Inc VAT

Tether Ball #8033
£159.00 Exc VAT
£190.80 Inc VAT
Strike it!
A great exercise centre for those
with limited physical ability.
Select the appropriate target and
the user will enjoy having the
ability to play. Balls are easy to
attach and detach. Easily attaches
to lapboard or tabletop with a 2"
clamp (included).
Size: 24"H x 11"W.

9 Sources of fun and sensory
stimulation!
Our fun-filled, wall-mounted
activity centre provides a wide
array of features for somatosensory stimulation: a bright blue
plate which vibrates when pressed; a wooden roller that turns on a
music box and lights; a pull-ball which turns on a fan; a large, yellow
plate which switches on a bright light; a bead chain curtain with an
unbreakable plastic mirror; one push button which activates a buzzer; one push button which activates a fan, and a push button which
activates a music box and lights. Mounting hardware included.
Size: 21½"x 18½"x 4". Requires 2 C Batteries.

Visually Impaired Activity Centre #520
£282.00 Exc VAT
£338.40 Inc VAT
Specially-designed for the visually impaired! This activity centre features a blue tactile
plate which vibrates when pressed, a pull-ball which activates a fan, and a textured yellow oval plate which turns on an AM/FM radio. Provides loads of fun for the visually
impaired.
Size: 13½"x 9"x 4½". Requires 2 C Batteries.
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Visually & Hearing Impaired Activity Centre #540
£204.00 Exc VAT
£244.80 Inc VAT
Provides hours of somatosensory stimulation! This activity centre is specially-designed to
introduce individuals who cannot see or hear, to the world of play. Includes a spinning
soft cloth, a vibrating plate and a fan.
Size: 13"x 9"x 4½". Requires 2 C Batteries.

Sensational Textured Activity Center#2251
£505.00 Exc VAT
£606.00 Inc VAT
Great for parallel play! Just spin this wonderful busy box and go on an adventure of textures,
sights and sounds. Six different activation plates which operate independently encourage
parallel play for two or more children. Mirrors, fans, music, songs, lights, sound effects, and
spinning beads are just some of the wonderful sensory sensations this activity center provides. High contrast colors are great for a user with visual impairments.
.
Size: 17½"Diameter x 8½"H. Requires 6 C and 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 6½ lbs.
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Learning Game Board #9418
£335.00 Exc VAT
£402.00 Inc VAT
Create your own board games! This unique blank, magnetic, dry erase game board
has four player positions – two that have been specially adapted with large activation buttons for choosing among the four play spaces in front of a player. For those
who need to use their own switches, the board also has switch inputs at these two
positions. The Learning Game Board is dry erase so it can be used over and over
again for all types of topics and learning experiences – colors, numbers, shapes,
food, etc. The game possibilities are endless! Two game kits available. Kit 1 includes magnetic letters, numbers, shapes and play pieces. Kit 2 includes dry erase
markers, eraser, cleaner and black tape to make a variety of grids.
Size: 17"W x 20"L x 2"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 5 lbs..

Kit1 For Game Board #9419
£95.00 Exc VAT
£114.00 Inc VAT
Kit2 For Game Board #9419M
£55.00 Exc VAT
£66.60 Inc VAT
Monopoly Junior #9410
£280.00 Exc VAT
£336.00 inc VAT
Adapted classic! Now everyone can
play this classic board game. We’ve
adapted the board game for one
player by adding two built-in
switches and LED lights on each
square. Press the green switch and
the LEDs will light up square by square as you move forward while a
beep sounds. Press the red switch to go backwards while a different
beep sounds. You can also use your own capability switches for a
player who cannot access the game board switches. Also comes with
an adapted dice roller that is specially designed to work with the
slightest touch.
Size: 17"L x 20"W x 2"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 3½ lbs.

Sensory Motor Busy Box #7905
£320.00 Exc VAT
£384.00 Inc VAT
A fantastic therapeutic busy box! Our new therapeutic busy box provides the user with a wonderful experience. It has a great tactile switch which is made of soft felt material. When you activate it, glitter flies around
the dome. The T-handle is good for increasing your grip. The further you push the handle, the more LEDs
light up. Music plays when the handle is moved all the way forward. When you press the mouth, your prerecorded messages play sequentially with 300 seconds total recording time. There is a mirror that can be used
with your message playback for imitating sounds and pronunciation. Cloth ball colour may vary.
Size: 13"L x 13½"W x 13½"H. Requires 4 AA & 2 C Batteries
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Hi Ho Cherry-O #941
£220.00 Exc VAT
£264.00 Inc VAT
Adapted classic counting game now has sounds! Hi Ho Cherry O is a simple yet fun
introduction to counting. Our adapted game board and spinner make it accessible to
special needs children. The game board is equipped with two switch plates. Push the
red switch and a cherry comes off the tree and a tone sounds. Push the blue switch and
a cherry goes back on the tree and a different tone sounds. The game board also has
two external jacks for your capability switches (not included) should your child require them. The spinner is activated either by pressing the sides or by activating your
capability switch. The original game (with adapted spinner) is also included. This
game is great for children who have not developed their fine motor skills.
Game Board Size: 10"x 8½"x 7"; Spinner Size: 8½"Diameter. Game Board Requires 4 AA Batteries and Spinner Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Chunky Tic Tac Toe
#3602
£102.00 Exc VAT
£122.40 Inc VAT
The classic game! We
have created this board
with large, easy-to-hold
shapes with giant knobs
make it easier to play this
classic game.
Size: 10½"L x 10½"W x 1¼"H.

Hungry Hippo #737
£181.00 Exc VAT
£217.20 Inc VAT
It’s fun and frantic! Our adapted game
has 2 paddles attached to the Hippos
for easy activation. Just simply bang
away and watch as the Hippos race to
gobble up as many marbles as possible. A great game to play with friends
or family.
Size: 25"L x 16½"W x 6½"H.

Answer Buzzers #3090
£62.00 Exc VAT
£74.40 Inc VAT

Switch Spinner #4532
£130.00 Exc VAT
£156.00 Inc VAT
Great for games! Our switch activated
spinner is great for playing games,
matching, rolling dice or making random
selections. Just activate your capability
switch and you’re set to play. You can
create your own overlays to use on the
spinner. Two blank overlays included.
Size: 13"L x 4"W x 14½"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Turn any lesson into a game!
These new colourful answer buzzers feature fun sounds: honking
horn, boxing bell, doorbell, and
“boing”. Use them to get everyone
actively engaged.
Size: 3½"D. Requires 2 AAA Batteries
(each).

High Roller #757
£82.00 Exc VAT
£98.40 inc VAT

Shake, rattle and roll!
We’ve created an adapted
dice roller so everyone can
join in on the fun. Simply
open the Velcro top and
place in
up to five dice. Push the outer rim or add your capability switch to
activate the dice. The dice will shake, rattle and roll! Comes with two
sets of dice, one white and one black.
Size: 6"L x 6"W x 3¾"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.
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Bingo #4051
£185.00 Exc VAT
£222.00 Inc VAT
Get five in a row! A great family game where kids are actively involved in learning
while having tons of fun. Just activate your capability switch and the cage rotates
and a number pops out into the tray. Game comes with 21 Bingo cards, 75 number
balls, 200 Bingo markers and a master board.
Cage Size: 11"L x 13"W x 8½"H. Requires Capability Switch and 4 AA Batteries.

Head Full Of Numbers #7001
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 Inc VAT
(Finale Sale None Returnable)

Shake and create math equations! Everyone will love this fast-paced game. Place the dice into the fun
dice shaker, activate your capability switch, and record the number of unique, correct equations using
the numbers rolled. Create equations that use simple addition and subtraction or include multiplication
and division for a more challenging game. Size: 6½"H x 7½"W x 8"D. Requires Capability Switch and 2 C Batteries.

Air Hockey #7031
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 Inc VAT
(Finale Sale None Returnable)

Score! Terrific tabletop version of the popular game. Air Hockey looks and plays just like the real
thing. It has flashing lights and arcade sounds when playing. Each player has a special 10" wide
colored plastic paddle which you strike to send the puck flying across the rink. A fast and exciting game to play.
Size: 30"L x 11"W x 4½"H. Requires 3 C Batteries.

Matching Picture Lotto Bingo #943
£197.00 Exc VAT
£236.40 Inc VAT
Perfect for beginning readers! Picture Word
Lotto is designed to assist young children
with word recognition. We have created an
electronic base unit with 9 red LED lights
for the Lotto cards. Push the yellow 2½"
button to scan the board for the right match.
To select the correct one, release the switch
and the light will lock in place. When all 9
lights are lit you have won the game! The
blue button is for correcting mistakes and for restarting the game.
There are 2 jacks on the side so you can operate the game with your
own capability switches. Game comes with four reversible playing
cards. Size: 9½"H x 9½"W x 9½"D. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

See & Say With Base
#4529
£148.00 Exc VAT
£177.60 Inc VAT
Listen and learn! The classic
learning toy is now better than
ever! We’ve mounted the toy on
a base and angled it for easy access. With the adapted T-shaped handle, kids can activate the
messages. Learn about 16 different animals. Easy to mount on
tabletops with a clamp (C-clamp sold separately).
Animal Size: 9"L x 9½"W x 8"H. Dora Size 8"L x 7½"H. Requires 3
AA Batteries.
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Tic Tac Toe #949
£232.00 Exc VAT
£278.40 Inc VAT
Three in a row! Our Tic Tac Toe game is a great version of the classic game for all ages.
Activate your colored switch to light up your chosen colored LED square and you are on
your way to making a Tic Tac Toe in a horizontal, vertical, or diagonal pattern. Music
plays and lights flash when you have the winning combination. Item has two switch inputs so players can use their own capability switches if needed. Size: 13½"W x 9½"H x 11"D.
Requires 4 AA Batteries

Game Spinner #4542
£113.00 Exc VAT
£135.60 Inc VAT
Light touch! This versatile Game Spinner allows you to play hundreds of
different games – educational or just for fun. Use as an alternative to rolling dice or create games with numbers, letters, colors, pictures or words.
The spinner is activated either by pressing the sides or lip or by activating
your capability switch. Twelve blank templates are included for creating
your games.
Size: 8"Diameter x 1¾"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.
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Vibrating Light #458
£156.00 Exc VAT
£187.20 Inc VAT
£170.00 Exc VAT (#459)
£204.00 Inc VAT

Lighted Musical Tunes #4550
£214.00 Exc VAT
£256.80 Inc VAT
Lights, music, vibration! This is a
great cause and effect light! Just
activate the large 7" textured orange switch plate to experience
bright lights and soft vibration
while listening to six high-fidelity
songs: Rock, Classical, Easy Listening, Latin, New Age & Western.
Each song is about 45-50 seconds
long. It has adjustable volume control and the vibration can be turned
off if desired

Now with a bright LED! We've
updated our bestselling vibrating
light with the latest technology in
illumination. This fun light encourages individuals to reach out. The
textured plate lights up and vibrates when pressed, increasing visual,
auditory and tactile experiences. Also available with music, lights and
vibration. Both versions can be used as a switch and can be placed on
a lapboard or mounted on a wall (mounting hardware included).
Size: 9"L x 2"H x 12"W. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Size: 10"L x 10"W x 2¾"H. Requires 6 AA Batteries.

Magical Light Show #1672
£220.00 Exc VAT
£264.00 Inc VAT

Musical Light Box #200
£131.00 Exc VAT
£157.20 Inc VAT
Enhance your view of the
world! This multi-purpose musical light box can be used as a
bright backlight for tracing or
as a light source for people with
visual Impairments.
Easily activated by any of our capability switches.
Size: 12"x 11"x 4". Requires Capability Switch and 2 D Batteries.

Lights, music and vibration! Press
the yellow switch and feel subtle
vibrations under your hand while
the Magical Light Show begins.
Watch colored patterns against a
black background and hear upbeat
music. There is an external jack
for your capability switch.
Size: 10¼"L x 11"W x 11½"H. Requires 7
AA Batteries.

Multi Sensory Center #726
11” x 7”
£158.00 Exc VAT
£189.60 inc VAT

Clip Fan #149
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 Inc VAT
Activate your Capability Switch
and enjoy 29 different light effects and 6 sounds. Clip-on design
allows mounting anywhere.
Size: 4¼"L x 5"W x 7½"H. Requires Capability Switch, 2 AA Batteries and 2
CR2032 Batteries (CR2032 Batteries
included).

9” x 6”
£150.00 Exc VAT (#725)
£180.00 Inc VAT
Feels great!
Our deluxe Multi-Sensory Centers are fun for all ages. Designed to
provide auditory, tactile and visual stimulation, each center is
equipped with ultra-bright lights, vibration and music. Internal controls allow for numerous combinations of different sensory stimulation (for example, music only, music and vibration, vibration and
lights). The Multi-Sensory Center can also be used as a capability
switch to activate other devices. Sturdy, durable design comes with
suction cups, and a non-skid base. ; Remote Controller requires 2 AA
Batteries
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Musical Swirl Art w/Lights #3961
£145.00 Exc VAT
£174.00 Inc VAT
Be Picasso! Use your capability switch to spin beautiful works of art. Just activate your
switch and drip the fluorescent paint into the paint dispensing top. In addition, multicolored lights blink and melodies play. Set includes: cards, 5 bottles of 1 oz. non-toxic fluorescent paint in pink, orange, green, blue, and yellow.
Size: 13¼"L x 12¾"W x 5¼"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Glow Dome #7501
£80.00 Exc VAT
£96.00 Inc VAT
Draw, glow, spin! Winner of the 2009 Good Housekeeping Best Toy Award. You can colour on the
dome with one of six brightly colored glow markers. Then activate your capability switch and lights
will flash, your pictures will glow, and the dome will rotate at adjustable speeds. Set includes: six
glow markers, two drawing surfaces, and two starter scenes. Glow picture shows best in a dark room.
Size: 10¾"L x 10½"W x 8¾"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries.

Swirl Art #380
£97.00 Exc VAT
£116.40 Inc VAT
Fun for all ages!
Bring out the artistic expression in your child! Paint colours can be applied to a spinning blank
card creating a kaleidoscope of colourful designs. Includes 3 paint squirt bottles and a blank
sheet to get you started.
Size: 11½"x 9¾"x 2¾". Requires Capability Switch and 1 D Battery.

Glowing Goo Tube #3043
£210.00 Exc VAT
£252.00 Inc VAT
Oozing Goo! Guaranteed to fascinate everyone. Push your switch and the goo-filled tube rotates while music
plays and a powerful light illuminates the goo flow. Activation time is adjustable from 0 to 50 seconds. A
great sensory experience!
Size: 10"L x 9½"W x 9½"H. Requires Capability Switch and 4 C Batteries.
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Etch A Sketch #7002
£345.00 Exc VAT
£414.00 Inc VAT
A classic now adapted! Activate your way to great looking pictures with the world
classic Etch A Sketch. The four built-in switches allow you to go in horizontal or
vertical directions. Just watch the magic screen where your lines begin to form
exciting drawings. When you are finished, just take it off the base and shake and
then you are ready to start again. The base also has 4 external jacks for your capability switches should your child require them.
Size: 8"H x 13"W x 11½"D. Requires 6 C Batteries.

Colour Bug #3960
£165.00 Exc VAT
£198.00 Inc VAT
Remote control art! Create your own pictures with Colour Bug by activating our light touch
directionality switch. The bug will move about creating amazing patterns that are fun and
unique. Includes 4 colour markers.
Controller size: 6"D x 2¾"H; Bug size: 5"L x 3½"x 2"H. Controller requires 1 9-Volt battery; Colour Bug
requires 3 AAA Batteries.
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Twirling Bead Chain #6470
£285.00 Exc VAT
£342.00 inc VAT

Twirling Bead Chain #5200
£350.00 Exc VAT
£420.00 inc VAT

Feel the cool beads! Activate the built-in
red gumball switch and the carousel begins
to turn causing the colorful cool beads to
gently touch your hand as they spin by. In
addition, upbeat music plays and red and
blue lights sparkle. Can also be activated
with your own capability switch. A great
sensory experience that also teaches cause
and effect.
Size: 8½"Diameter x 11"H. Requires 2 C and 6 AAA Batteries. Weight: 3 lbs.

Plays your music! Attach your iPod,
iPhone, MP3 player, or any device
with an earphone jack to the speaker
and your music will play when you
move the cool, soothing beads.
Comes with two different activation choices: momentary or continuous play. In the momentary mode, the music plays when the beads are
touched; in the continuous play mode, touch the beads and the music
plays until the device is turned off
Size: 17"L x 10½"W x 10½"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 3½ lbs.Size:
8½"Diameter x 11"H. Requires 2 C and 6 AAA Batteries. Weight: 3 lbs.

Bead Chain Curtain #2066
£285.00 Exc VAT
£342.00 Inc VAT
Fantastic sensory input! Hang our
unique Bead Chain Curtain anywhere in your Sensory Room,
Classroom or home and provide
users with a fantastic tactile and
visual experience. Hang it from the
ceiling or wall. Great to walk
through, touch or drape on your
body.
Size: 36"L x 5'W. Weight: 5 lbs.
PLEASE NOTE: Since our Bead Chain Curtain can be installed on many
different surfaces, mounting hardware is not included.

Somatosensory Musical Bead
Chain/Switch #357
£215.00 Exc VAT
£258.00 Inc VAT
Hours of tactile and auditory
stimulation!
This innovative Bead Chain is great for
developing the concept of cause and
effect. Movement of the beads will turn on a built-in music box. As
long as the beads are making contact with the metal bar, the music
stays on. Can also be used as an external capability switch without
music when connected to any toy or device. Works as a switch or as
an independent toy.
Size: 13"H x 15"L x 11"W. Requires 2 AA Batteries

Peek-a-Boo Mirror
Switch #348
£215.00 Exc VAT
£258.00 Inc VAT

Multi Coloured Bead Chains #647
£185.00 Exc VAT (12inch price)
£222.00 Inc VAT
£168.00 Exc VAT (6 inch price) #646
£201.60 Inc VAT

Encourages exploration!
Mirror provides tactile and
visual reinforcement. Playing
with the beads will activate
lights, vibration and music,
while the soothing chains
provide unique tactile stimulation. Vibration sensitivity is adjustable.
Can be used as a switch to activate devices. Can be used on the floor
or a table. Lights, vibration and music can be turned on or off by
hidden switches.

Ergonomic design! Our popular bead
chains have a unique design for children
who can reach through to the base. When a
hand passes over the light sensor, a red
light blinks and music plays.
A mini version stands 6” tall and the other 12" tall.
Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Size: 12"W x 10½"H. Requires 6 AA Batteries.
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Musical Bead Chain/Switch With Mirror, Lights & Vibration
#659
£330.00 Exc VAT
£396.00 Inc VAT
A sensory sensation!
Every child will respond to our popular bead chain curtains. We believe you
will find even greater benefits with our multi-sensory mirrored attention getters. Both versions can be used as a switch to activate toys or devices. When
using #659 as a switch, lights and vibration are disabled. Both versions
have music while #659 combines lights and vibration with music. Size: 17¼"x
8¼"x 13".

657 Musical bead Chain/Switch
£260.00 Exc. VAT
£312.00 Inc. VAT
Requires 2 AA Batteries (Not included)

Somatosensory Bead Chain W/Mirror #356
£200.00 Exc VAT
£240.00 Inc VAT
Comes with a peek-a-boo mirror! Push aside the bead chain, and you’ll see yourself in the
unbreakable plastic mirror. Great for providing visual stimulation.
Size: 17¼"x 8¼"x 13. No Batteries required.

Bead Chain In A Box #644
£180.00 Exc VAT
£216.00 Inc VAT
Every child loves it! When touched,
the bead chain box provides instant
feedback - music, lights and
vibration. It’s a great toy for all
children!

Somatosensory Bead
Chain #355
£148.00 Exc VAT
£177.60 Inc VAT
Provide hours of pleasurable sensory input! Every
child will want to reach
out to feel the curtain.
Mounted on a sturdy base,
rubber suction cups hold it
in place on almost any
surface. Choose either
silver beads (#355) or multicoloured beads (#362).
Size: 17¼"x 8¼"x 13". No Batteries required.

Size: 14¾"L x 11¼"W. Requires 6 AA
Batteries.

Talking Bead Chain With
Lights #649
£216.00 Exc VAT
£259.20 Inc VAT
Bead chain with a voice!
Passing your hand over the light
sensor on the base will play
your pre-recorded message (up
to 20 seconds) while red lights
shine!
Size: 18"L x 8"W x 13"H. Requires
4 AA Batteries.
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Crawl-Through Bead Chain #206
£315.00 Exc VAT
£378.00 Inc VAT
Curtain rewards child with music! This larger, crawl-through version of our popular somatosensory bead chain curtain has a built-in music box that automatically turns on as the child
crawls through or manipulates the beads any other way. Great for encouraging movement.
Size: 26"x 26"x 27½". Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Razzel Dazzle Bead Chain #361
£230.00 Exc VAT
£276.00 Inc VAT
Helps develop cause and effect!
Our exclusive Razzle Dazzle Bead Chain Curtain provides hours of somatosensory
stimulation. Movement of the beads will turn on a built-in music box. These colourful beads are inviting to reach out and feel and help develop cause and effect.
Fun for all ages. Works as a switch or as an independent toy.
Size: 17¼"x 8¼"x 13".
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Interchangeable Music Puzzle #921
£190.00 Exc VAT
£228.00 Inc VAT
Ideal for developing cognitive skills! Great for both children and adults, this innovative
puzzle has removable blocks which allow the user to progressively increase the skill required to complete the task. Start with one shape and any four blank blocks and build up to
five distinct shapes. When the task is completed, music plays. If a reward toy or device is
connected to the blocks, it will automatically turn on but music will not play. You can easily shift or rotate the blocks to teach spatial relations, form constancy and mental imagery.
Size: 15½” x 4¾” x ”. Requires 1 AA Battery.

Drop In A Bucket #349
£200.00 Exc VAT
£240.00 Inc VAT

Stacking Blocks #359
£148.00 Exc VAT
£177.60 Inc VAT

Easy to reach! This containerizing toy has been designed with a
low profile so children only have
to slightly reach to drop objects
into the bucket. Six multicolored lights draw the child’s
attention. When they place an object in, a tune plays. Comes with
interchangeable grids to teach object placement.
Size: 12"L x 5½"W x 7"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Teaches counting skills while reinforcing fine motor control!
These best-selling stacking blocks
are great for introducing your child
to the wonderful world of addition
and subtraction. When you place
one of the colourful wooden blocks
on the stack, a light will light up.
When the stacking task is completed, you are instantly rewarded with
sweet music and even more bright lights.
Size: 7¾"x 5¾"x 13¼". Requires 2 AA Batteries. This product comes complete
with a FREE IEP manual with suggested activities.
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Instrument Sound Puzzle #9002
£100.00 Exc VAT
£120.00 Inc VAT
We added knobs! A great wooden puzzle to help children learn the shapes and sounds of different
instruments. When a piece is placed correctly in the board, the appropriate musical sound of that
instrument plays. Eight instrument sounds in all.
Size: 8¾"H x 11½"W x ¾"D. Requires 2 AAA Batteries.

Zoo Animal Sound Puzzle
#9034
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 Inc VAT

Transportation Sound Puzzle
#9033
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 Inc VAT

Shape Sound Puzzle #9040
£100.00 Exc VAT
£120.00 Inc VAT

Farm Animal Sound Puzzle
#9035
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 Inc VAT

Talking Square
Containerizing Toy #365
£156.00 Exc VAT
£187.20 Inc VAT

Talking Containerizing Toy
#363
£215.00 Exc VAT
£258.00 Inc VAT
Sort, stack and drop! When a shape
hits the bottom, your pre-recorded
message will play (up to 20 seconds).
As this simple task is repeated, shape
matching and identification are
learned. Remove the sorting lid and
larger objects can be used. You can
adjust the sensitivity to
accommodate items of differing weights. (Very lightweight items made of a
soft material, such as a cotton ball, will not activate the message and
lights). Comes with 3 blocks; 1 round, 1 square and 1 triangle.

Motivating! All the benefits of
the round containerizing toy
but more blocks and more
places for sorting, stacking
and dropping! All sides of the
square have shape-sorting walls. When the object hits the bottom,
your pre-recorded message (up to 20 seconds) will play. Take the top
off and it will talk when other objects are dropped.
Size: 10¾"x 7¼"x 6". Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Size: 6¼"x 6¾". Requires 4 AA Batteries.
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Hippo Bubble Blower #ILT0036
£80.00 Exc VAT
£96.00 inc VAT

Children love bubbles and this Little Hippo bubble machine makes them
by the thousand. •Simply pour the bubble solution into his mouth, press
your capability switch and watch it make hundreds of magical bubbles.
•Requires 2 x AA batteries /not included/ •Size approx. 14 x 10 x 8 cm

Fire Engine Bubble Blower #ILT0037
£80.00 Exc VAT
£96.00 inc VAT

We all know Fire Brigade are awsome and bubbles are lot of fun but what happens
when both are combined? Introducing the switch adapted Bubble Shooting Fire Engine.
Activate you capability switch and watch bubbles blowing from this fire engine with
music and lights.
Requires 3 x AA batteries /not included/. Size approx. 22 x 10 x 10 cm.

Bump & Go Bubble Blower Train Engine #ILT0038
£100.00 Exc VAT
£120.00 inc VAT

Bump "n" Go Action! Activate your capability switch and watch the steam train blow bubbles
with steam train lights and sound.
Requires 3 AA Batteries (not included)

Bump & Go Bubble Car Ice Cream Car #ILT0029
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 inc VAT

Bump "n" Go Action! Activate your capability switch and watch the Ice Cream Car
blow bubbles with lights and music.
Requires 3 AA Batteries (not included)
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Bubble Mania #2286
£77.00 Exc VAT
£92.40 Inc VAT
Flood your world with bubbles! We found
a bubble machine which will provide
hours of enjoyment. Activate the machine
with your switch and love the streams of
bubbles. Please Note: AC adapter has been removed for safety reasons. This unit will work on battery power only.
Size: 9"L x 7"W x 5½"H. Requires Capability Switch and 2 C Batteries.

Bubble Bug #2233
£80.00 Exc VAT
£96.00 Inc VAT
Bump & go bubbles! This motorized Bubble Bug has bump and go action.
Activate your capability switch and this bug will race around flapping its
wings and blowing hundreds of bubbles. Includes 4 oz. bottle of bubble solution.
Size: 10¾"L x 4¾"W x 8"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries. Weight: 1¼ lbs

Bubble Maker ILT005
£70.00 Exc VAT
£84.00 Inc VAT
Add bubbles to any occasion with this brightly coloured switch adapted
Perfect for parties!

bubble maker!

Includes 1 bottle of bubble solution. Requires 4 x C Batteries.

Bubble Machine #ILT004
£80.00 Exc VAT
£96.00 Inc VAT

Gazillion Bubbles #4522
£80.00 Exc VAT
£96.00 Inc VAT

Thousands of colourful bubbles! Activate your capability switch and watch
this fun bubble machine create bubbles
through the air. Great for indoors or
out.
Requires Capability Switch and 4 C
Batteries + bubble solution.

Thousands of colorful bubbles!
Activate your capability switch
and watch this fun bubble maker
blow gazillions of colorful bubbles through the air. Great for
indoors or out.
Size: 8"L x 5"W x 8"H. Requires Capability Switch and 6 AA Batteries.
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Froggie Bubble Blower #ILT0022
£70.00 Exc VAT
£84.00 Inc VAT
Great for summer time of bathtime fun, the switch adapted Froggie Bubble Blower blows lots of bubbles
from its mouth. Great for sparking the imagination, this funny frog is bound to create lots of giggles.
Not suitable for children under 36 months. Requires 2 x AA batteries.

Munchkin Bath Fun Bubble Blower ILT0023
£70.00 Exc VAT
£84.00 Inc VAT
Little ones are sure to love this switch adapted cute penguin, he's got 10 rotating wands to
keep bubbles continuosly flowing. A suction cup securely adheres the bubble maker to bath
tiles or other smooth surface.
Requires 2 "AA" batteries H18 cm

Marvelous Bubble Blower ILT0024
£70.00 Exc VAT
£84.00 Inc VAT
This rather cute little switch adapted bubble blower is very simple to use and
captivating to watch.
Start by adding some bubble mixture and then press your switch. The bubble
blower will automatically produce thousands of bubbles!
An excellent party item, or amusement for young children on a summer’s day!
* Bubble mixture included
* Presented in a smart gift box
* Height Approx 14cm
* Requires 2 x AA batteries
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Switch Adapted Bubble Machine Freddy Fish #ILT0013
£70.00 Exc VAT
£84.00 Inc VAT
Activate your capability switch and watch Freddy the Fish blows hundreds of magical bubbles from his
mouth. Sit him in the garden and watch the bubbles float around in the breeze, and create a fun, 'bubbly'
atmosphere at parties.
Requires 6 x AA batteries.
Warning: Not suitable for children under 36 months.
.
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Mini Dome #72
£173.00 Exc VAT
£207.60 Inc VAT
Increases visual attention! Children just love our best-selling Mini Dome’s eye-catching
colours and vibrations. Simply press anywhere on the dome or its plate, and the bright
confetti spin, music plays and the dome vibrates. Provides hours of visual, auditory and
tactile stimulation. (No switch is required).
Size: 10"x 8"x 3½". Requires 2 C Batteries.

Glitter Roll Music Base Switch #696
£202.00 Exc VAT
£242.40 Inc VAT
Encourages children to reach out and swipe!
This innovative switch provides hours of multi-sensory stimulation with its roller action
and built-in music box. The clear, cylindrical roller contains a potpourri of sparkling
shapes. Roll it to activate the music base. Can also be used as an external capability
switch without music when connected to a toy or device.
Size: 14"L x 7"W x 5"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Dome Alone with Switch
#71
£186.00 Exc VAT
£223.20 Inc VAT

Mini Popper #751
£155.00 Exc VAT
£186.00 Inc VAT
Absolutely delightful!
Press anywhere from the rim to
the top of the Mini Popper and
enjoy music, bouncing balls,
vibration, and lights. Or activate
it with your favourite switch (not
included).
Size: 4"H x 8"W. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Delights individuals! Children just love to watch the
bright, confetti-like objects
dance around in our bestselling dome toy. A splendid
tempest of music, colour and
light. Appropriate for all
ages. The Dome Alone with Built-in Switch has a large button switch
on top of the dome to encourage reaching.
Size: 12"x 11"x 7". Requires 4 C Batteries.

Glitter Pins #1695
£195.00 Exc VAT
£234.00 Inc VAT
Our bestselling musical rolling pins are even better! These two pins are divided into three sections and
can be easily mounted onto a mirrored base (#1650) (optional and sold separately). The Lights, Vibration and Music Pin has colored lights in each section and plays music as it gently vibrates. Great for
visual, auditory and physical stimulation. (Does not require a capability switch).
Size: 11¼"x 3½". Requires 2 AA Batteries.
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Motorized Glitter Roll
Music Box #697
£215.00 Exc VAT
£258.00 Inc VAT
The Motorized Glitter Roll
Music Box works with an
external capability switch.
When the switch is
activated, the potpourri of
sparkling shapes will
tumble as the sweet-sounding music plays.
Requires Capability Switch and 2 C Batteries.

Kaleido-Dome With Shapes #778
£325.00 Exc VAT
£390.00 Inc VAT
Encourages group participation!
Perfect for encouraging children to
become actively involved, this fun toy
enhances matching, grasping and
releasing skills. As you fit a shape on the
base, a light is activated. When all twelve shapes are in place, the
large centre dome lights up, music plays and pom poms dance. A
great source for continual visual, auditory and tactile stimulation.
Size: 16"x 16". Requires 6 C Batteries.

Space Encounter #7550
£250.00 Exc VAT
£300.00 Inc VAT
Blast off! Explore and spin this wonderful textured Spaceship. Activate the outer rim anywhere and encounter shooting, multicoloured
lights flashing inside the large frosted dome, exciting music, spaceship
sounds, and vibration. The Spaceship spins on a Lazy Susan base.
Size: 14½"D x 6"H. Requires 4 C Batteries.

The Twinkler #76
£270.00 Exc VAT
£324.00 Inc VAT
Sparkles fly! Pressing the yellow textured switch on
the front of the device will send the sparkles flying
around the dome while simultaneously playing music
and lighting up. It can also be activated with an external capability switch (not included).
13½"D x 10½"H. Requires 6 C Batteries.

The Tumbler #75
£270.00 Exc VAT
£324.00 Inc VAT
Have a ball with our Tumbler! Pressing the large red button on the front of this toy
sends the balls tumbling around while music plays, lights shine and the unit
vibrates. Can be activated with an external capability switch
(not included).
Size: 13½"x 10½". Requires 4 C Batteries.
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Under The Sea #9013
£250.00 Exc VAT
£300.00 Inc VAT
Splish! Splash!
This brightly colored water toy will delight and amaze any child. One capability switch
turns on a stream of water that swirls around a colourful pond. Push a second switch
and music plays while lights glow. A fun toy for individual or group environments.
Size: 18"W x 24"L x 4"H. Requires 2 Capability Switches, 4 D and 2 AA Batteries.

Water Fall Water Toy #9016
£275.00 Exc VAT
£330.00 Inc VAT
Your own tropical paradise!
Hit your switch and this unique water toy squirts water from flowers while a stream rambles
down a volcano with multi-colored lights. Music plays and the lagoon sparkles.
Size: 20"L x 15"W x 10"H. Requires Capability Switch and 6 C Batteries.

Big Water Toy #9000
£200.00 Exc VAT
£240.00 Inc VAT

Rain Drops #3065
£220.00 Exc VAT
£264.00 Inc VAT

Wonderful fun!
Simply fill the tray, hit a
switch and water squirts
out of the hose, splashing
through this exciting water
toy. Hose easily attaches
to a pail, glass or sand toy.
You can also use the toy to squirt water onto plants or even wash toy
cars. The fun is limited only by your imagination!

Splish splash! Fill the
water tray and when you
activate your capability
switch, watch the water
trickle down the bead
chains while you play in
the water tray. A wonderful
tactile
experience for
all. Works with or without a capability switch.
Size: 15"H x 14"W x 13"D. Requires 4 D Batteries.

Requires Capability Switch, and 4 C Batteries Size: 19"L x 10½"W x 10"H.

Bladeless Fan #2120
£80.00 Exc VAT
£96.00 Inc VAT
No moving parts! We’ve adapted this unique fan and set it in a sturdy
base. Fan has continuously changing LED lights and no visible fan
blade making it safe for curious children. Works both with and without
a switch.
Size: 8½"H x 5 7½"W. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
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Adapted Music Kit #4063N
£2070.00 Exc VAT
£2484.00 Inc VAT
Music therapy is often used to accomplish individualized goals and to strengthen physical,
psychological, cognitive and social functioning. Therefore, we have developed a great therapeutic music kit for your use. There is something to meet the needs of all your students. Our
kit will also help children manage stress, express feelings, enhance memory, and improve
communication.

Kit includes:
(Click on Product Name to get more information about that particular
product)
Bongo Drums (Adapted)
Ring Around Bells
Mini Carillon
Music Machine Set
Band Jam
Musical Snail
PLEASE NOTE: Certain items may be discontinued by their manufacturer. If a substitution of a similar item must be made, it will be of equal
value.

Chimalong #2208
£520.00 Exc VAT
£624.00 inc VAT

Unique music maker! We’ve adapted this award winning xylophone with eight color coded switches to
match the notes of each musical tube. With our twelve color-coded song cards, it’s easy to play songs by
pressing the matching color on the switch plates. Song cards include familiar songs such as London
Bridge and Oh Susannah. You can also play your own tunes or six additional pre-recorded songs including Home on the Range and This Land is Your Land. Great for encouraging music appreciation, sing-alongs, color matching, and cause and effect. Plays in the key of C or F. Two mallets and twelve colorcoded music sheets included.
Size: 20"L x 21"W x 8¾"H. Requires 4 AA and 4 C Batteries. Weight: 5 lbs

Spinning Symphony #8052
£270.00 Exc VAT
£324.00 Inc VAT
Fantastic classical music fun!
Spinning Symphony is a fantastic way to enhance musical
interest and engage in active
exploration. Press any of the
bright coloured instrument
switches to hear six different
Mozart compositions. At the touch of the switch, the user can add or
subtract any of five different instruments (harp, French horn, piano,
flute, and violin) from the composition.

New & Improved Drum #807
£200.00 Exc VAT
£240.00 Inc VAT
Provides exciting auditory stimulation!
Here’s an instrument that’s hard to resist!
Just hit your capability switch or press the
yellow switch at the base of the drum to
make the drum stick twirl, beating a fast,
rhythmic roll to the delight of all. Great for
music sessions.
Size: 11"L x 10½"W x 11"H. Requires 2 C Batteries.

Size: 15¼"Diameter x 2½"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries.
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Lighted Musical Tambourine #896
£193.00 Exc VAT
£231.60 Inc VAT
Lights, music and vibration! Looking for a
fun, exciting musical instrument? Our
Lighted Musical Tambourine is it! Just
swipe or slightly push the tambourine and
watch the multi-colored lights flash, hear
the music, and feel the vibration. You can
use alone as a musical instrument or use as
a switch to activate any toy. Lights, music,
and vibration can be turned on or off.
Size: 10½"L x 10½"W x 8"H. Requires 7 AA Batteries.

The Music Machine
#703
£265.00 Exc VAT
£318.00 Inc VAT
Strike up the band! Attach
your musical instrument on
to our striking musical stand.
Activate your switch and it
beats to any preset rhythm.
Speed is adjustable. Musical
instruments not included.
Size: 9"x 6½"x 4 1/8". Requires Capability Switch and 8 AA Batteries.

Music Box #702
£141.00 Exc VAT
£169.20 Inc VAT

Bongo Drums #756
£230.00 Exc VAT
£276.00 Inc VAT

Play four lively tunes! Four tune
music box. Plug your switches into
this bright box and hear unique melodies while lights flash. Each switch
plays a different tune. A great teaching toy!

Jam out! Connect your switches
and bang all day on our stylish
wooden bongos. They have great
sound and are high quality drums.
These bongos are tuneable with
bongo key (attached).

Size: 5"x 5"x 5". Requires up to 4 Capability Switch and 4 AA Batteries.

Size: 18"L x 12"W x 11½"H. Requires 2
Capability Switches and 4 D Batteries.

Musical Snail #1114
£226.00 Exc VAT
£271.20 Inc VAT
Great for auditory and color
recognition! Make musical
notes by pushing the colored
buttons. You can also learn to
play songs by following the
colors on the musical cards.
The toy also has eight pre-recorded songs that you can play by
pressing the auto play mode, then activating one of the buttons.

Band Jam #1115
£430.00 Exc VAT
£516.00 Inc VAT
Strike up the band! Five percussion
instruments in one base! Activate any
of the photo buttons to play a tambourine, triangle, drum, cymbal or
maraca while multicoloured LEDs light up the band! Band Jam is
fun and exciting to play.
Size: 21"L x 17"W x 12"H. Requires 8 C Batteries.

Size: 16"L x 13"W x 5"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Mini Carillon #2201
£559.00 Exc VAT
£669.60 Inc VAT
Play a song! Our new and unique precision-tuned bells are a wonderful introduction to the
world of music. With our six colour-coded song cards, it’s easy to play songs by pressing
the matching colour on the switch plates below the bells. Song cards include familiar nursery rhymes including Twinkle, Twinkle and Mary Had a Little Lamb. You can also play your
own tunes or seven additional pre-recorded songs including Old MacDonald and Row Your
Boat.
Size: 26"L x 14"W x 6"H. Requires 4 C & 4 AA Batteries.
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Band On A Board #4080
£205.00 Exc VAT
£246.00 Inc VAT
Four instruments in one place! We’ve made an exciting music center for your wall. Easily reach and play four
different instruments: drum, xylophone, horn and cluster bells. Has four drilled holes for easy wall mounting.
Size: 20"L x 20"W. Weight: 4½ lbs.
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Thomas King Of The Railway #5058
£350.00 Exc VAT
£420.00 inc VAT

Choo-choo fun! Activate your capability switch and Thomas will start his
journey around the track and through the tunnel while multi-colored lights
flash and “Coming ‘Round the Mountain” plays. When Thomas enters the
tunnel, the tunnel lights up. Great for imaginary play, teaching cause and
effect and developing cognitive skills. Has on/off volume control. Comes
with Thomas the Engine and one car. Two additional cars sold separately
below.
Size: 21½"D x 6"H. Requires 10 AA Batteries. Weight: 5 lbs.

Infinity Mirror #1683
£245.00 Exc VAT
£294.00 inc VAT

Fantastic illusion! Our Infinity Mirror creates an optical illusion of a never ending tunnel
of light when you press the built-in gumball switch. Multicolored LEDs flicker while music plays. Can also be activated with your own external capability switch. Fantastic visual
effects are great for teaching cause and effect or for just enjoying the show.
Size: 10¼"L x 11"W x 11½"H. Requires 6 AA Batteries. Weight: 2½ lbs.

G Force #3099
£250.00 Exc VAT
£300.00 inc VAT

Gravity defying! Press the black and orange switch or use your own capability switch to
start the three ping pong balls spinning around the dome. The longer you hold down your
switch, the higher the balls will climb in the dome until they reach the green center. While
the balls are spinning, multi-colored LEDs light up while upbeat music plays. When you
release the switch, the balls slowly descend. Great for teaching cause and effect and eye
tracking.
Size: 12½"D x 8½"H. Requires 4 C Batteries. Weight: 2¾ lbs.

Entangled Dome #9229
£220.00 Exc VAT
£264.00 inc VAT

Soothing! Press anywhere on the base, rim or dome to enjoy lights, music and vibration.
Great for increasing visual attention, tactile awareness and auditory development. Lights,
vibration and music can be turned on or off by hidden switches.
Size: 8½"D x 5"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs
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Adapted Magnetic Gears #6260
£160.00 Exc VAT
£192.00 inc VAT

Musical Crystal Ball
#1689
£110.00 Exc VAT
£132.00 inc VAT

Make your own patterns! Connect
your capability switch and 11 colorful plastic gears will spin on the
magnetic easel. Each gear does
something different – clicking, whirring, google eyes, turning arm.
The gears are easy to grab and are interchangeable, which make it
easy to create your own designs. Has a removable base and two gear
speeds. Works with and without a switch. Provides visual and auditory stimulation and promotes color recognition.

Create a relaxing environment! Press and hold
your capability switch
and waves of red, blue
and green lights reflect all around your room while music
plays. Works with or without a switch.

Size: 14"L x 16"W x 3"H. Requires 1 C Battery. Weight: 3¼ lbs.

Size: 7½"L x 5¾"W x 5½"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.

Roll & Learn Turtle
#4419
£95.00 Exc VAT
£114.00 inc VAT

Colorful gears! Press your
capability switch and hear
colors, action words, sounds
and insect names. Turtle has
fifty-five different songs, melodies, sounds and phrases. Colorful
gears move when you spin them. Encourages discovery and exploration and teaches cause and effect.
Size: 10¼"L x 9½"W x 5½"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.
PLEASE NOTE: Switch not included.

Smart Pals
£80.00 Exc VAT
£96.00 inc VAT

Spinning Train Top #2580
£215.00 Exc VAT
£258.00 inc VAT

Visual tracking! Activate and
hold your capability switch and
start this fun top spinning. The
colorful train inside moves
around the track while lively
music plays and the train toots and chugs. Great for teaching cause
and effect and for developing visual tracking skills. Top can also be
spun by pumping the top handle but music will not play.
Size: 10½"L x 9"W x 10½ "H. Requires 2 AA & 2 C Batteries. Weight: 2 lbs.

Interactive fun! Activate your
capability switch and the three
shape buttons will light up
while cheerful melodies and
silly sound effects play. Smart
Pals’ different textures help develop tactile skills. Purchase individually or in a set of four.
Size: 5¾"W x 6¾"H x 5½"D. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.
PLEASE NOTE: Switches not included. Smart Pal characters may vary

Sunshine Symphony #8069
£120.00 Exc VAT
£144.00 inc VAT

Create music with one touch! This
huggable, plush activity toy plays
beautiful classical music, while sparkling lights flash! Two different
modes feature four classical musical
compositions, activated by a simple touch or can be used in a longplay lullaby mode. Fun tactile activities include a crinkle, squeak,
beads and teether. Now available in an adapted version which requires a capability switch.
Size: 10½”L x 10½”W. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 1¾ lbs.
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Penguin Night Light
#3353
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 inc VAT

Soothing choices! This
switch adapted night light is
easy to customize. Choose
from three different light
show slides and either classical music, lullabies, or nature sounds. Also select music only, music
and projection or projection only.
Size: 7½"W x 9¼"H x 3"D. Requires 3 C Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.
PLEASE NOTE: Switch not included.

Mini UV Mirror Bead Chain #3109

My First Music Player
#2209
£130.00 Exc VAT
£156.00 inc VAT

Four instruments in one! Play
seven familiar songs with one
to four instruments. Start the
concert by pressing the orange
switch to hear the piano, press the green switch and the clarinets play,
the blue switch adds the xylophone to the song, and finally the red
switch starts the drums. Play instruments separately or all at once for
an exciting performance.
Size: 10"W x 8½"H x 8"D. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 1¼ lbs.

Discovery Drum #4545
£180.00 Exc. VAT
£216.00 Inc. VAT

Sized for your tray or desktop! Press the mirrored background and ultraviolet LEDs create
dramatic colors on the colorful UV reactive
bead strands. Great visual and tactile effects.
Comes in two versions: one with rock music,
the other with soothing music.
Size: 9½"W x 4½"H x 7"D. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1¼ lbs.

Product No 3109R (Rock Music)
£135.00 Exc. VAT
£162.00 Inc. VAT
Product No 3109 (Soothing Music)
£135.00 Exc. VAT
£162.00 Inc. VAT
Crawl Abouts
Cuddly crawlers! Press the bodies of these
Crawl Abouts or activate your capability
switch and these cute critters will scoot
across the floor and play twelve different
melodies. Great for teaching cause and effect
and for developing tactile skills.

Three modes and three languages! We’ve adapted this
colorful drum so that the
buttons are easy to reach.
There are three play modes:
music, numbers and colors.
Numbers and colors are spoken in English, Spanish and
French. Plays twelve different melodies and drum sounds.

Size: 8½"L x 6"W x 3"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ½ lb.

FireFly Product No 441
£80.00 Exc. VAT
£96.00 Inc. VAT
Butterfly Product No 443
£80.00 Exc. VAT
£96.00 Inc. VAT

Size: 11"L x 10¼"W x 6¼"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 2¼ lbs.

ABC Adventure Elefun
#9218
£200.00 Exc. VAT
£240.00 Inc. VAT
Learning adventure! We’ve
adapted this fun ABC toy which
teaches first words, ABCs,
numbers, shapes, colors and
opposites. It plays over 75
sound effects, tunes and activities that make learning fun! Five colorful switches activate many of the toy’s functions. And for those who
can reach, all the activities work without the switches.
Size: 14½"W x 10"H x 10"D. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 3¾ lbs
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Flip Flop #503
£320.00 Exc VAT
£384.00 Inc VAT
Entertains for hours! Our new colourful Flip Flop is terrific to use for increasing
visual attention. With a simple spin of the domes, you will feel vibration, see
multi-colored lights flashing, colourful glitter and multi-colored beads spinning
inside a dome, reflections in a mirror, and hear six high-fidelity upbeat songs.
This versatile toy has two different on/off switches: one to control the music, the
other to control the lights, vibration, and beads inside the domes.
Size: 12"L x 8½"W x 9½"H. Requires 4 C and 4 AA Batteries.

Light Box #3112
£385.00 Exc VAT
£462.00 Inc VAT
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 Inc VAT (Jelly Pads #3112K sold separately)
Fantastic illumination! Our new light box is great for teaching visually impaired people object and shape identification, writing, and arts and crafts. A raised front edge
helps to keep objects in a confined area. The box has adjustable feet to enable you to
change its angle and a handle for easy transportation. (Jelly Pads sold separately)
Size: 17"L x 19"W x 4"H. Power: 12 Volt Wall Transformer (included). AC power use only.
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Sensory Motor Busy Box #1540
£255.00 Exc VAT
£306.00 Inc VAT
Buzz, buzz, buzz! Activate the attached switch and the air from two fans will cause the bee’s spinner
wings to go round and round while the music from The Flight of the Bumble Bee plays. You will feel
wind on your face, hands, arms and chest. Multi-colored lights on the wings of two bees in the background will twinkle brightly. Place your hands on the base and you will feel soft vibration. A great multi-sensory experience. Also works with an external capability switch.
Size: 11½"L x 13"W x 13½"H. Requires 4 C and 4 AA Batteries.
PLEASE NOTE: Music plays for 25 seconds after switch activation.

Balls-Go-Round #1813
£390.00 Exc VAT
£468.00 Inc VAT

Luminidisk #1681
£264.00 Exc VAT
£316.80 Inc VAT
A colourful light show! Watch the wonderful colored patterns flash about to six different upbeat musical tunes. Our new Luminidisk can be activated in three different
ways: by pressing the bright yellow tactile
switch, by sound activation, or by using
your own capability switch. The Luminidisk also has vibration which
can be turned on or off. The colourful patterns are great for increasing
visual attention and the voice activation encourages the initiation of
sounds.
Size: 12"L x 10"W x 9"H. Requires 8 AA Batteries.

Fantastic visuals for table top or wall
mount! Balls-go-round is a great toy
for teaching cause and effect and
increasing visual attention. Activate
the attached yellow switch to turn on
4 upbeat tunes and the multi-colored
blinking lights. It has adjustable volume and rotation speed, and a tactile
pad. It has a jack input for your own
capability switch. Ball colours may
vary. Music and rotation run for approximately 10 seconds with each switch activation. Wall mounting
hardware is included.
Size: 18"H x 16"W x 10½"D. Requires 2 C and 6 AA Batteries.

Cyclone #7008
£229.00 Exc VAT
£274.80 Inc VAT
Watch and listen! Activate the
attached capability switch or add
your own and watch the cyclone
whip around colored glitter
shapes in the cylinder while you
listen to the wonderful sounds of
wind, rain, thunder and upbeat music. Great for increasing visual
attention. Has an external jack for your capability switch and an on/
off switch for volume control.
Size: 13"H x 11"W x 11"D. Requires 7 C Batteries.

Textured Tunes #4551
£235.00 Exc VAT
£282.00 Inc VAT
A fantastic sensory experience!
With stimulating textures and
bold, vibrant colours, the
interchangeable balls on our
Textured Tunes are perfect
for hands-on sensory exploration. We’ve added bead
chains, multi-colored blinking lights, six upbeat tunes, and vibration.
A lazy Susan base provides easy access to all. Just swipe at the ball
and the fun begins. Includes a set of 4 interchangeable balls.
Size: 9¾"D x 6"H. Requires 4 AA and 2 C Batteries.

Topsy Turvy #506
£375.00 Exc VAT
£450.00 Inc VAT
Tons of fun! Watch the colorful
beads cascade through the turning
clear plastic tube when you activate
the attached switch or your own capability switch. Multi-colored lights
blink and six upbeat songs play. A
mirror is mounted on the bottom for
great visual effects. Vibration can be turned on or off. A perfect cause
and effect experience which also increases visual attention.
Size: 15"L x 9¼"H x 10½"W. Requires and 4 C and 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 4¼
lbs.
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Dancing Water Beads #1688
£228.00 Exc VAT
£273.60 Inc VAT

Northern Lights #1686
£230.00 Exc VAT
£276.00 Inc VAT

Colorful crystals! Activate your capability
switch and watch the colorful crystal
beads dance around in the water while
soothing music plays. Great for increasing
auditory and visual attention. Device
comes with two different activations: mo-

Bright dancing lights! Activate your capability switch to watch the colorful spinning top light show with its neon colors
reflecting around the dome and listen to
its upbeat music. Great for increasing
visual attention and learning cause and

mentary and on/off.
Size: 9½"L x 7½"H x 9½"W. Requires Capability Switch and 2 AA & 4 C Batteries. Weight: 5½ lbs.
WARNING: Choking hazard. Small parts. Not for children under 3 years

effect skills.
Size: 11½"L x 6½"H x 10"W. Requires Capability Switch and 4C and 2 CR2032
Batteries (included). Weight: 2½ lbs.

Roll-a-Ball Bead Chain/Switch #6460
£230.00 Exc VAT
£276.00 Inc VAT
Encourages swiping! Reach out and give the
ball a swipe and feel the shiny beads on
your hand while soothing music plays and
bright yellow lights glow. A mirror on the
base reflects your movements. Also has on/
off vibration and can operate as a switch. A fantastic tactile, visual
and auditory experience.
Size: 14½"L x 8"H x 7"W. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 2¼ lbs.

Shimmering Dome #9220
£180.00 Exc VAT
£216.00 Inc VAT
Beautiful color patterns! Activate the black
frame of the dome and hear music while
watching the beautiful multi-colored light
show. The color patterns are mesmerizing.
Great for increasing visual attention and
color recognition. Has on/off switch with volume control and adjustable vibration. Device has an external jack for your capability switch if
needed.
Size: 9"L x 5"H x 7½"W. Requires 4 C Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.

Musical Twister #3285
£287.00 Exc VAT
£344.80 Inc VAT
Watch a funnel form! Activate your switch
and multi-colored glitter starts to twirl while
music plays. Soon the funnel of a twister
begins to form before your very eyes, creating a fantastic visual effect. Great for improving visual attention and for encouraging
listening skills. Comes with two different
choices for switch activation – on/off or momentary. Item is clampable to a table, clamps sold separately see
item #2025.
Size: 9"L x 9"W x 16"H. Requires 6 C Batteries. Weight: 6 lbs.

Spaghetti & Meatballs #4552
£131.00 Exc VAT
£157.20 Inc VAT
Fun with food! Our bead chain spaghetti
and wooden meatballs provide a terrific
sensory experience. As you drop the
strands of spaghetti and meatballs into the
bowl, you are rewarded with lights and
music. The meatballs are a perfect size for
working on improving grasp and strengthening hands.
Size: 11¾"Diameter x 2"H. Requires: 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 1¾ lbs.

Musical Disco Ball #1684
£250.00 Exc VAT
£300.00 Inc VAT

Interactive Drum #4540
£165.00 Exc VAT
£198.00 Inc VAT
Tap out your own beat! We’ve adapted this
fun interactive drum with four easy-touch
switches. One switch plays more than six
tunes; the other three switches allow the user
to play the bass, cymbal and snare drums
along with the tune. Great for developing fine
motor skills, cognitive learning and sensory

Funky and fun! Activate the attached
capability switch and a rainbow of
multicoloured lights will spread rays
of colour around the room while six
upbeat disco tunes play. Can also be
used with an external switch.
Size: 8¾"L x 11½"W x 7½"H. Requires 4 AA and 2 C Batteries.

awareness.
Size: 12¼"L x 11¼"W x 5 3/8"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 2 lbs.
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Jelly Ball Lamp #2271
£70.00 Exc VAT
£84.00 Inc VAT
Mesmerizing colours and motion!
Activate your capability switch and
watch the jelly balls light up, float
and tumble around. Teach cause and
effect or just use as a calming and
relaxing diversion. Works with or
without a capability switch.
Size: 3"L x 3"W x 9"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries.
WARNING: CHOCKING HAZARD -- Small parts. Not for children under 3
yrs.

Beautiful Singing Birds #174
£85.00 Exc VAT
£102.00 Inc VAT
Chirps a song! Watch the Cardinal
and Blue Jay chirp a song while
their beaks, necks and body move
on their perch as long as you activate your capability switch.
PLEASE NOTE: Style may vary.

Talk & Record Heartful Bird #175
£85.00 Exc VAT
£102.00 Inc VAT
Mimics your voice! This parrot’s bright chirping will delight all users. Just activate your capability switch and the bird will chirp, flap its wings, and move its head and tail. You can also record a
message. Recording time is 3 seconds. A signal light turns on while it’s recording. When done,
the bird will automatically play and repeat your recording twice. Great motivation for language
development and listening skills.
Size: 9½"H x 6"L x 5"W. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: ½ lb

Learn & Dance Zoo Activity
Centre #3105
£197.00 Exc VAT
£236.40 Inc VAT

Wind Chimes # 3053
£220.00 Exc VAT
£264.00 Inc VAT

Play with the zoo animals! This
interactive zoo features two sets of
four brightly colored buttons: one
set on top of trees and another set of
larger buttons placed low for easier access. The activity centre introduces new animal friends through short, playful songs. Spin the roller
to meet some turtles, press on the toucan to hear what he has to say,
or get the monkey moving with the fun-to-maneuver joystick. A simple touch will activate an engaging animal adventure!

Feel the ocean breeze! Just
activate the attached capability
sand switch and feel the ocean
breeze off the beach, hear the
beautiful sounds of the wind
chimes, waves breaking over
the shore line and the plaintive
call of the loon, and watch the
sun on the horizon light up the scene. Has an external jack for your
capability switch.
Size: 16"H x 12"W x 10"D. Requires 7 C Batteries.

Size: 21"L x 8¾"W x 6"H. Requires Capability Switch and 2 AA Batteries.
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Learning Lantern #1463
£70.00 Exc VAT
£84.00 Inc VAT
Two switch activations! We’ve adapted
this fun, musical lantern with two
switch activations. Press one switch for
singalong songs and tunes, press the
other for sounds of the night. Lantern
combines seven sing-along songs, fun
phrases, nature sounds and activities
with learning about numbers, counting, animals, day and night and more.
Lantern works with or without a switch, has two volume levels and an on/off
switch.
Size: 6½"H x 5½"W x 3"D. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb

Vibrating Fiber Optic
Light #3191
£73.00 Exc VAT
£87.60 Inc VAT

Lighted Musical Butterfly
#3192
£200.00 Exc VAT
£240.00 Inc VAT
Plays six soothing songs! Spin the
colourful textured carousel and
listen to six soothing songs while
watching the beautiful purple butterfly light up. The toy provides a
fantastic tactile and auditory experience.
Size: 10½"L x 10½"W x 7"H. Requires 4 AAA and 2 AA Batteries.

Reflecting colours! Activate
your capability switch and
watch the vibrating fiber optic
strings swirl magically and
reflect changing colours of red,
green, blue, green, and purple. A wonderful sensory experience.
Base Size: 3¼"H x 3"D; Fiber Size: 12½"H. Requires Capability Switch and 3
AA Batteries.

Starry Night #9117
£103.00 Exc VAT
£123.60 Inc VAT
Six soothing sounds! Activate your switch and relax to your favourite
calming sound while watching the stars projected on your ceiling.
Sounds include birds, brooks, rainforest, ocean waves, brooks &
birds, and rain. Light and sound can be used separately or together.
Size: 4"H x 3¾"Diameter. Requires 3 AA Batteries.
PLEASE NOTE: Must be used in a dark room. AC line cord not included.

Baby Einstien #1417
£65.00 Exc VAT
£78.00 Inc VAT
On-the-go music! Activate your
capability switch and listen to seven
friendly versions of classical masterpieces by Mozart, Vivaldi, Chopin,
and Rossini. Promotes music appreciation, auditory development and
increases visual attention with its
colourful lights. Has a handle for
easy carrying and a volume switch.
Size: 8"L x 6"W x 1½"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.
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Animal Rock #3900
£310.00 Exc VAT
£372.00 Inc VAT

Ocean Wonders Projector #339X
£95.00 Exc VAT
£114.00 Inc VAT
Soothing lullabies! Hold down your capability switch and one of two colourful ocean
scenes will project on your wall or ceiling
while soothing classical music plays. You
can also play the music for a preset twelve
minutes without your capability switch.
Comes with a handy carrying handle.
Size: 11"L x 7½"W x 3"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Discovery Tunnel #7907
£230.00 Exc VAT
£276.00 Inc VAT

Activate fun animal sounds! The
frog makes a “ribbit” sound, the dog
“barks” and the cat “meows” when
you press each of their faces. Three
finger isolation buttons are located
on the “rocks” which help promote manipulation and coordination
skills. When pressed, the white button vibrates and makes soothing
water sounds, the blue button makes owl sounds and the black button
activates a light and makes forest noises. The device can be used on a
tabletop or mounted on a wall. Mounting Hardware included.
Size: 18"x 13"x 4". Requires 6 AA Batteries.

A fabulous multi-sensory experience! Slide your hand through the
beaded curtain and experience auditory, visual and tactile stimulation.
The white ball inside the tunnel
lights up in many different soothing
colours illuminating all the mirrors inside. At the same time you feel
a slight vibration and hear one of six high quality mood-setting music
pieces. The tunnel will provide hours of fun and relaxation. Also
works with an external capability switch.
Size: 14"L x 7½"W x 7½"H. Requires 10 AA Batteries.

Tickle Tube #7909
£267.00 Exc VAT
£320.40 Inc VAT
Explore! Experience the many tactile
sensations of our fun Tickle Tube –
bead chains, a mirror, gooshy pad,
multi-colored blinking lights, music
and vibration. Outside blinking
lights encourage exploration. Music
and vibration are adjustable. Outside lights and vibration can also be
turned off.
Size: 12"L x 8"W x 6¾"H. Requires 4 C Batteries. Weight: 3¼ lbs

Carnival Tube #158
£193.00 Exc VAT
£231.60 Inc VAT

Classical Stacker #8025
£82.00 Exc VAT
£98.40 Inc VAT

Rainbows of colours! A simple
swipe at the mounted tube creates
lights, music and vibration. It's a
magical combination of sound and
colour that will captivate the
young and old. Watch and listen
as a rainbow of multi-colored beads and lights cascade through the
tube. Can also be used as a switch. It has a toggle switch which
allows you to turn on or off any of the rewards.
Size: 14"L x 6¾"W x 4½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Interesting textures! Sparkly stars become
cause for celebration as child stacks them,
and learns about size discrimination. On
completion, lights dance, music plays, and
the child is sure to smile! Four colourful
stars to stack, 3 classical tunes and 2 favourite children’s songs play.
Toy needs to be fully stacked to activate music with switch.
Size: 6"D x 9½"H. Requires Capability Switch and 4 AA Batteries. (Switch
shown not included).

Cosmic Steering Wheel #779
£350.00 Exc VAT
£420.00 Inc VAT
Brighten the day with lively entertainment!
Spin the wheel and stars and sparkles fly magically in the dome
while music plays and bright lights
shine. This is a spectacular cause and effect toy, which will encourage
even the most challenged child to reach out to activate the lively
show.
Size: 15"W x 11"H. Requires 4 C and 4 AA Batteries.
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High Striker
#2242
£335.00 Exc VAT
£402.00 Inc VAT

Lighted Vibrating
Mirror #358-M
£174.00 Exc VAT
£208.80 Inc VAT
Lights, vibration, action!
Use our vibrating mirror
during circle time activities.
When you pick up the
mirror the lights turn on
while the unit vibrates. This
encourages the child to visually attend to himself and increases
bi
-lateral hand usage. The level of vibration is adjustable. This mirror
encourages special explorations.
Size: 8½"x 12". Requires 6 AA Batteries.

Takes all punches! When the
gooshy pad is struck, various
sound effects play at different
levels while lights track
upward, indicating the amount
of force applied. When struck
full force the child is rewarded
with a rainbow of lights, vibration, music, spinning glitter and
sound effects. Activation pressure levels are adjustable.
Size: 11"W x 14"D x 21"H. Requires 6 AA Batteries.

Fibre Flash Lamp With
Music #319
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 Inc VAT

Kissin Critters #3084
£110.00 Exc VAT
£132.00 Inc VAT
A fun way to develop eyehand
coordination!
These lovable little critters
need your help to find each
other! When their noses
are lightly touched together, you are rewarded with
lights, music and vibration.
Sold in sets of two.

Now with music!
We have added music to our
attention getting Fiber Flash
Lamp. Children will be
delighted to get sensory input
from this combination when they activate their capability switch.
Size: 4"W x 10½"H. Requires Capability Switch and 2 AA Batteries.

Size: 4"D x 2½"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Funtastik #2244
£273.00 Exc VAT
£327.60 Inc VAT

Laugh and Learn Puppy #8034
£170.00 Exc VAT
£204.00 Inc VAT
Fun and interactive! This cute puppy
combines learning with musical play!
He teaches body parts, colours, and the
alphabet from A to Z using fun
phrases and songs that are activated by
pressing the touch picture pad in front
of him. The touch pad is easy to press
and makes interactive learning a
simple and fun experience.
Size: 13"H x 9½"W x 15". Requires 3 AA Batteries.

Irresistible to touch! Activate the
brightly colored 5" squishy pads to
see blinking multi-colored lights,
hear musical tunes and the Little
Miss Muffet nursery rhyme, feel
vibration, and watch the glitter
dome and items spin about. Each sensory activation plays separately
from 7 to 18 seconds. The gooshy pad is a great tactile experience for
all. The squishy fluid moves through the centre and goes back and
forth when you push or pound it, giving you great visual and tactile
effects.
Size: 7"H x 14"W x 14½"D. Requires 4 C Batteries.

Mr Roboto #322
£165.00 Exc VAT
£198.00 Inc VAT
Great teaching tool! Mr. Roboto plays a
musical tune when the ears are pressed;
six bright LED’s turn on simultaneously
when eyes are pressed; push the nose and
a spinning lighted mirror spins inside his
head, and the unit vibrates; press the mouth and a buzzer sounds.
Face has soft red cheeks. Can be wall mounted (Hardware included).
Size: 8"L x 8"W x 4½"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Nursery Rhyme
Caterpillar #1203
£264.00 Exc VAT
£316.80 Inc VAT
Listen and learn! Come and
learn your favourite nursery
rhymes with our brightly
colored textured friend.
Activate each of the tactile
switches and listen to the pre
-recorded nursery rhymes recited by children while bright multi-colored lights twinkle along.
Nursery rhymes include Mary Had a Little Lamb, Jack and Jill,
Humpty Dumpy, and Little Miss Muffet. Great for a tabletop toy or
can be wall mounted.
Size: 23"L x 11"Deep x 4½"H. Requires 4 C Batteries.
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Magical Light Show #1672
£220.00 Exc VAT
£264.00 Inc VAT

Ring Around Bells #2202
£320.00 Exc VAT
£384.00 Inc VAT

Lights, music,and vibration! Press
the yellow switch and feel subtle
vibrations under your hand while
the Magical Light Show begins.
Watch colored patterns against a
black background and hear upbeat
music. There is an external jack for your capability switch.

New & improved! Our best selling
Ring Around Bells has been totally
updated. Now you can use this
wonderful musical toy in four different ways: activate the attached
yellow switch and the colourful
bells twirl around sounding the musical scale while the multi-colored
LEDs blink; or use your own capability switch to activate the toy; or
twirl the bells by hand; or finally detach one or more bells from the
stand and play them by hand. Ring Around Bells is excellent for music
therapy and classroom music time. The bells are precision-tuned and
provide exceptionally clear sounds.

Size: 10¼"L x 11"W x 11½"H. Requires 7 AA Batteries.

Size: 12"L x 14"W x 10"H. Requires 4 C Batteries.

Pull Ball #416
£179.00 Exc VAT
£214.80 Inc VAT
Easy fun with melody and
illumination! The slightest tug on this
multifaceted spring ball will activate
music and lights. The tetherball will
fly back into its case when released.
(Gentle tugging of ball recommended).
Size: 11"W x 7½"L x 9"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Plasma Star #1673
£105.00 Exc VAT
£126.00 Inc VAT

Side-Lyer Toy #352
£185.00 Exc VAT
£222.00 Inc VAT
deal for visual and tactile
stimulation! For individuals
placed on a Side-Lyer,
reaching out can often be
frustrating. This brightlycoloured toy takes away the
hassle and makes it fun! The
panel vibrates and lights-up
when lightly touched and the
bead chains provide wonderful somatosensory stimulation.

Sound or switch activated!
Watch the flat panel disk
show an amazing display of
plasma light. This fantastic
light disk responds to
music, voice or your
capability switch.
Size 5½"H x 7½"W x 5"Deep. Requires 2 AAA Batteries.

Size: 23¼"x 12½"x 11". Requires 2 C Batteries. Please Note: Base is not removable. Tumble form support not included.

Rainbow in My
Room #332
£86.00 Exc VAT
£103.20 Inc VAT

Rainforest Waterfall #626
£105.00 Exc VAT
£126.00 Inc VAT
A great tabletop toy! Activate
your capability switch and
colourful lights slowly turn on
and off while rainforest pals
play peek-a-boo and move
about in the leaves. It can play
lullabies or simple rainforest
sounds. Toy comes with a
removable base that can be clamped to a tabletop. Not to be used as a
crib toy.
Size: 9½"D x 3"W. Requires Capability Switch and 4 C Batteries.

Colours of a real rainbow!
Activate your capability switch to put a magical rainbow on your
wall or ceiling and
transform your room
into a wonderland.
Please Note: Must be
used in a dark room.
Size: 9"L x 4½"W x 4¾"H. Requires Capability Switch and 4 AAA Batteries.
Must be used in a dark room.
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Traffic Lights #1810
£222.00 Exc VAT
£266.40 Inc VAT
Teach children crossing skills! This
innovative wall-mounted light
introduces children to an important
element in their environment traffic. The red, yellow or green
light turns on, music plays, and the
device vibrates when you touch
each lens. Wall-mounting accessories included.
Size: 26"x 10½". Requires 2 C and 4 AA Batteries.

UFO Starship #1704
£160.00 Exc VAT
£192.00 Inc VAT

Spinning Light
Show #145
£156.00 Exc VAT
£187.20 Inc VAT

Fantastic sensory
stimulator!
Exploring this starship is
lots of fun. Press on the
brown dots and discover 4
delightful sounds from
space. One dot also starts
the ship’s engine, creating
vibration and another activates the “take-off” lights.
Size: 7"D x 1"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Great effects! This
dome features a
multicoloured array of
lights that create an
exciting show. Great
for children who
require extra somatosensory stimuli.
Size: 6½"L x 7½"W x 4½"H. Requires a Capability Switch and 2 AA Batteries.

Piano Puppy #5127
£130.00 Exc VAT
£156.00 Inc VAT
Bilingual! We’ve adapted Piano
Puppy, placed it in a sturdy
mold, and angled it for easy access. With 12 different children’s
songs and three modes of play,
your child will have hours of fun.
Learn about colors, numbers,
animals, animal sounds, parts of the face, greetings and first words in
English or Spanish. Activate using your capability switch or by pressing the piano keys

Volcano Lamp #3289
£80.00 Exc VAT
£96.00 Inc VAT
Mesmerizing volcanic eruption!
Activate your capability switch and
watch the volcano erupt with red
balls of “lava”. Red LED lighting
gives this lamp a mesmerizing
show. Just fill the container with
water and watch the show. Has an
on/off switch and can be used with
or without a switch.
Size: 8½"H x 2¾"W x 2¾"D. Requires 3
AA Batteries. Weight: ½ lb

PLEASE NOTE: Capability switch not included
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Army Bear Go Army #9314
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 inc VAT

Activate your capability switch and this
bear’s head sways and mouth moves while
he sings “The Army Goes Rolling Along”,
the official song of the US Army.
Size: 19"H x 8"W. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 1¼ lbs.

What Does the Fox Say #9316
£100.00 Exc VAT
£120.00 inc VAT

Birthday Bear #9402
£85.00 Exc VAT
£102.00 inc VAT

YouTube sensation, adapted! Activate your
capability switch and this cool fox comes to
life, dancing and singing the tune, “The
Fox—What Does the Fox Say?” sung by the
group Ylvis. Great for teaching cause and
effect.

Make a wish! Activate your capability switch and the cupcake candle
will light up and the adorable bear
sways his head back and forth. He reminds you to make a wish, then
sings happy birthday to you. Song plays for 25 seconds or press your
switch again and the song stops.

Size: 7"L x 9"W x 12"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.

Size: 9"L x 8"W x 11"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.

Richie Rabbit #2122
£80.00 Exc VAT
£96.00 inc VAT

A talking rabbit! Richie repeats what you say but
in a funny voice. Just activate your capability
switch, wait for the red light and then speak to
Richie who will then repeat what you say in a
silly way. Plays for up to 30 seconds. Hit your switch again to start
over. Works both with or without a switch.
Size: 6¾"H x 4¼"W. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.

Willie Jumping Duck #7028
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 inc VAT

Animated Educational Animals
#9311 Chimpanzee, 9303 Many
Manatee, 9310 Panda
£95.00 Exc VAT
£114.00 inc VAT
Entertaining facts! Did you know that
pandas eat up to 30 pounds of bamboo
each day? Activate your capability switch
and these delightful plush toys will say
interesting facts about their species. Each
touch of your switch will play a new fact,
up to twelve facts in total. Each animal’s mouth moves with the
words spoken. Both fun and educational. All three animals also work
without a switch.
Requires 3 AAA Batteries.

Quack quack! When you activate your capability
switch or squeeze his wing, Willie the Duck will
flap his wings, shake his head and jump up and
down while singing the song “If You’re Happy
and You Know It”. He provides great auditory input and helps to
increase visual attention.
Size: 15"H x 6"W x 4"D. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1¼ lbs.
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Lil Kitty #2121
£75.00 Exc VAT
£90.00 inc VAT

Meow! Press your capability switch and this
little gray kitty walks, nods his head, wags his
tail, playfully pounces and meows. He has a
little blue bow and bell.
Size: 6"L x 3"W x 6"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.

Magic Monkey #8032
£82.00 Exc VAT
£98.40 inc VAT

Pretty Kitten #904
£70.00 Exc VAT
£84.00 inc VAT

Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb

Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.

Krazy Kat
£70.00 Exc VAT
£84.00 inc VAT

Guaranteed to make you laugh! Press
your capability switch and each of these
Krazy Kats will bounce up and down
while making five funny sounds. Also can be motion activated without a switch.
Size: 6½"H x 5½"L x 5"W. Requires 3 AAA Batteries. Weight: ½ lb..

Talking Tom & Ben
Tom #9305
Ben #9306

Elliot Elephant #9307
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 inc VAT

£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 inc VAT

Repeats what you say! When you activate your capability switch, a
red light on these animated plush toys will indicate when to talk to
them. Everything you say will be repeated back by Tom and Ben
who speak in a funny voice while their mouths move in a realistic
fashion. Great for encouraging speech. Tom and Ben also work without a switch.

Sing along! Activate your capability
switch and Elliot will sing and sway
along to the song “Do Your Ears
Hang Low” while his ears flap up
and down. Everyone will want to join in singing the song with Elliot.
Also works without a switch.
Size: 7"W x 10"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 2 lbs.

Size: 10½"H x 5"W. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 2 lbs.

Mother Goose #9309
£95.00 Exc VAT
£114.00 inc VAT

Five nursery rhymes! Activate your capability switch and Mother Goose reads five beloved nursery rhymes
while her head bobs and turns from side to side and her beak opens and closes as if she’s speaking. Children
will be enchanted by her movements, her warm and friendly voice, and the music that accompanies the
rhymes. The rhymes and music play for 1½ minutes after you activate your switch. If you hit the switch
again during play, the rhymes and music will start from the beginning. Also works without a switch.
Size: 14"H x 7"W. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs
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Dizzy Fun Land #1612
£235.00 Exc VAT
£282.00 Inc VAT

Whirly Wheel #3094
£270.00 Exc VAT
£324.00 Inc VAT

Gears, gears, gears! We’ve adapted
the gear motor on this fun amusement park puzzle. Press the green
switch to turn the gears clockwise
and the blue switch to turn them
counter-clockwise. Set includes a 120-piece amusement park including carousel, ferris wheel, bumper cars, roller coaster, and colorful
spinning gears. Put together just one activity or a whole park! A fun
way to teach cause and effect.

Classic science toy! We’ve adapted
this classic gyroscope toy so everyone can enjoy the magnetic and
centripetal forces at work with the
Whirly Wheel. Activate the wheel
by pressing the switch and fun, lively music plays while the gyro
wheel moves up and down and around. Comes with two gyro wheels
with LED lights for an exciting light show. Batteries on the LED
lights can be removed to deactivate the lights for individuals who are
seizure prone. On/off volume control; base is clampable.

Box size: 14½ "L x 13½"W x 4¾"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 3½ lbs.

Size: 18"L x 8"W x 14"H. Requires 2 C Batteries. Weight: 3 lbs.
PLEASE NOTE: Wheel color may vary..

Farm Mash Up #2314
£120.00 Exc VAT
£144.00 Inc VAT
Create silly animals! Mix and match animal tiles to make up to 36 real or silly animals. Activate one capability switch and the front of the animal will be described. Activate a second switch and the back of the animal
will be described. Press on the whole animal and a funny song will play with identifying animal sounds.
Great for learning animal facts and sounds, colors, matching, and fine motor skills.
Size: 9"L x 3"W x 10"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.

Ollie The Octopus #5130
£115.00 Exc VAT
£138.00 Inc VAT
Musical undersea pal! Activate your capability switch and Ollie will play one of four
classical songs. Push your switch again for another tune. Press the piano patch on Ollie’s
leg to change instruments. Other legs play different notes of the selected instrument.
Includes the sound of violin, saxophone, bell, accordion, piano, and wacky sounds. Ollie
can also be used without a switch. Great for teaching cause and effect, developing fine
motor skills and promoting music appreciation.
Size: 18"D x 6"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.

Magic Jinn #1750
£80.00 Exc VAT
£96.00 Inc VAT

Catch Me Kitty #5121
£105.00 Exc VAT
£126.00 Inc VAT

Truly amazing! Think of any animal, activate your switch and Magic Jinn will try to
guess the animal by asking you questions.
He responds when you answer. If Magic
Jinn guesses your animal, he wins, but if
you stump him… you win. The harder your choice is, the more
fun Magic Jinn has.

Great for tracking! This adorable kitten
moves and scoots across the floor when
you activate your capability switch. Three
colorful buttons teach shapes and numbers.
Works with or without a capability switch.
Size: 5½"L x 5"W x 8"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.

Size: 3"L x 3½"W x 3½"H. Requires 2 AAA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.
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Lighted Octo Sorter #3193
£200.00 Exc VAT
£240.00 Inc VAT
Learn your shapes, colours, and numbers! Our happy Octopus friend wants to help you learn your shapes, colours
and numbers. Octo is mounted on a Lazy Susan so it is easy for you to give him a spin to put in all the shapes.
Place in any of the five shapes and be rewarded with a light. When all the shapes are correctly placed, you are
rewarded with multi-colored blinking lights and a song.
Size: 12"D x 7½"H. Requires 6 AA Batteries

Push & Go Crab #3106
£105.00 Exc VAT
£126.00 Inc VAT
Musical fun! Activate your
capability switch and watch
this colourful crab scuttle
sideways. Its claws open
and close, while its googly
eyes move back and forth.
The crab also plays three
silly songs and three funny
sound effects. Can also be
activated by pushing on the shell.
Size: 6¾"L x 5½"W x 3"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries.

Storybook Rhymes #9219
£206.00 Exc VAT
£247.20 Inc VAT
Come read with me! Great for learning about nursery rhymes, numbers, letters, colours
and first words. We’ve made it easier to use by adding a base with four buttons that access
all of the storybook functions and page turners to help turn the pages. A friendly bookworm has lights on its hands that draw attention to the pages.
Size: 14"L x 11"W x 11½"H. Requires 3 AA Batteries.

Johnny Coupe Car
#8041
£142.00 Exc VAT
£170.40 Inc VAT
Radio control! Press the
arrows or rim on the
adorable happy face
controller and watch
your car take off and
speed about the room.
When the car moves
forward, right or left, the
head lights turn on;
when it goes in reverse, the red tail lights turn on.
Controller Size: 5"D x 2½"H; Car Size: 8½"L x 5"W x 4"H. Controller Requires 3
AAA Batteries; Car Requires 4 AA Batteries.
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Seek-N-Find #692
£235.00 Exc VAT
£282.00 Inc VAT
A creative adventure! Push
your switch and look for
animals, stars, dice and
many other items. The rotating cylinder has been motorized allowing the child to
use a capability switch for
search activation. The drum
can also be turned by hand.
The cylinder has a door to add or remove items.
Size: 14½"L x 8"W x 4½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Electronic Toy Cooker #ILT008
£70.00 Exc VAT
£84.00 Inc VAT
3 adaption's have been carried out on
this toy allowing you to switch on the
glowing hob, illuminated grill and oven
with cooking sounds. Comes with selection of chrome effect pans, oven trays
and imitation food.
Requires 3xC Batteries & Capability Switches (not supplied). Size: H30 x W22 x D23cm

Electronic Toy Washing Machine #ILT009
£65.00 Exc VAT
£78.00 Inc VAT
3 Adaption's have been carried out on this toy allowing you to:
switch on the washing machine which activates the pouring water and washing action with sound.

Select washing

Select full/wash spin cycle
Requires 3xC Batteries & Capability Switches (not supplied).
Size 18.5L x 24W x 28H (cm)

Switch Adapted Inflatable RD D2 #ILT0027
£95.00 Exc VAT
£114.00 Inc VAT
The Star Wars™ ‘Pump and Play’ range features an innovative inflatable super durable body shell
standing over 65cm in height. To assist with the inflation and deflation of the body, a foot pump is
included.
We have adapted the remote control allowing you to insert four capability switches allowing the
user to move RD D2 Farward, Backwards, Left and Right
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Elefun Ball Popper #1530
£145.00 Exc VAT
£174.00 Inc VAT
Tons of fun! Have tons of fun when you activate your capability switch and watch the three colourful
balls pop out of the elephant’s trunk and roll about. Elefun’s trunk moves in all directions – set it to release the balls into the slide for those who want to just watch or set it to pop the balls in to the air for
catching. Toy plays 10 fun tunes. It’s exciting, engaging and interactive. Toy runs for 20 seconds after
switch activation.
Size: 10"L x 10"W x 15"H. Requires Capability Switch and 4 D Batteries

Marble Run #1611
£235.00 Exc VAT
£282.00 Inc VAT

Penguin Roller Coaster #300
£50.00 Exc VAT
£60.00 Inc VAT
Fun for all ages! You don’t have to
travel to the South Pole to see
these adorable little penguins
climb to the top of their iceberg
and “swoosh” down the slide to
the bottom. Works with your capability switch.

Great for visual tracking! Create your
own Marble Run with our exciting
construction set. Just activate the yellow switch (included) and listen to two
upbeat musical tunes while watching
the marbles shoot down and around
bridges, columns, spinning wheels and
funnels. Fantastic for increasing visual
attention and improving tracking.
Toy size: 19"L x 10"W x 28"H; Controller
size: 6"L x 8"W x 3"H. Requires 2 C Batteries.

Size: 7¼"x 2½"x 8¾". Requires Capability
Switch and 1 D Battery.

Funny Penguin With Flashing
Lights & Music #ILT0303
£66.00 Exc VAT
£79.20 Inc VAT

Dalmation Chase #301
£50.00 Exc VAT
£60.00 Inc VAT
Up N’ Down! Watch the Dalmations chase and race around this
exciting slide toy! It’s great for
teaching cause and effect, develop
visual tracking, object identification and independent play. Works
with your capability switch.
Size: 7¾"x 9". Requires Capability Switch
and 1 D Battery.

Three playful penguins are magically
hoisted up the moving 'ski lift' and
then slide quickly down the winding
slope, accompanied by a flashing
lights and rhythmic, jolly cheeping
sound. The set is easy and quick to
assemble, creating an amusing, moving novelty.
Size: 7¼"x 2½"x 8¾". Requires Capability Switch and 3 AA Batteries.

Car Chase #ILT0302
£80.00 Exc VAT
£96.00 Inc VAT
The switch adapted Car Chase is an exciting racing game for kids. The cars sliding down
the race track are exciting to watch and will bring a smile on your little one's face. This is
made of high quality and durable material and is easy to assemble. It has 4 race tracks, 4
racing cars, 1 helicopter that hovers above and 3 trees with music.
Requires 2 x AA Batteries
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Switch Adapted Castle Chase #ILT0030
£50.00 Exc VAT
£60.00 inc VAT

This switch adapted dream palace has everything you'd expect from a fairy tale castle, including a
pretty pink colour scheme, adorable animal inhabitants and an enchanted design only found in
books and cartoons until now. Each lift takes one of the four furry friends up to the top of the
castle, allowing them to hop on the slide for an exciting helter skelter tour around the fantasy fortress, all the way to the bottom so they can take the lift back to the top again. This looping circuit
is magical to watch, with each of the colourful little critters crossing in the middle as they ride the
slides down. It's all accompanied by captivating sound effects and lights that twinkle from the
turrets, making this the must-have castle for princesses and fair maiden across the land. Pink castle
with two slides Sound effects and flashing lights Working lifts Four cute animal critters

Space Chase #ILT0034
£65.00 Exc VAT
£78.00 inc VAT

Activate your switch and watch space theme with two twisting slides that cross in the middle. Space shuttles on both sides of the castle ride the automated lifts to the top of each slope and then slide down to the
bottom, ready to ride the lifts back to the top again. Music plays and the top lights up when the toy is in
operation.




Working lifts, sound effects and flashing lights.
Requires 2 x AA batteries

Requires Capability Switch and 2 AA Batteries
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Therapeutic Balls #9085
£172.00 Exc VAT
£206.40 Inc VAT
Sensory input! We’ve created a wonderful variety set of sensory balls for your
use. It offers the user both visual and tactile stimulation. Comes in a bag for
easy storage and great to take on the go. Bag size: 15” x 18”. Colors may vary.
Please Note: Items in this kit contain latex.
Set includes:

Flex Ring (1) – 6"Diameter
Koosh Balls (2) – 3" & 2"D
Mini Porcupine Balls (12) – 1"D
Oversized Sensory Ball w/Bumps (1) – 9"D
Porcupine Ball (1) – 3"D
Sensa-ring (1) – 6"D
Small Sensory Ball w/Bumps (1) – 4"D
Soft Cuddle Balls (3) – 8"D, 5"D, and 3"D
Stranz Ball (1) – 4"D
Plese Note: This product is not suitable for those who are allergic to LATEX
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Pull and Play Switch #8042
£133.00 Exc VAT
£159.60 Inc VAT

Button Click Switch #775
£67.00 Exc VAT
£80.40 Inc VAT

Two Interchangeable grips! Mount
this switch to tabletop, wheelchair tray
or bedrail for easy access. It comes
with 2 interchangeable grips: 4 inch
ball with holes and 3 inch T grip. CClamp included.

This switch hits the spot!
This reliable button switch
provides momentary output
using just 40 grams of pressure.

Size: 21"H x 7"W.

Size: 2½"x 2½".

On/Off jumbo Switch
#7805
£98.00 Exc VAT
£117.60 Inc VAT
Easy to use! This version of our
popular Jumbo Switch works as
an On/Off switch. Just press the
switch to turn on a device and
press it again to stop. Great for
users who can not sustain their
hand on a switch. Comes with a
free clear plastic cover.
Size: 5"D x 1"H

Gumball Switches
#782R,G,P&Y
£80.00 Exc VAT
£96.00 Inc VAT
Most popular! A high quality
and dependable switch. Meets
most needs of switch users. It
features a 2½ inch activation
surface and is recommended for
all who can access a smaller
target area. Provides extraordinary tactile and audible feedback. Base has three holes for easy
mounting. Mounting plate is removable. Comes with two free clear
plastic covers: one with a lip, one without. (there are five different
colours to choose from)
Size: 3¼"Base x ¾"High.

Jumbo Switch
#787R,G,B,Y&P
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 Inc VAT
Great features! This jumbo
switch is a greatly improved
version of similar round
switches. Mounting plate is
removable. Comes with two
free clear plastic covers: one
with a lip and one without.
(there are five different colours to choose from)
Size: 5 1/8"Diameter x 1"H.

Mini Gumball Switches
#783R,G,B,P&Y
£80.00 Exc VAT
£96.00 Inc VAT
The Mini-Gumball switch is
versatile and durable. It has
a 1¼ inch activation surface. This switch is small
enough to be easily mounted anywhere. Base has three
holes for easy mounting. It
provides tactile and audible
feedback. Mounting plate is removable. (there are four different colours to choose from)
Size: 2"Base x ½"High.

Ultimate Switch #986
£115.00 Exc VAT
£138.00 Inc VAT

Ultimate Switch with
12" Gooseneck & Clamp #1552
£175.00 Exc VAT
£210.00 Inc VAT

Our #1 best selling switch!
Our exclusive Ultimate Switch is
THE most universal, versatile,
multi-faceted switch. It’s designed
to be used by even the most
profoundly challenged or
neurologically impaired
individuals. It requires only the slightest touch for activation (10
grams of force), yet can easily withstand the abuse of gross body
movements or severe blows.

19"Gooseneck & Clamp #1671
£200.00 Exc VAT
£240.00 Inc VAT
6"Gooseneck & Clamp #1551
£165.00 Exc VAT
£198.00 Inc VAT
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Compact Switches #745
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 Inc VAT

Foot Switch #6000
£88.00 Exc VAT
£105.60 Inc VAT

Improved!
Tiny, sensitive and affordable, these capability switches are ideal because you can
mount them anywhere. They are great to
group together to allow the user to activate 3 different devices. Includes Velcro
for mounting.

Easy to use! Our durable foot switch
with non-skid material activates toys
or devices with light foot pressure.
Place it anywhere and you are ready
to go.

Size: 3/4"D x 3/8"H.

Size: 3½"L x 2½"W.

Squsseeze Switch Kit #6430
£145.00 Exc VAT
£174.00 Inc VAT
Fantastic tactile switches! Our Squeeze Switch Kit has three different textures and shapes: textured
roller, spoke ball and turtle. Each provides a wonderful tactile experience. Just connect any of the
switches to a device and activate it by giving a gentle squeeze. Each switch can help the user work on a
specific skill: the textured roller is great for working on grasping skills; the spoke and turtle ball help
with palmer grasp and pincer skills. Weight: ¾ lb.
Size: 6"L x 2½"H x 2½"W - Textured Roller,
Size: 2¼"L x 2¼"H x 2¼"W - Turtle Size: 3½"Round - Spoke Ball

Eye Blink Switch #9008
£205.00 Exc VAT
£246.00 Inc VAT
Easy to position with unique
mounting!
Just aiming the sensor at the eye
will allow the user to control
communication devices, toys, or
computers. Controls give
momentary, timed
(1 to 120 seconds), or latched
output. Internal circuitry can be set to activate with each eye blink or
with every double eyeblink to ignore normal eye blinking.
An adjustable holder easily mounts to most eyeglass frames or head
bands. Eyeglasses not included.

Joystick #720
£165.00 Exc VAT
£198.00 Inc VAT
Easily activates several
devices!
This joystick is perfect for
teaching directionality as
well as other spatial
relationships. The joystick
activates four different
devices depending on the
direction the switch is
moved. Pushing the switch to the left will activate one device,
moving it backwards will activate another and so forth.
Size: 7"L x 6¼"W x 4½"H.

Size: 4½"x 2½"x 1". Requires 1 9-V Battery.

Finger Switch #717
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 Inc VAT

Finger Isolation Button
#716
£80.00 Exc VAT
£96.00 Inc VAT
Teaches motor skills!
This recessed button encourages isolated touch and is designed to help your child gain
the motor skills which are necessary for mastering computer
keyboards.

A wearable switch for persons
with limited mobility. Designed
in the bio-engineering labs at The
University of Rhode Island.
Switch can be customized to fit
the user's specifications.
Size: 1½"x ½".
NOTE: An 18"section of velcro is included.

Size: 3"x 1½".
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Pinch Switch #800
£65.00 Exc VAT
£78.00 Inc VAT
Great for teaching prehension
skills!
This versatile switch is small
enough to be held in a child's
hand. Activated by even the
slightest pressure.
Size: 3"x ¼".

Finger Extension Pressure Switch
#724X
£173.00 Exc VAT
£207.60 Inc VAT
Three outputs available!
Adjustable sensitivity allows the user to
activate a special circuit with the touch of a
finger providing a timed (0 to 120 seconds),
latched or momentary output. The sensor is
designed for the user who can move their finger in an upward motion
(extension).
Size: 9”L. Requires 1 9-V Battery.

The Twitch Switch
#1061
£187.00 Exc VAT
£224.40 Inc VAT
When no other switch will
do...!
The Twitch Switch is activated by small muscle movement, such as wrinkling the
forehead. It can be easily
adjusted to increase or decrease the amount of muscle
movement needed to activate
it. The Twitch Switch operates in three modes: latched,
momentary and timed. Use
the latched mode when oper-

ating a device that needs to remain on until the user wants to turn it
off; the momentary mode when operating a toy or communication
device; and the timed mode when operating a device that you want to
stay on for a pre-set period of time (adjustable from 1 to 120 seconds). Set of 3 extra sensors now available separately.
Requires 1 9-V Battery. Please Note: This product is not returnable due to
sanitary reasons noted by OSHA standards.

£75.00 Exc VAT
£90.00 Inc VAT (sensor kit set of 3 #1061S)

Tilt Switch #990
£65.00 Exc VAT
£78.00 Inc VAT

Thumb Switch #802
£65.00 Exc VAT
£78.00 Inc VAT
Capitalizes on thumb mobility!
Grip the yellow cylindrical base in
your hand and press the red button
with your thumb for momentary
switch operation.

Perfect for posture training!
Attach this gravity-sensitive
switch to a head, arm or leg and
when the body part is tilted, it will
activate (or deactivate) a toy or
device. The switch can be adjusted for tilt sensitivity and can be
used for posture training. Comes complete with an adjustable Velcro
strap.

Size: 4½"x 1".

Size: 3"L x 2"W x 1"H.
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Magical Mystery Switch #1679
£200.00 Exc VAT
£240.00 Inc VAT
Two different modes! Our exciting
Mystery Switch can be used in two
different ways. Turn on the two multicoloured LEDs on the outside to
attract the user to reach in to touch
the cloth ball or, if you want the user
to explore on his own, leave the two
outside lights off. Once the ball is touched, it automatically turns on
lights, vibration, music, a gentle breeze, and activates any device.
Cloth ball can be removed for cleaning.

Switch & Glow #894
£160.00 Exc VAT
£192.00 Inc VAT
Oodles of fun! Our new neon
stretchy noodle switch provides
you with wonderful tactile and
visual experience. The lightest
touch on the switch turns on a
glowing light while activating
any toy or device.
Size: 7"H x 6½"W x 7"D. Requires 3AA Batteries.

Size: 6½"H x 10½"W x 10"D. Requires 4 AA and 4 C Batteries.

Musical Fan Switch
#742
£147.00 Exc VAT
£176.40 Inc VAT

Jumbo Switch w/
Lights, Music, and
Vibrations #768
£117.00 Exc VAT
£140.40 Inc VAT
Stimulating feedback!
Our very sensitive, easy to
use switch is now available
with lights, music and
vibration. It provides the
user with great visual,
auditory, and tactile stimulation. Has individual on/off switches for
controlling the three stimuli.

A great cause and effect
toy!
Press the delightfully textured oval plate and feel,
hear and see the fan turn
on. Connect your device to
this switch and it will simultaneously turn on your
device.
Size: 9¼"L x 6½"W x 6¼"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Bright Switch for Visually
Impaired #2045
£145.00 Exc VAT
£174.00 Inc VAT

Size: 5"D x ½"H. Requires 2 AAA Batteries.

Saucer Dome Switch w/
Lights, Vibration &
Music #78
£171.00 Exc VAT
£205.20 Inc VAT
Gentle touch, merry reward!
When the rim on the dome
is gently pressed, silvery
glitter swirls around while
music, lights and vibrations
reward the user. The sensory
stimuli can be switched on
or off individually. This dome also acts as a switch.

Blinker flashes!
The flashing blinker helps visually
impaired individuals locate the
switch. When the switch is
activated, the yellow textured lens
lights brightly while music plays
and the switch vibrates. A switch set
on the bottom allows you to choose
any or all stimuli. The bright blinker can also be turned off.
Size: 7"D x 3¾"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Shape Switches #920
£150.00 Exc VAT
£180.00 Inc VAT (3 shape)

Size: 8"W x 4½"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Mini-Dome Switch #72S
£185.00 Exc VAT
£222.00 Inc VAT
Fun way to activate your devices!
Touch anywhere and see lights,
spinning glitter and hear exciting music while activating your
device. A special control allows the user to select any or
all of the rewards. Can be used
on a tabletop or mounted on a door or wall. Wall mounting bracket
(sold separately) allows for attachment to walls and doors. See item
#466.

Use to activate toys or play soothing music!
This sweet-sounding music box is
activated by our popular shape
switch. When the child inserts the
correct shapes into place, the music box plays a pleasant tune. Every shape has a post for easy manipulation. Works as a stand-alone music box or as an external switch. If
it’s plugged into a toy, it activates the toy but does not play music.
Size: 10¼"L x 4¼"W x 4"H. Requires 1 AA Battery

Size: 7¾"W x 4½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
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Large Lens Switch #957
£185.00 Exc VAT
£222.00 Inc VAT

Bright Red Switch #262
£144.00 Exc VAT
£172.80 Inc VAT

Easy to find!
A bright blinker on top of this
switch makes it easy for the
visually impaired to locate it.
When touched, the textured
lens has bright lights, music
and vibration. Any one of these
rewards can be switched on or
off using the switch set on the bottom. The bright blinker can also be
turned off.

Demands attention!
Push gently on the top of the
switch and you will be rewarded with a bright red light and
vibration. Plug this switch into
your favourite adapted toy and
it will activate when the switch
is pressed.
Size: 5"D x 2¼"H. Requires 2 AA
Batteries.

Size: 8"D x 2"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Tail Light Switch & Say
It Play It #464
£210.00 Exc VAT
£252.00 Inc VAT

Jumbo Switch w/Vibration
#791
£95.00 Exc VAT
£114.00 Inc VAT
New feature! Our popular Jumbo
switch now has vibration. Press
anywhere on the disk to feel vibration and to activate a device. Base
can be removed if not needed. Includes two free clear covers for
placing your icons: one with a lip and one without.

Versatile!
Touch anywhere on this
switch - even the rim - ever
so lightly and hear your prerecorded message accompanied by vibration and lights.
Plug in your toy or device
and it will start when the switch is touched. Total record time is 20
seconds. Can be used on a tabletop or mounted on a door or wall.
Wall hanger sold separately. See item #466.

Size: 5"Diameter x ½"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Size: 7¾"W x 2½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Wall Hanger #466
£66.00 Exc VAT
£79.20 Inc VAT
Simple installation!
Mounting equipment for Tail
Light Switches, allows the
user to easily mount any Tail
Light Switch onto a door or
wall. Bracket can be installed
permanently with 3 screws
(included). The Tail Lights can
then be attached and detached by simply turning one screw. For use
with items #463, #464, #465 and #72-S.

Textured Orbit Ball Switch #887
£157.00 Exc VAT
£188.40 Inc VAT
Direct from outer space!
Touch this mystery ball and you will
be rewarded with glowing rainbow
lights while music plays and subtle
vibrations are felt! A hidden control
on the bottom of your switch allows
you to turn any of the rewards on or off. Also can be used as a switch
alone.
Size: 5½"D x 4½"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Size: 9"L x 3½"W x 1¼"H

Tail Light Switches #465
£190.00 Exc VAT
£228.00 Inc VAT

Silly Pin Switch #209
£205.00 Exc VAT
£246.00 Inc VAT
Build self esteem with lively stimulation!
The slightest touch rewards the child
with bright lights, happy music and
soothing vibration. The individual
rewards can be turned on or off by a
hidden switch. The unit will act as a
switch for 4 devices (four cords are
included).
Size: 8¼"W x 9"H x 7½"D. Requires 2 AA
Batteries. Please Note: Pin is made of
fabric and style may vary

Your choice of music!
The slightest touch starts a
variety of exciting sensory
stimuli: music, lights and
vibration. Item #465 plays
upbeat adult music. Switches
are ergonomically special. Plug in your favourite device and it starts
with the slightest touch anywhere on this switch - even on the rim.
Can be used on a tabletop or mounted on a door or wall. Wall hanger
sold separately. See item #466.
Size: 7¾"W x 2½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
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Cushion Grip Switch
#3137
£85.00 Exc VAT
£102.00 Inc VAT
Fits most hands! A fantastic
sensitive switch that fits most
hands. Just slip it over your
hand and you can use a palmer
grasp or roll it on a tray or
tabletop to activate any device
or toy.

Petite Pillow Switch
831-S Safari, 831 Solid Green, 831R Solid Red
£85.00 Exc VAT
£102.00 Inc VAT

Size: 5"L x 2"W x 2"H

Fits most hands! A fantastic sensitive switch that fits most hands.
Just slip it over your hand and you can use a palmer grasp or roll it
on a tray or tabletop to activate any device or toy.
Size: 5"L x 2"W x 2"H

Petite Pillow Switch With Gooseneck #1675
£230.00 Exc VAT
£276.00 Inc VAT
Convenient, easy-to-use gooseneck mounting system!
Good news! Now you can position your soft Pillow Switch any way you wish! The flexible gooseneck is easily manipulated and our uniquely designed clamp gives you the freedom to attach the switch to tables and
wheelchairs. A great value! Also available in a vibrating version with adjustable motor; this version requires 1
N Cell Battery Included.
Size: 19"long.

Sensory Plate Switches
#886
£157.00 Exc VAT
£188.40 Inc VAT

Plate Switches 3" x 5"
#810
£85.00 Exc VAT
£102.00 Inc VAT
A handful of fun at the touch of
a switch! Our brightly-colored
plate switch responds to even the slightest touch. They are ergonomically designed so that you need only make the slightest movement to
contact the sloping plate.
Suction cups are provided for ease of attachment to most surfaces.

Provides stimulating feedback!
Specially-designed for the individual who requires exceptional
sensory input, this 5" x 8" bead
chain and unbreakable plastic
mirror will vibrate and play music when touched. The lighted version
plays music and vibrates. Can also be used as an external switch without vibration, music and/or lights when connected to a toy or device.
Size: 11¾"x 8½"x 3". Requires 2 C Batteries.

Vibrating Plate Switch #1040
£120.00 Exc VAT
£144.00 Inc VAT
Gentle pulsations!
Our best-selling vibrating 5" x 8" plate switch is soothing to the touch and great for providing vibrotactile stimulation. Can be used alone or as an external switch when connected to a device.
Requires 1 C Battery
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Saucer Switches #718
£85.00 Exc VAT
£102.00 Inc VAT
£100.00 Exc VAT
£120.00 Inc VAT(#718-A adjustable pressure)
Ideal for those with limited motor abilities! These handy switches are specially designed
for individuals who are unable to control or sustain the hand or wrist movements necessary to operate traditional plate switches. The Saucer Switch is activated with just a light
touch. The Adjustable Pressure Saucer Switch allows the user to adjust the pressure from
approximately ½ to 32 ounces and has a small LED lamp that glows when the switch is
activated.

Set Of 3 Textured Saucer Switches #722
£200.00 Exc VAT
£240.00 Inc VAT
New Textures! Bumpy, Ringed & Smooth.
Our popular saucer switches are now available with new textures making them especially
pleasing to all users.
The slightest movement activates the device of your choice.
Size: 7"Diameter.

Mini-Saucer Switches #718-S
£5.00 Exc VAT
£66.00 Inc VAT
Now in a miniature versions!
This specially designed switch is
ideal for individuals who are unable to control the hand or wrist
movements necessary to operate
traditional plate switches. This
Switch is actuated by a light
touch.

Jumbo Switch with Latch
Timer # 792
£115.00 Exc VAT
£138.00 Inc VAT
Now with intention! We’ve
added an intention adjustment
to our popular latch timer Jumbo Switch. Great for those with
uncontrolled movements or
tremors. This feature requires
the user to hold the switch for a
specific amount of time (1-15 seconds) before the device is triggered.
Once the intention time is set, you can select momentary, latch or
timed output (0-120 seconds). Mounting plate is removable. Includes
two free clear covers for placing your icons: one with a lip and one
without.
Size: 5"Diameter x ½"H. Requires 1 9-Volt Battery.

Modified Pancake Switches #769B,R, G & Y
£66.00 Exc VAT
£79.20 Inc VAT
New and improved! We’ve added a 3/8" low rim to make it even easier to activate. Just touch the
sensitive outside rim or anywhere on the top surface and you can activate any toy or device. Comes
with a clear cover for your photographs or icons.
Size 5 3/8"D.
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Sip and Puff Switches #970
£220.00 Exc VAT
£264.00 Inc VAT
Perfect for patients with severe physical impairments!
This unique switch is used to activate two toys or devices with a single switch.
Sipping on the tube will activate one device, while puffing on the same tube will
activate a second. The switch is mounted on a 19" gooseneck with the 3-way
mounting clamp.
Please Note: These products are not returnable due to sanitary reasons noted by OSHA
standards.

#977 Anti-Contamination Filters (Set of 6)
£57.00 Exc. VAT
£68.40 Inc. VAT

#960-S Extra Straws (Package of 20)
£27.00 Exc. VAT
£32.40 Inc. VAT

Grip & Puff Switch #700
£130.00 Exc VAT
£156.00 Inc VAT
Dual purpose sensitive switch!
This pneumatic switch is activated by slightly squeezing the vinyl grip. You can
remove the Grip and use it as a Puff Switch, too. Comes with blue grip only.
Please Note: These products are not returnable due to sanitary reasons noted by OSHA
standards.

Grip Switch Kit #701
£78.00 Exc VAT
£93.60 Inc VAT
Now a variety of grips! These brightly-colored tubular grips (only) are easily interchanged with our Grip and Puff switches. Each kit comes with five grips
approximately 4" in length and in varying diameters from ½" to 1". The larger the
grip, the easier it is to activate.
Please Note: Must be used with items #700 Grip and Puff Switch & 700-X Grip and Puff
Switch/Latch/Timer.
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Switch Assessment Kit
£1270.00 Exc VAT
£1524.0 Inc VAT(kit #7750)
£1608.00 Exc VAT
£1929.60 Inc VAT(kit #7755)
Save BIG with our switch kits! These value-packed chests are bursting with proven
ability switches to suit all your needs. Please Note: These products are not returnable
due to sanitary reasons noted by OSHA standards.

Kit #7750 includes Grip & Puff, Ultimate Switch, Tilt Switch, Grip Switch, Jumbo
Switch, Gumball Switch, Mini-Gumball Switch, Adjustable Angled Switch, Retractable Pincer Switch, Credit Card Switch, Bright Red Switch, Finger Isolation
Button, Petite Pillow Switch, and Switch Modifier. Kit #7755 Everything in Kit
#7750, plus a sound activated switch and a Life Breath Switch

Sensor Switch Kit #1066
£226.00 Exc VAT
£271.20 Inc VAT
Sensitive switches operate one or two devices! Activated by the slightest movement, our innovative sensor switch allows you to position the sensors wherever the
user has the most control. Two types of sensors are included: round disk sensors (2)
and Twitch Switch sensors (2) which can be activated by small muscle movements.
The sensitivity for each sensor can be easily adjusted to change the amount of
movement needed for activation. A small light provides feedback when a switch
closure is made. Operates in three modes: momentary, timed and latch. The timer is
adjustable from 1 to 120 seconds. Requires 1 9-V Battery. Please Note: This product is
not returnable due to sanitary reasons noted by OSHA standards.

Movement Sensor Switch
#655
£157.00 Exc VAT
£188.40 Inc VAT
Now even more sensitive!
New design picks up even the
tiniest movement. This unique
adjustable sensor switch encourages even the most hypoactive child to move. Just the
slightest movement in front of
the sensor provides momentary, latched or timed output (1-120 seconds).
Size: 4½"x 2½"x 1". Requires 1 9-V Battery.

Fabulous Five Kit #9007
£421.00 Exc VAT
£505.20 Inc VAT
Versatile and affordable! We have combined 4 different body sensors and a switch modifier for
your switch into one complete package for convenient switch assessment. The sensor of your
choice will respond to sound, motion, pressure, twitches or switch closures. Each unit has its own
sensitivity adjustment so that you can set the response level. The output can be momentary, timed
(1-120 seconds), or latched.
Module Sizes: 4½"L x 2½"W x 1"H, Case Size: 11½"L x 8"W x 5"H. Requires 1 9-V Battery per Module
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Adjustable Angle Switch #1032
£145.00 Exc VAT
£174.00 Inc VAT
A fantastic, adjustable 5" switch which allows
you to set the angle from 32 degrees to 90
degrees for easy access by all users.
Size: 6¼"H x 8"W x 8"D

Wobble Switches
#1070
£115.00 Exc VAT
£138.00 Inc VAT

£195.00 Exc VAT
£234.00 Inc VAT

(#1070)

We’re pleased to offer
you our Wobble Switch
on a 19" gooseneck with
an adjustable wheelchair
clamp.

(#1063 on 19" Gooseneck
and Clamp )

Our popular Wobble
Switch mounted vertically on a base and secured with four rubber
suction cups
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Switch Modifier #605
£110.00 Exc VAT
£132.00 Inc VAT

Battery Interrupters #640 & #641
£18.00 Exc VAT
£21.60 Inc VAT

Now with intention!
This ingenious box turns any momentary switch into
a latch or timed switch. We’ve added an intention
adjustment which requires the user to hold the switch
for a specific amount of time (1-15 seconds) before
the device is triggered. Great for those with uncontrolled movements
or tremors. Once the intention time is set, choose momentary, latch or
timed modes. In the momentary mode, your toy or device will stay on
as long as you maintain pressure on the switch. In the latch mode,
your device will turn on when the switch is pressed once and will turn
off when the switch is pressed again. In timed mode, your toy or device will stay on for a preset amount of time (1-120 seconds).

Adapt your own toys, radios, devices!
This handy interrupter allows you to use
any of our switches with battery operated
unadapted toys or devices. The Battery
Interrupter is easy to install. Works with
most battery operated devices that have an on/off switch.
#640 = AA #641= C & D

Tremor Tolerance Switch Interface #565
£125.00 Exc VAT
£150.00 Inc VAT

Size: 4½"x 2½"x 1". Requires 1 9-V Battery.

When any one of our capability switches is plugged into this special module,
a sustained pressure is required before
it activates a device. Can be preset for
a 1-12 second delay. Great for people with uncontrolled movements.
Comes with 1/8" plug.

Tactile Switch Set #3111
£170.00 Exc VAT
£204.00 Inc VAT

Requires 1 9-V Battery. Weight: ¼ lb.

Great texture! This set contains two wonderfully textured switches – one with vibration, one without. The slightest touch on
the upper rim or tactile dome will activate
any switch-enabled device. A wonderful somatosensory experience.

Koosh Switch #883
£158.00 Exc VAT
£189.60 Inc VAT

Size: 4½"Diameter x 2½"H. Switch with vibration requires 2 AAA Batteries.
Weight: ½ lb. each.

PLEASE NOTE: Textured Top color may vary.
Spongy, springy fun!
Children of all ages will enjoy our colourful Koosh™ Switch. Touch the compelling
ball of rubber strings and you are instantly
rewarded with lights, music and vibration.
Great fun! Lights and music are disabled when used as a switch.
Size: 8½"x 5¼"x 2½". Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Senso Dot Switch #682
£140.00 Exc VAT
£168.00 Inc VAT
Heightens sensory awareness! Our new tactile and visually stimulating switch provides a wonderful somatosensory experience when activating any toy or device. The slightest push on any part
of the dome will activate a toy while you feel a soft vibration. The colourful tops can easily be
turned round and round. Colours will vary.
Size: 6"Diameter x 2¾"H. Requires 2 AAA Batteries.
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Oval Texture Switch
£77.00 Exc VAT
£92.40 Inc VAT (Small#711-S)

Compelling oval textured switches invite exploration!
These brightly-colored oval switches are some of our
most popular items.

Multi Sensory Center
Feels great!
Our deluxe Multi-Sensory Centers are fun for all ages. Designed to provide auditory, tactile
and visual stimulation, each center is equipped with ultra-bright lights, vibration and music.
Internal controls allow for numerous combinations of different sensory stimulation (for example, music only, music and vibration, vibration and lights). The Multi-Sensory Center can
also be used as a capability switch to activate other devices. Sturdy, durable design comes
with suction cups, and a non-skid base.

#725 (9" x 6")
£150.00 Exc VAT
£180.00 Inc VAT

#726 (11" x 7")
£158.00 Exc VAT
£189.60 Inc VAT
Gooshy Switch #636 L/V/M
£150.00 Exc VAT
£180.00 Inc VAT

Textured Roller Switch #639
£188.00 Exc VAT
£225.60 Inc VAT
Feels great! Once the user feels the
bumps on this roller switch he/she
will want to roll it again and again. It
provides a very special somatosensory experience. Our roller switch
is available as a switch only—spin the drum and the device is activated—or as a switch-toy, spin the drum and it turns on lights, vibration
and music.
Size: 11"x 4½".

Soft and sparkly!
Many therapists and teachers have
been asking us to make a squeezable “Gooshy Switch”. We found a
durable, soft, sparkly pillow and
converted it into three new switches: Gooshy Switch, a Gooshy
Switch with Vibration and a Gooshy Switch with Lights, Vibration,
and Music. The #636 Lights, Vibration and Music Switch has a special control which allows the user to select any or all of the rewards.
It can be used alone as a sensory toy. PLEASE NOTE: Pad colour
may vary.
Size: 10"x 4½"x 2".

Soft Shaggy Switch #3133
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 Inc VAT

Super Bumpy Switch
#736
£80.00 Exc VAT
£96.00 Inc VAT
Activates any toy or device!
A great new colourful somatosensory experience. Our
bumpy switch was designed to
provide tactile stimulation
while activating your toy or
device.

Easy activation! Our Soft Shaggy Switch
activates devices with the slightest touch.
The long pile shaggy fur is so soft it
makes everyone want to reach out and
touch it. Fabric is removable for washing.

Size: 7"L x 5"W x 2"H. Weight: ¼ lb.

Size: 8"L x 4½"W x 1/8"H.
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Lady Bug Switch #729
£164.00 Exc VAT
£196.80 Inc VAT
Cute and colourful! Kids are drawn to this colourful lady bug. The slightest touch rewards the
child with a choice of lights, vibration and/or music. This item has a special control which
allows the user to select any or all of the rewards.
Size: 9"L x 6¼"W x 4"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Credit Card Switch #5580
£75.00 Exc VAT
£90.00 Inc VAT

Head Switch #705
£70.00 Exc VAT
£84.00 Inc VAT

Sensitive to the lightest touch!
Only 1/8" high, our switch will work
where others cannot. Sleeve allows
you to insert a label or icons
(supplied).

Ideal for wheelchair patients!
The head switch is activated with
very light pressure and can also
be activated by a knee, elbow,
etc. Attaches easily to many of
our switch mounting systems.

Size"4¼"L x 3¼"W

Size: 3¾"L.

Mothers Third Arm w/Switch
#9098
£134.00 Exc VAT
£160.80 Inc VAT

Mothers Third Arm w/Pillow Switch
#9090
£148.00 Exc VAT
£177.60 Inc VAT

Versatile!! We’ve added our popular
gumball switch to Mother’s Third Arm.
You can easily clamp it to any wheelchair, tray, tabletop, highchair or stroller.
Bend the flexible arm and position the
switch anywhere, enabling the user to
simply activate a device.

Soft and pliable! We’ve added a soft Pillow
Switch to our popular Mother’s Third Arm.
Just clamp the Mother’s Third Arm to any
surface up to 2½" thick and then easily
move the Pillow Switch into the most comfortable and easy-to-use position.
Size: 26"L x 3¾"W. Weight: ¾ lb.

Size: 23"L x 2½"D.

Sound Activated Switch #1051
£160.00 Exc VAT
£192.00 Inc VAT

Wireless Ultimate Switch #2700
£260.00 Exc VAT
£312.00 Inc VAT
Now available in a wireless version! This
cordless switch transmits 20 feet through
the air by radio waves. Comes complete
with 19" gooseneck, universal clamp,
transmitter and receiver. Requires 1 12-V
and 2 AA Batteries. PLEASE NOTE: Only one
wireless switch can be used in a room.

Easily adjustable!
This ultra-sensitive switch responds to
a whisper or a loud clap. You can
easily set the sound sensitivity to
which the switch will respond. In the
timed mode, you can adjust the length
of time the switch will stay on after the initial activation (1-120 seconds). In the latching mode, the first sound will activate a switch
closure and the second will disable it. In the momentary mode, the
circuit is closed for the duration of sound detection.
Size: 4½"L x 2¼"W x 1¼"H. Requires 1 9-V Battery

Wireless Gumball Switch
£160.00 Exc VAT
£192.00 Inc VAT

#786

Easy to use!
Our new Gumball Switch is now wireless and easy to activate. When the switch is pressed, it
transmits a signal to the receiver (included), which activates a toy, device, or a computer switch
interface system. This switch can be used as far away as 20 feet from the item.
Size: 4"L x 5"W x 2"H. Receiver requires 2 AA Batteries and Switch requires 1 12-V Battery.
PLEASE NOTE: Only one wireless Gumball switch can be used in the same room.
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Announcer w/6 Levels
on Gooseneck #5015
£350.00 Exc VAT
£420.00 Inc VAT
The most accessible communicator ever! Our new sequencer communicator allows the user to first hear a
series of words and then
select one by simply activating its capability switch.
Available on a 24" Gooseneck. Additional features:

• 6 levels
• 300 seconds of recording time
• 5 second messages
• Auditory Cueing
• Auditory Scanning
• Playback delay of 1 to 5 seconds
• Level changer
• Jack for external capability switch
Size: 26"H x 6"W. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Talkables w/Built-in
Icon Holders #2401
£175.00 Exc VAT
£210.00 Inc VAT

Talkable 6 Spinning Communicator #2409
£290.00 Exc VAT
£348.00 Inc VAT

The Talkable III allows for
three
5-second messages. Three jacks allow you to
simultaneously activate a toy
or device for immediate
reinforcement.

Most accessible! Our most popular communicators now come in a round, spinning version. A built-in Lazy Susan
makes it easy to reach all six messages.
Additional features include:
• 225 seconds total recording time
• Records 6 messages per level
• 6 Levels
• 6¼ second messages on 6 levels
• Easy single message recording
• 6 clear covers for icons
Size: 8½"Diameter x 3"H. Requires 4 AAA Batteries. Weight: 1¾
lbs.

Talkables w/Built-in Icon
Holders #2400
£165.00 Exc VAT
£198.00 Inc VAT
Facilitates communication! These
compact visual message communicators allow for simple communication
and come with built-in icon holders.
The Talkable II allows the user to
record two messages. Choose between two activities such as asking
and answering questions (e.g. yes, no). It has 10 seconds of recording
time on each side and has output jacks to activate two devices.

Talkables w/Built-in
Icon Holders #2402
£190.00 Exc VAT
£228.00 Inc VAT
£253.00 Exc VAT
£303.60 Inc VAT
(#2403)

The Talkable IV #2402 allows for four 5-second messages with four
jacks to operate devices. The 12-Level Talkable IV #2403 allows for
four 5-second messages on 12 levels for a total of 240 seconds of
record time. All the Talkables come with free clear covers.
Size for II: 7½"x 4½"x 3". II requires 4 AAA Batteries. Size for III: 10½"x 5"x
2¾". III requires 4 AA Batteries. IV Size: 14"L x 5½"W x 2¾"H. Requires 4 AA
Batteries.
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Big Talk Triple Play #4202R,G,B,P,Y
£200.00 Exc VAT
£240.00 Inc VAT
Now with Say It Play It! A spectacular combination with single, sequential and random message capabilities.

• 4 levels
• 300 seconds of recording time
• Sequential capability for storytelling
• Random capability for games or cards
• Can be activated by an external switch
• Output for activating other devices
• Comes with a free plastic cover
Size: 7"x 4½". Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Big Talks #4200R,G,B,P,Y
£160.00 Exc VAT
£192.00 Inc VAT

Mountable Big Talk #4204
£240.00 Exc VAT
£288.00 Inc VAT

Simply communicate! Record a
message, song or joke.

Mount’s easily! Our popular Big Talk now
comes with a mount! Includes 19" Gooseneck and Super Clamp. Easily attaches to
any wheelchair or table. See #4200 at right
for Big Talk product description.
Size: 7"D x 4½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
Weight: 1 lb.

• 20 seconds of recording time
• Can be activated by an external switch
• Output for activating other devices
• Easy single message recording
• Comes with a free plastic cover
Size: 7"x 4½". Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Small Talk w/ Built-in Icon Holder #4201R,G,B,P,Y
£150.00 Exc VAT
£180.00 Inc VAT
Compact and Easy! Play your recorded message with the slightest touch.
• 20 seconds of recording time
• Has icon, word or photo holder
• Can also be activated by an external switch
• Output for activating other devices
• Comes with a clear cover
Size: 2½"L x 5½"W x 5½"D. Requires 4 AAA Batteries.

Small Talk Sequencer #8151
£170.00 Exc VAT
£204.00 Inc VAT (also in yellow)
Carry on a conversation! Compact communicator has single, sequential and random message capability. • 300
seconds of recording time • Record up to 250 messages • Capability for story telling, singing, or joke telling •
Can be activated by an external switch • Output for activating other devices • Comes with a clear cover
Size: 6¼"L x 6¼"W x 3"H. Requires 4 AAA Batteries
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Small Talk Sequencer With Levels #8152
£205.00 Exc VAT
£246.00 Inc VAT
Now with levels! We added four levels to our bestselling compact communicator in addition to its
single, sequential, and random message capabilities!
• 4 levels
• 300 seconds of recording time
• Sequential capability for storytelling
• Random capability for games or cards
• Can be activated by an external switch
• Output for activating other devices
Size: 6¼"L x 6¼"W x 3"H. Requires 4 AAA Batteries

Choice 4 Communicator #1237
£400.00 Exc VAT
£480.00 Inc VAT
Engage in communication! This unique communicator allows you to
sequentially illuminate objects, photographs or icons with its super
bright lights. The device also allows you to adjust the number of
choices based upon the skills of the user. Work with just one field or
add two, three or four fields. Headphones sold separately.
Features:
• Direct select or single switch scanning with auditory cueing
• Adjustable scan speed of 2, 6 or 9 seconds
• Three broadcast options: speaker only, headphones only, or
speaker and headphones
• 12 levels with a total of 300 seconds record time
Size: 8"L x 15½"W x 3"H. Requires 4 D Batteries.

£40.00 Exc VAT
£48.00 Inc VAT (#1571 headphones)

Clear Clock Communicator #1210
£230.00 Exc VAT
£276.00 Inc VAT
Encourages face-to-face communication! This popular, transparent-faced clock communicator makes
it easy for teacher and student to view one another. The student can communicate by activating a
switch which moves the clock hand to the desired picture, word, or object affixed to the clock face.
You can customize the communication by using as few (or as many) objects as you’d like. Single or
double switch capability available: one switch moves the hand clockwise; the other moves it counter
clockwise. Clock speed is simple to adjust. Works with any of our capability switches.
Size: 14½"L x 6"W x 14½"H. Requires Capability Switch and 4 AA Batteries.
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7-Level Communication Builder #7075,B
£400.00 Exc VAT
£480.00 Inc VAT
7-Level Communication
Builder It grows with
you! The 7-Level Communication Builder is a
self-contained communication device. It allows
the user to record and
play back 1, 2, 4, 8, or 16
different messages per
level. There are seven levels for recordings, giving you a total of up
to 112 messages (in the 16 window setting). Total record time is 300
seconds. The unit comes equipped with 5 sturdy frame/overlays in 1,
2, 4, 8 and 16 windows. Re-recording is required when you change
window frames. Frame size is 8½" x 7".

Time per level by window setting, using all seven levels:
1 Window setting = 42 seconds per segment per level
2 Window setting = 21 seconds per segment per level
4 Window setting = 10½ seconds per segment per level
8 Window setting = 5¼ seconds per segment per level
16 Window setting = 2½ seconds per segment per level
Size: 12½"L x 9¼"W x 4"H. Requires 4 AA
Batteries. Pictures not included.

On-the-Go- 7 Level Communication Builder #7075G
£420.00 Exc VAT
£504.00 Inc VAT
Our most popular communicator now
comes with a handle and carrying
strap.
Frame size is 8½"x 7". Size: 12½"L x 9¼"W x 4"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries

Communicator Cases
£60.00 Exc VAT
£72.00 Inc VAT (#7751)
£43.00 Exc VAT
£51.60 Inc VAT (#7752)
Durable! Large Bag: Designed to hold our 32 Message Communicator. This sturdy shoulder bag has room
for accessories, switches, overlays and window grid frames. It expands to 6" and features inside organizer
& additional zippered compartments of 12"L x 6"H. Small Bag: Designed to hold our Communication
Builders, 7071, 7075 & 7076, our Cheap Talk Models. Talk 4 and 8, and Sentence Maker.
PLEASE NOTE: Color & Style may vary.
Large #7751 Measures 16"L x 12"H x 6"W .
Small #7752 Measures 13"L x 12"H x 3"W.
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Communication Builder
#7077
£390.00 Exc VAT
£468.00 Inc VAT
4 levels... by popular demand! We now
make our popular single level Communication Builder in 4 levels. This Communication Builder is equipped with 5 easy to change frames which
allow you to refine communication choices as the person develops
new skills. Additionally, a new feature allows this communicator to
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retain your recordings on all four levels when switching back and
forth between the 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 window frames. Record your own
messages with a simple push of a button. Light, durable and easy to
carry with a built in handle. Maximum message length is 4 seconds.
Total recording time is 300 seconds. Frame size is 8½" x 7".
Size: 12½"L x 9¼"W x 4"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Pictures not included.

32 Message Communicators #3206
£395.00 Exc VAT
£474.00 Inc VAT
Adjustable legs and carrying handle! 6 Levels with 192 three-second messages. Frame allows for easy changing of overlays. Lightweight, portable and built to last, this communicator has adjustable legs for tilting the unit, is shock resistant
and has its own carrying handle and adjustable shoulder strap.
Size: 16"L x 9"W x 3"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 2½ lbs

Communication Builder #7071
£310.00 Exc VAT £372.00 Inc VAT
Adjusts to your developing skills!
This Communication Builder is equipped with 5 easy to change
frames, which allow you to refine communication choices as the person
develops new skills. Record your own messages with the
simplest push of a button. Light, durable and easy to carry with a built
in handle. Frames included are 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16-window options. Rerecording is required when you change window frames.
Total recording time is 300 seconds.
1 Window: 300 seconds
2 Windows: 150 seconds
4 Windows: 75 seconds
8 Windows: 37 seconds
16 Windows: 18 seconds
Frame size is 8½"x 7". Size: 12½"L x 9¼"W x 4"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Pic-
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Totally Tactile Communicator #2046
£330.00 Exc VAT
£396.00 Inc VAT (also comes in yellow base)
Communicate with textures! Our new tactile communicator is a wonderful place for
the VI user to start communication. It has six levels for a total of 36 messages with 7
seconds per message. Around the outside are six plates with different large textures
where you record and play back your messages. A large textured level changer is
positioned in its centre. It is mounted on a Lazy Susan so you can slowly turn the
communicator to feel all of your choices before activating a message. Comes with a
very minimal vibration which will help desensitize the user and has adjustable activation time (1-12 seconds) so you can feel the plates for the set time without activating the message.
Size: 14½"L x 14½"W x 3"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Cheap Talk 6 for VI #6056
£295.00 Exc VAT
£354.00 Inc VAT
High contrast switches! The switches on our Cheap Talk 6 for VI are two different colors and
outlined in black to make it easier to select your pre recorded messages.
• 6 levels
• 225 seconds total record time
• 6 seconds per message
• Built-in icon holder
Size: 20"L x 2½"H x 4¾"W. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 2 lbs.
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Portable Communicator
for the Visually Impaired #7079
£510.00 Exc VAT
£612.00 Inc VAT
Illuminate your icons! Designed for the visually impaired user, this unique stateof-the-art communicator
provides intense background
illumination of transparent
icons. It is also extremely
flexible – four scan modes and your choice of the number of fields to
use. Start working in two fields and increase up to eight fields as the
user increases his abilities.
Features include:












12 Levels
600 seconds of record time
Recordable level announcer
Two jacks for one or two switch scanning
Two built in scan switches
4 modes of scanning – Inverse, Automatic, Two Switch, and
Step •
On/Off Auditory Cueing
Volume control •
Adjustable scanning speed (1-25 seconds)
Work in fields of 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, or 8
True voice recording quality • Light touch membrane • Easy
access to place icon sheets • Removable, adjustable carrying
strap

Size: 15"L x 9½"W x 2½"H. Requires 4 AA and 2 D Batteries.

Symbol Communicator for the Blind #4040
£445.00 Exc VAT
£534.00 Inc VAT
Perfect for the totally blind or dual sensory impaired! This portable symbol communicator can store 6 messages on 6 levels for a total of 36 6-second messages. Touch one of the six removable tactile symbols to
activate a message and at the same time you will feel a vibration, which can be turned off if not desired.
Messages can be recorded and re-recorded as often as you wish. Tactile symbols are a graphic language
system using concrete or abstract representations that are both permanent and manipulatable and can be
tactually discriminated by an individual who is totally blind or dual sensory impaired. Included is a recommended starting kit of 6 tactile symbols: Bathroom; Something wrong; Drink; I want; Finished; Eat.
Size: 14"L x 10½"W x 2"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Illuminated Object
Communicator #1262
£475.00 Exc VAT
£570.00 Inc VAT
Designed for the visually
impaired! Our new communicator provides brilliant illumination of objects. Four 5" x 5" x 5"
compartments allow you
to place any sized objects
within. Features:

4 Choice Sequential
Scanner for the Visually
Impaired #1247
£465.00 Exc VAT
£558.00 Inc VAT
(Mounting Arm Included)
Brightly illuminated icons!
Our new unique state-of-theart communicator provides
powerful illumination of your icons. It is also extremely flexible –
four scan modes, choice of the number of fields to use, and two
mounting systems.

•12 levels
• 300 seconds of recording time
• Recordable level announcer
• Works in fields of 1, 2, 3, or 4
• Two jacks for one or two switch scanning
• 4 modes of scanning - Inverse, Automatic, Two Switch, and Step
• On/Off Auditory Cueing
• Adjustable scanning speed (1-12 seconds)
• Volume Control
• Carrying Handle
• Voice Recording Quality
Size: 23½"L x 8½"W x 6½"H. Requires Capability Switch and 6 C and 4 AA
Batteries.

Features:
• 12 levels
• 300 seconds of recording time
• Recordable level announcer
• Work in fields of 1, 2, 3, or 4
• Two jacks for one or two switch scanning
• 4 modes of scanning – Inverse, Automatic, Two Switch, and Step
• Adjustable scanning speed (1-12 seconds)
• On/Off Auditory Cueing
• Volume Control
• Two mounting systems – 19 inch gooseneck with clamp or base for
tabletop use
• Storage compartment in base
• 4 Icon Holders
• Carrying Handle
• Voice Recording Quality
Communicator Size: 16"L x 2½"W x 6"H; Base Size: 17"L x 5¾"W x 4"H. Requires
Capability Switch and 2 C and 4 AA Batteries.
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Talkable II for the VI #2600
£177.00 Exc VAT
£212.40 Inc VAT
Great contrast! Our Talkable II for the VI is terrific for the visually impaired user. Two different colored
switches are outlined in black to draw attention to the switch and make it easier to locate the target area.
Features:
• 20 seconds total recording time
• Records two messages
• Easy single message recording
• Built-in icon holders
• Two output jacks
Size: 7½"L x 2¾"H x 4½"W. Requires 4 AAA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.

Talking Alert #1412
£180.00 Exc VAT
£216.00 Inc VAT
Bright light tells all! Pressing the textured lens turns
on a bright light and starts your messages.
• 20-second message
• While the message is playing, a circle of lights indicate that words are being played
• Wall mounting bracket sold separately
Size: 7¾"W x 2½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Auditory Communicator #4399
£192.00 Exc VAT
£230.40 Inc VAT
Self-contained communicator for the
visually impaired! This choice maker
was designed for those who cannot select
a message from a keyboard because of
their visual or physical impairments. It
will scan through your pre-recorded messages at a lowered volume.
When you reach the desired message, pushing the switch plate again
plays the chosen message in an amplified volume. Great to use during

playtime to choose your favourite toy; Circle time to select the name
of the month; or Lunch to pick what you want to eat! This communicator is available as a 16-level unit with 300 seconds of total recording time with 18 seconds per level. In addition to a built in switch,
there is a jack for an external switch (not included).
Size: 6½"L x 4"W x 2½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
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Illuminated Picture Frame Communicator #1255
£357.00 Exc VAT
£428.40 Inc VAT
Bright Lights! Our new brightly illuminated communicator was designed for those with
visual impairments. Push on any of the 4 pictures to activate your pre-recorded message,
and illuminate the photo.
• Uses 4" x 5" picture card holders
• Holds up to 8 photographs using front and back
• Work in fields of one, two, three, or four
• Direct select, single switch scanning, or auditory cueing
• Adjustable scan speed of 2, 6, 9 seconds
• Three broadcast options: speaker only, headphones only, or speaker and headphones
• 12 levels with 300 seconds of recording time, 6 seconds per message
Size: 12½"D x 19"W x 6"H. Requires 4 D Batteries.

£45.00 Exc VAT
£54.00 Inc VAT (#1255X extra frame holders set of 4)

Tabletop Compartment Communicator #1249
£260.00 Exc VAT (w/Lights & Icon Holders - Improved Version)
£312.00 Inc VAT
Everything you need in a small size! This tabletop communicator has it all – 12 levels, 2 scan
modes, textured plates, and space for objects, photos and icons. Each compartment has its own
switch for direct selection. Device has four 5-second messages on 12 levels. One switch for
either automatic or inverse scanning. It has auditory cueing for scanning, scan speed is adjustable from one to twelve seconds.
Size: 12½"L x 6"W x 3½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 1½ lbs.
PLEASE NOTE: Objects and icons shown are not included.

Four Compartment Communicator
#1245
£265.00 Exc VAT
£318.00 Inc VAT

Four Compartment Communicator
#1246
£287.00 Exc VAT
£344.40 Inc VAT

Push and play! This is the latest version of
our popular compartmentalized communicator. Pushing the colored plate below the
icon holder plays your pre-recorded message while the bright light shines. Records four messages, five seconds each, for a total record time of 20 seconds. Four icon holders
included.

Now with levels and scanning! Our popular compartment communicator now has
two scan modes and 12 levels. Linear
scanning allows the user to scan objects,
photographs or symbols. Choose either automatic or inverse scanning
with your external switch. Each compartment has its own switch for
direct selection. Device has four 5-second messages on 12 levels.

Size: 18"L x 10"W x 6"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 2½ lbs.

Size: 18"L x 10"W x 6"H. Requires Capability Switch and 4 AA Batteries.
Weight: 2½ lbs.
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Super-Sized Communicator w/Levels #1221
£320.00 Exc VAT
£384.00 Inc VAT

Compartmentalized Communicators Message & Lights
Great for teaching language skills! Our exclusive compartmentalized
communicators are fun, easy to use, and perfect for teaching language
skills (classification, sequence, function, opposites and comparatives). Place objects, pictures or words in each of the compartments.
Twenty seconds of total recording time.

Three - Improved version # 1253
£230.00 Exc VAT
£276.00 Inc VAT
Size: 14" x 10½" x 3".

Two scan modes! Linear
scanning allows the user to
scan objects, photographs or
symbols by activating a
capability switch. Now
choose either automatic or
inverse scanning. Each
compartment has its own switch for direct selection. Device has four
6-second messages on 12 levels, adjustable scan rate, easy to use
photograph holder and easy to change icons.
Size: 28"L x 11½"W x 4¼"H. Requires Capability Switch and 4 AA Batteries.

Two - Improved version # 1243
£193.00 Exc VAT
£231.60 Inc VAT
Size: 1" x 10½" x 3"

Compact Communicators with Lights
Powerful and portable!
Go-anywhere communicators that can be used with pictures or objects. Small enough to fi t comfortably on a lap or wheelchair table. The top of
these mini communicators are compartmentalized allowing you to place the objects that are described in your pre-recorded messages. A picture
groove is supplied as well. Light goes on when switch plate is pressed. The three message communicator plays three 5-second messages. The four
message communicator plays four 5-second messages. 12-Levels plays six seconds per message, total recording time is 288 seconds.
Objects not included.

4-Message With Lights #1902
£195.00 Exc VAT
£234.00 Inc VAT
Size: 11½"L x 6¼"W x 1½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries

Grooved Platform Communicators #1910
£230.00 Exc VAT
£276.00 Inc VAT
Operated by direct touch! This colourful, creative tool is ideal for teaching communication skills and
object/word relationships. Place objects, words or pictures on the raised platform. The #1910 version plays a 5-second pre-recorded voice message for each switchplate and lights up. come with six
grooved picture holders on the front or back of the platform. Size: 16½"x 12"x 3½". Requires 4 AA Batteries.
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Cheap Talk 8 - 6-Level Communicators #2392,M
£355.00 Exc VAT
£426.00 Inc VAT
Stores up to 48 5-second messages! Our exclusive 6-Level Communicator is ideal for teaching language skills
and communicating. Record 48 6-second messages on 6 levels. Messages can be recorded and re-recorded as
often as you wish. Available in several options.
Size: 12½"x 8"x 3". Requires 4 AA Batteries.

£335.00 Exc VAT
£402.00 Inc VAT (#2391,Bk)
Has a slotted frame that allows easy replacement of sets of pictures.

Cheap Talk 4 In-line Direct,
Scan and Jacks #3050
£300.00 Exc VAT
£360.00 Inc VAT

Cheap Talk 8 Direct & Scan with
Jacks #3051
£340.00 Exc VAT £408.00 Inc VAT

Allows the use of single or dual
switch scanning. A light illuminates
sequentially above each message
square. This versatile unit also allows direct activation by pressing
the squares or 1 to 4 external
switches. Features a choice of eight
different scanning options, including auditory cueing (see below).
The scanning speed is adjustable to
accommodate a wide range of abilities.

Allows the use of one or two switches to
“scan” the eight different messages. (See
scanning options). This versatile unit also
allows direct activation by pressing the
squares or 1 to 8 external switches. A light
illuminates sequentially. When a window is
selected a pre-recorded message will playback. Features a choice of
eight different scanning options, including auditory cueing (see below). The scanning speed is adjustable to accommodate a range of
different abilities. Total record time is 40 seconds.
Size: 12"x 7½"x 2¾". Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Size: 12½"x 6"x 2½". Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Cheap Talk 8 - 2-Level
Communicators #2303
£290.00 Exc VAT
£348.00 Inc VAT
Two level version allows you
to record and re-record eight
messages on two levels with
18 seconds per message.
Four jacks allow you to plug
in external switches for activating your messages.
Size: 12½"x 8"x 3". Requires 4 AA
Batteries.

Cheap Talk 8 - 1Level Communicators Direct
#1391
£270.00 Exc VAT
£324.00 Inc VAT
This user-friendly
teaching tool is great
for providing communication and cognitive
support, as well as
enhancing expressive
and receptive language skills. Plus, it's great for early speech development and remedial work with older individuals. The Cheap Talk 8 allows you to record and re-record eight messages with 37.5 seconds per message.
Size: 12"x 8"x 3"Requires 4 AA Batteries.
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On-the-Go Cheap Talk 8
#1391G
£273.00 Exc VAT
£327.60 Inc VAT

Cheap Talk 8 - 1-Level Communicators Direct #1391BK
£273.00 Exc VAT
£327.60 Inc VAT
Activated by pressing one of the eight message squares.

New! On-the-Go Communicator! We have created a truly
portable version of our best and
most affordable communicator.
The product comes with a sturdy handle and 36" adjustable
strap. Now you can take your

Direct with Overlay Option #6391
£248.00 Exc VAT
£297.60 Inc VAT
Operates the same as our Direct model
(above) but also has a slotted frame that allows easy replacement of sets of pictures.

communicator anywhere!

Cheap Talk 4 In-line 12 Levels
We have given you 12 levels. The total recording time is 288 seconds
or 6 seconds per message. (48 messages total).
Size: 12½"x 3"x 6". Requires 4 AA Batteries. Icons not included.

Operates the same as our Direct model but has a slotted frame that
allows easy replacement of sets of pictures. For use with up to 4 external switches.

Cheap Talk 4 Direct #3054
£182.00 Exc VAT
£218.40 Inc VAT
Activated by pressing one of the four squares, 5
seconds per message.

12-Levels - Direct w/Overlay Option #3412
£260.00 Exc VAT
£312.00 Inc VAT

Direct w/Overlay Option #6054
£210.00 Exc VAT
£252.00 Inc VAT
Operates the same as our Direct model (above)
but also has a slotted frame that allows easy replacement of sets of pictures.

Cheap Talk 4 Square Communicators.
Direct #1392
£174.00 Exc VAT
£208.80 Inc VAT
Assists in language development and it's easy to
use!
Our popular Cheap Talk communicators are
light-weight, portable, user-friendly and economical. They enable the user to “speak” prerecorded messages. Use them to provide communication and cognitive support to enhance and develop expressive and receptive language skills. Messages can be up to 5 seconds each and can be recorded and re-recorded as often as you wish.

Cheap Talk Switch Modules #1394
£133.00 Exc VAT
£159.60 Inc VAT

Size: 8"x 8"x 3". Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Size: 3½"x 6"x 2¼". Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Cheap Talk 4 Square Direct w/Overlay
Option #6392
£180.00 Exc VAT
£216.00 Inc VAT
Operates the same as our Direct model (above)
but also has a slotted frame that allows easy
replacement of sets of pictures.
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Eye-Talks #3700
£85.00 Exc VAT
£102.00 Inc VAT
Helps make eye-gaze communication
more accurate and understandable! We
have constructed an adjustable and very
affordable communication device that
opens up a whole new world of social
communication skills. The Eye-Talk is a great alternative for children
and adults who need to communicate. It is made with clear, shatterresistant plastic. It comes with two self-contained height adjustable
triangle stands or order a gooseneck table holder clamp separately
(see below). Order the 4 pack or 10 pack Eye Talk and receive a self
adhesive, clear picture holding strip (approximately one foot long)
which can be cut to any length.
Size: 17"x 11½"x 1/16".
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10 Eye-Talks #3702 £230.00 Exc VAT £276.00 Inc VAT
Comes with 10 individual Eye-Talks with stands.
Free with any purchase of an Eye Talk 10 pack - A self-adhesive, clear picture
holding strip which you can cut to any length for positioning on your EyeTalk.

4 Eye-Talks #3701
£155.00 Exc VAT
£186.00 Inc VAT
Comes with 4 individual Eye-Talks complete with stands.
Free with any purchase of an Eye Talk 4 pack - A self-adhesive, clear picture
holding strip which you can cut to any length for positioning on your EyeTalk.

Extra Adhesive Picture Strips #2900
£21.00 Exc VAT
£25.20 Inc VAT FREE with any purchase of a Mini Eye Talk 4 or 10 pack
of Eye-Talks! A self-adhesive, clear picture holdingstrip which you can cut to
any length for positioning on your Eye-Talk. convenient and easy to use!
(Each one foot long)

Talking Magic Roller #1652
£285.00 Exc VAT
£342.00 Inc VAT
Roll out a story! The slightest touch rolls the cylinder and starts your story, songs or ABCs. This
learning toy has a built-in sequential recorder which allows you to record and play. For example, roll
and the first message is spoken; roll again and the second message is heard; etc. Simultaneously, the
lights flash and the roller vibrates. Further, if the child cannot roll the unit, a capability switch (not
included) can be used which runs on the built-in roller motor. The roller sequencer also can be removed from its stand and played with on a table or floor. Total recording time is 5 minutes.
Roller Size: 6"D x 6"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. Base Size: 8½"L x 12"W x 5"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Puzzle Communicators #3088
£340.00 Exc VAT
£408.00 Inc VAT
Interchangeable! A complete set of five spectacular talking puzzles. Record messages for each puzzle on a separate level of the communicator. Easy to record and easy to change subjects. Either place
or take the puzzle piece and your message plays. The communicator has five levels with a level
announcer for each level. Total record time is 300 seconds.
Size: 13"L x 12"W x 5"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
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Go! Board #3336 with 6 Icon Holders
£100.00 Exc VAT
£120.00 Inc VAT
Perfect for special education classrooms! The Go! Board system is designed for children who would
benefit from a picture schedule. Pictures or symbols representing a desired activity or task can be framed
in the icon holders. When the activity is completed, the icon holder is removed and placed into the pocket
at the base of the Go! Board. The Go! Board System is a valuable asset for any classroom that uses
scheduling techniques. Both come with a set of 2" x 2" icon holders.
Size: 23"x 5½"x 3".

£107.00 Exc VAT
£128.40 Inc VAT (#3338 with 8 Icon holders)
Size: 29"x 5½"x 3"

Hip Talk Plus #5020
£340.00 Exc VAT
£408.00 Inc VAT
Major improvements!
The ultimate and newly improved Hip Talk Plus has major
changes:

•300 seconds of recording time
•Incredible sound quality
•Auditory cueing
•Magnetic snap-on frames for easy icon changing
•New soft Neoprene carrying bag
•Contoured for the waist
•Adjustable waist strap to fit most
•Sleep mode to save battery life
•Volume control
•Low battery warning
•3 interchangeable frames (3, 6, 12 messages) included
Size: 8½"L x 3"W x 3½"H. Requires 4 AAA Batteries.

Hip Talk Seal #5017
£51.00 Exc VAT
£61.20 Inc VAT

Hip Talk Bag #5023
£51.00 Exc VAT
£61.20 Inc VAT
Protects your communicator! Our Hip
Talk carrying bag now has a clear cover
with a zippered opening. The case protects your icons and the communicator
from moisture. Easy to open for changing your icons. Strap is adjustable. This
bag is included with items #5013 & #5020.
Weight: ¼ lb

Clear cover protection for your communicator!
Protect your Hip Talk with this new and
innovative moisture seal. The Seal has
adhesive tabs to hold it in place on the
top of the unit but under the icons and frames. Never needs removing
and does not interfere with icon sheet changing.
.
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•Volume control
•Auditory cueing
•On/Off switch

Hip Talk 12 w/Levels #5013
£320.00 Exc VAT
£384.00 Inc VAT

Size: 8½"L x 3"W x 3½"H. Requires 4 AAA Batteries.

New & improved!
Our bestselling Hip Talk 12 has
major improvements:
•5 levels with easy level changer
•300 seconds of recording time
•Total 60 messages, 5 seconds per

Replacement Frame #5007
£47.00 Exc VAT
£56.40 Inc VAT
One replacement frame to be used only with Improved Version of Hip Talk 12 w/Levels #5013.

message
•Incredible sound quality
•12 large circular activation pads (7/8" diameter)
•Magnetic snap-on frame allows easy icon changing
•New soft Neoprene carrying bag
•Contoured for the waist
•Adjustable waist strap to fit most
•Sleep mode to save battery life

Hip Talks #5004
£220.00 Exc VAT
£264.00 Inc VAT

(s)
Size: 6¼"x 2¼"x 3¼". Requires 4 AA Batteries.

#5004 Four Message Hip Talk (5 seconds per message)

Designed to go wherever you
go! Perfect for kids and adults alike,
our unique Hip Talk communicators
play messages at the push of a button.
• Record and re-record messages as
often as you like
• Hip Talk is available in two versions.
• Features large recessed switch plate

Flip & Talk #2085
£330.00 Exc VAT
£396.00 Inc VAT
Talk on the go! An on-the-go communicator that straps to your waist. Simply flip through the four icon
holders to select your desired message then lightly squeeze the icon and your pre-recorded message
plays. Icon holders can hold several paper icons or photos.
• 12 levels with recordable level announcer
• Sixty 5-second messages
• 300 seconds of total recording time
• Volume control
• Excellent sound quality
• Adjustable belt to fit most sizes
Waist Unit Size: 5"L x 1"W x 1"H; Icon Package Size: 4"L x 4"W x ¾"H. Requires 2 AAA Batteries.
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Extra Icon Holders
£44.00 Exc VAT
£52.80 Inc VAT

3 x 3 Icon Holder Kit #430-I
£50.00 Exc VAT
£60.00 Inc VAT
We always receive calls for extra
sets of our icon holders. This kit
comes with Velcro stickers as well as
a sticky back magnetic sheet for
those users who want to put food
icons on refrigerators or other metal
surfaces. Knowing that you can never remember where you have
placed the clear Mylar covers we have included extra pieces for your
convenience. Pictures not included

Bright, colourful, Velcro-backed icon
holders! Safely enclose any picture or symbol with an easy-to-install and release clear
plastic window. Each square measures
approximately 2" x 2". Available in packages of 10 per colour.

Brown #6070

Dark Blue #6030

Light Blue #6010

Orange #6080

Purple #6020

Red #6060

Yellow #6040

Talking Icon
£331.00 Exc VAT £397.20 Inc VAT (Set Of 3) #9199T
Press the icon! These small communicators can be used alone or attached together on a tabletop or
wheelchair tray to initiate language.
• Record and play one 10-second message
• Excellent sound quality
• On/Off switch & volume control
• 3 square inch icon holder with velcro
• Velcro for attaching to another Talking Icon
• Output for activating other devices
• Can be activated by an external switch
Size: 4¾"L x 3½"W x 2½"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries.

Mini-Com #9151
£137.00 Exc VAT
£164.40 Inc VAT
Great for building communication
skills! Use these communicators individually or join them for building communication skills. Easy to use picture
clip allows you to change icons easily.
Each device has 20 seconds of hi-fi
delity recording time which allows you to record and re-record at the
touch of a button!
Size: 5½"L x 6"W x 3"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Mini-Com Sequencer #9151-S
£180.00 Exc VAT
£216.00 Inc VAT
Fabulous new feature! We’ve added sequencing to our bestselling Mini-Com!
Great for storytelling, singing, joke telling.
• 300 seconds of recording time
• Attaches easily with each other
• Has icon, picture or word holder
Size: 5½"L x 6"W x 3"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Mini-Com #9151-K Set of 3
£375.00 Exc VAT
£450.00 Inc VAT
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Multi-Coms #9155 Rectangular
£235.00 Exc VAT
£282.00 Inc VAT
12 Levels! Small, powerful communicators that play up to 48 messages.
• Records 4 messages per level
• 12 levels
• 300 seconds of recording time
• Attaches easily with each other • Has icon, picture or word holder
Each unit sold separately. Size: 9” x 10”. Requires 4 AA Batteries

Put-Em-Arounds
#9012
£138.00 Exc VAT
£165.60 Inc VAT
Make requests! These
talking wall communicators give individuals with
limited verbal communication skills the ability to
initiate communication
throughout their day. Record your message (20
seconds) and have the children actively participate with their peers,
family, and teachers. Put them in different areas of your classroom or

house to express simple messages. For example: “I’m hungry, I want
a cookie”; “I have to use the bathroom”. Recording and re-recording
requires only the push of a button. Wall mounting hardware is included. Some classrooms place them on lapboards or tabletops.
Size: 6½"x 8". Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Set of 10 #9021
£1067.00 Exc VAT
£1280.40 Inc VAT
Set of 5 #9020
£557.00 Exc VAT
£668.40 Inc VAT

Palm Com #3068
£155.00 Exc VAT £186.00 Inc VAT
£455.00 Exc VAT £546.00 Inc VAT (Set Of 3) #3068T
communicator that can be used many different ways – in the palm of your hand, clipped to your belt, or attached to your refrigerator or wall. Use alone or in sets. Each Palm Com features:

• 10 seconds of recording time
• Excellent sound quality
• Small enough to fit in your pocket
• Belt clip, magnet, and key ring connector on back
• On/off switch
• Volume control
• Easy to record and re-record
• 1¼" activation area
Size: 2½"L x 4¾"W x 1¼"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries
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Rocking Two Message
Say It Play It #1410
£155.00 Exc VAT
£186.00 Inc VAT

Rocking Say It
Play It #1399
£165.00 Exc VAT
£198.00 Inc VAT
Simultaneously
activates toys and
messages! Great for
developing correlation
between language and
function. Our Say It
Play It simultaneously
activates two toys or
devices using the
cords (included) and plays back two pre-recorded, 10-second
messages.

Plays message and device!
When switch plate is
pressed, message is played
and external toy or device is
activated. Records two
messages (10 seconds per
message). Device has two
switch outputs to activate 2 devices. Two 2" x 2" frames are attached
to the switch plate so you can insert your own pictures or messages.
Now with space to place your objects.
Size: 5"L x 6"W x 1½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Size: 14"L x 6"W x 2½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Saucer Dome Say It Play
It #9158
£186.00 Exc VAT
£223.20 Inc VAT
Watch the swirling shapes as
you play your message! Pressing the dome will reward the
user with vibration and your
pre-recorded message (up to
20 sec.). It is easy to record
and re-record any songs or
words by pressing a hidden switch. A cord is provided which simultaneously activates an external device.
Size: 8"W x 4½ "H. Requires 6 AA Batteries.

Storytime Reader #4206
£110.00 Exc VAT
£132.00 Inc VAT
Join in on the fun of reading! One button adapted Storytime Reader is great for classroom or family reading time. Each child can take a turn “reading” a page from a book by
pressing the button on his/her device that contains the prerecorded words from the page.
Total recording time is ten seconds. Purchase a set of 3 Readers for your classroom and
save. Device can be purchased alone or bundled with Ben Kachoo plush toy and book.
Comes with a clear icon cover. .
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Placemat Communicator #8101
£395.00 Exc VAT
£474.00 Inc VAT
Our unique communicator is perfect for teaching language skills, requesting needs and making
choices. Simply raise the plastic and slide your six icons into the attached icon holders, record your
messages and you are ready to go. Features:
• 288 seconds total recording time • Records 6 messages per level
• 6 levels • 6 seconds per message • Easy single message recording
• On/Off switch
Size: 20"L x 4½"H x 19"W. Requires: 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 4 lbs

Talking Shape Recognition Busy Box #7902
£332.00 Exc VAT
£398.40 Inc VAT
Table top or wall mount! Record your own message for each shape and explore the many
different tactile textures while hearing your message played. The Busy Box encourages shape
and colour recognition while the mirrored background is wonderful for self exploration. Each
shape has 30 seconds of total recording time. It also can be used as an activity centre encouraging cause and effect. Enjoy the spinning light show, music, and vibration. Colour of balls
may vary.
Size: 14"H x 11"W x 16"D. Requires 2 C, 4 AA and 3 AAA Batteries. PLEASE NOTE: This product is not
suitable for those who are allergic to Latex.

Reading Time Communicator #1524
£290.00 Exc VAT
£348.00 Inc VAT
Listen to your favourite stories! We’ve developed a fun and exciting way to promote early
reading skills. Clip any size book onto the communicator then record each page of text using
the six built-in mini-gumball switches. Next, place a colored sticker to each book page to
correspond to the colored switches. (When the book has more than six pages you continue the
story on the next level.) To hear the story, the child then presses the switch that matches the
sticker on the page. Removable stickers included. • 6 messages on 4 levels • Total 24 messages, 25 seconds each • 600 seconds of total record time • Easy to record and re-record • Extension flap for larger books • True voice recording quality • Level changer • Volume control
Size: 15"L x 7"to 10½"W x 3"to 5½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries

Book Talker #1506
£200.00 Exc VAT
£240.00 Inc VAT
Any book can talk! Place our
thin 16-position flat switch
array inside the back of any
book and record the story.
• Place a marking sticker on
any page over one of the
segments on the switch
• Pushing the marker plays
your recording
• You can pre-record from one to sixteen messages on 7 different
levels
• Total recording time is 300 seconds
Size: 17"L x 7¾"W. Requires 4 AA Batteries.

4 Plate Communicator #4055
£212.00 Exc VAT
£254.40 Inc VAT
Offers 60 square inches of communication! This communicator
has four 3" x 5" plate switches
providing a large target area for
individuals who cannot easily
access smaller communication
devices. Light pressure on each
plate sounds a message of up to five seconds. Messages can be recorded and re-recorded as often as you wish. This versatile communicator can be positioned at a 30 degree angle or a 70 degree angle. The
communicator also allows the user to simultaneously communicate
and activate four different toys or devices with the four cords provided.
Size: 15"L x 7½"W x 7½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
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Replacement Frames #7072 & 7073
£66.00 Exc VAT
£79.20 Inc VAT
Durable! Large Case: Designed to hold our 32 Message Communicator. This sturdy shoulder bag has room
for accessories, switches, overlays and window grid frames. It expands to 6" and features inside organizer &
additional zippered compartments of 12"L x 6"H. Small Case: Designed to hold our Communication Builders,
7071, 7075 & 7076, our Cheap Talk Models. Talk 4 and 8, and Phrase Maker. (Color may vary).

Kit includes:

Classroom Communication Kit #9037
£2817.00 Exc VAT
£3380.40 Inc VAT
Every classroom should
have this! In consultation
with special education
teachers, assistive technology experts, and speech therapists, we put together a
special Communication Kit for all your classroom needs. The communicators in this kit foster independence, enhance social interactions, and facilitate communication throughout your students' day.

Print It! Icon Maker
2 Multi-Coms
Put 'Em Arounds (Set of 5)
Lighted Vibrating Mirror
Go! Board
7-Message Take or Place N' Talk Go Board
Big Talk Triple Play
Talking Photo Album
7-Level Communication Builder
Cheap Talk 8, 6 Level
Talkable III
Twin Talk

PLEASE NOTE: Certain items may be discontinued by their manufacturer. If
a substitution of a similar item must be made, it will be of equal value.

Speech Therapist w/Mirror #9153
£185.00 Exc VAT
£222.00 Inc VAT
Great visual learning tool! This talking device allows the user to visualize the formation of his/her
words. It stores up to 20 seconds of speech and allows you to record four 5 second messages.
Simply touch the plate switch to activate your pre-recorded message and begin training. This device is a great tool for Speech/Language Pathologists! This device can also be externally activated
by plugging your switch into a jack on the side.
Size: 14"x 10"x 5½". Requires 4 AA Batteries.
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Speak a Need #1254
£215.00 Exc VAT
£258.00 Inc VAT
For those who cannot
verbalize! A great new
auditory communicator
for expressing your
needs. Simple and fast to
program and use. This
versatile five level
communicator allows
the recording of five
different categories of
needs which could include food, bathing, and health needs. Once a

category is chosen, pushing the red button sequences through a list of
items (up to ten items) within that category. For example, on the food
level the list could include coffee, milk, juice, sandwich, etc. Once an
item is chosen, pushing the yellow button expresses in detail the
specific need (one specific need per item). For example, choose
coffee from the category food with the red button then press the
yellow button which could say “I would like coffee with milk and
sugar.” Communicator can also work with external switches.
Size: 4"H x 8½"W x 4½"D. Requires 4 AAA Batteries.

Textured Roller Step Talking Sequencer #653
£215.00 Exc VAT
£258.00 Inc VAT
Perfect for the nonspeaker! Our Step Talking
Sequencers are perfect for the nonspeaking adult or child. It allows the user to express a sequential series of your pre-recorded
messages (300 second total). The sequencer allows people with even the most limited communication skills to carry on a simple conversation. Ideal for a number of different purposes
including sequencing, testing, directions, multiplication, memorization, medical instructions, storytelling and sing-alongs. Now available in four different models.
Size: 11"x 4½"x 2". Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Gooshy Step Talking Sequencer #673
£202.00 Exc VAT
£242.40 Inc VAT
Step Talking Sequencer is the perfect communicator for the non-speaking adult or child. It
expresses a series of your pre-recorded messages (300-seconds) when the device is activated. This allows people with even the most limited communication skills to carry on a simple
conversation. Ideal for a number of different purposes including sequencing, testing, directions, multiplication, memorization, medical instructions, storytelling and sing-along.
Size: 10"x 4½"x 2". Requires 4 AA Batteries. Please Note: Gooshy Pad colour may vary.

Adjustable Angle Sequencer with Switch #806
£238.00 Exc VAT
£285.60 Inc VAT
Bright lights! Our new sequencer is designed for the visually impaired. The circular patterned red LED lights in the centre give the user a visual cue for targeting and encourage the
user to activate the switch. The angle of the big 5" switch is adjustable from 32 degrees to 90
degrees. The light can be turned on or off. This sequencer has a total of 300 seconds recording time and can be clamped. Also works as a switch.
Size: 8"L x 8"W x 6¼"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries
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New & Improved 7-Message Take or Place N' Talk Go! Board #3356
£315.00 Exc VAT
£378.00 Inc VAT (Also in Black #3358)
Learning through actions...That is what our Take N’ Talk devices strive to achieve. This model allows you to
record seven 35-second messages. You play the message back by removing or placing one of the 3" x 3" icon
frames. We have moved all controls to the side of the device making it easier to record your messages. The
pocket on the front of the unit can be used for storage. #3356 comes with 7 yellow icon holders, #3358 comes
with 7 black icon holders. Wall mounting hardware included.
Size: 29½"x 5¼"x 3". Requires 4 AA Batteries. Weight: 2¼ lbs.

Take or Place N'
Talk #8705
£230.00 Exc VAT
£276.00 Inc VAT
Allows the user to
record four 5-second
messages. You play
the messages back by
removing “taking” an
item (of your choice)
from one of the light
sensitive compartments (TAKE mode)
or “placing” the item
in one of the compartments (PLACE mode). Objects cannot be translucent/clear.
Dish size: 7½"x 1½"; Box size: 6¾"x 4¼"x 2". Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Upright Take or Place N' Talks #8709
£170.00 Exc VAT
£204.00 Inc VAT
Clamp it! Taking or replacing the 2" x 2" Velcro mounted icon holders will play one of four 5second
pre-recorded messages. New design allows the Take or Place N’ Talk to be secured
to a table with clamps.
Size: 13¼"L x 4"W x 3½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries.
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Talk 4 w/Levels #2500,B
£285.00 Exc VAT
£342.00 Inc VAT
Our Talk 4 and
Talk 8 Augmentative Communicators are powerful
communication
tools loaded with
useful features. The
Talk 4 has 12 levels
and single switch
illuminated auto
scanning. It has a
slot so you can
easily slide in your
icon overlay. The
Talk 8 has 12 levels for Two Switch scanning, Automatic scanning,
Inverse scanning, and Step scanning. The 2 1/8" x 2 1/8" icon area
requires only the slightest touch to play your “true voice” recording.
The rugged and reliable Talk 4 and Talk 8 are portable, lightweight

and easy to access. Talk 4 w/Levels Features: • 12 Levels with 300
seconds of record time • Recordable level announcer • Single jack
automatic scanning w/LED illumination • True Voice recording quality • Adjustable scanning speed (3 speeds) • Volume Control • On/Off
Auditory Cueing • Removable, Adjustable carrying strap • Easy to
use slide in overlay track • Light touch switch membrane • Optimal
Ergonomic 25° angle switch access • Portable, Durable and weighs
under one pound • Optional vibrating feedback
Size: 11"L x 4"W x 2¾"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. (Picture icons shown on all
devices not included).

Talk 8 w/Levels #2501B
£400.00 Exc VAT
£480.00 Inc VAT
Has all the features of the Talk 4 PLUS:

•600 seconds of record time
•Double jacks for one or two switch scanning
•Inverse Scanning, Automatic Scanning, Two Switch Scanning, Step Scanning
•On/Off Auditory Cueing
Size: 11½"x 6½"x 3". Requires 4 AA Batteries. PLEASE NOTE: Picture icons not included.

Basic Talk 4 #4047B
£180.00 Exc VAT
£216.00 Inc VAT
Simply said! Activate by pressing one of four light touch message squares. Device has easy to use
slide in overlays, optimal ergonomic angle, and is portable and lightweight. Record time is 5 seconds per message for a total of 20 seconds.
Size: 11"L x 4"W x 2¾"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries. PLEASE NOTE: Picture icons not included.
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Twin Talks #1405
£170.00 Exc VAT
£204.00 Inc VAT
Two ten second messages! Twin Talk is the ideal trainer, teacher and
communicator. Use it to request attention, communicate needs, make
simple choices, sing a song, make sound effects, participate in games,
and more. Designed to be used as a precursor and trainer before more
complex communicators are introduced. Twin Talk allows you to
record, playback and re-record two 10-second messages. Available in
two helpful models: Twin Talk (speaks only) and Twin Talk and Play
(simultaneously "speaks" and activates a toy or device). Both versions
come with clear plastic covers and 2 removable dividers. Additional
clear plastic covers are also available. Appropriate for all ages.
Size: 13"x 6½"x 2". Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Twin Talk & Play #1406
£185.00 Exc VAT
£222.00 Inc VAT
Rocking Plate #1398
£175.00 Exc VAT
£210.00 Inc VAT
Large activation areas! The
Rocking Plate allows you to
play two 10-second messages.
For example, you could record
yes/no responses to questions
or any other desired messages.
Size: 14"L x 6"W x 2½"H. Requires 4
AA Batteries.

Rocking Two Message Say It Play It #1410
£155.00 Exc VAT
£186.00 Inc VAT
Plays message and device! When switch plate is pressed, message is played and external toy or
device is simultaneously activated. Records two messages (10 seconds per message). Device has
two switch outputs to activate 2 devices.

Two 2" x 2" frames are attached to the switch plate so you can insert your own object.
Size: 5"L x 6"W x 1½"H. Requires 4 AA Batteries

Textured Talkable II #2405
£190.00 Exc VAT
£228.00 Inc VAT
Tactile feedback! This textured communicator provides the user with a fantastic tactile experience when
they initiate language. It is great for quick communication. The different colored switches provide the
user with good visual cues for choice making.
• 20 seconds total recording time
• Records 2 messages
• Built-in icon holders
• Two output jacks
Size: 8¾"L x 2¼"H x 7"W. Requires 4 AAA Batteries. Weight: 1 lb.
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Wrist Talker #3037 blue
£86.00 Exc VAT
£103.20 Inc VAT
Easy to wear! This single message communicator is easy to use.
• Record message of up to 10 seconds
• Great sound quality
• Enables the user to communicate any greeting
• Easy to record and re-record
• Has an adjustable strap
Size 2¼"x 1½". Requires 4 LR44 Button Cell Batteries (Included).

Wrist Talker #3037 –B Black
£86.00 Exc VAT
£103.20 Inc VAT

Clip Talk #5520
£150.00 Exc VAT
£180.00 Inc VAT
Lightweight communicator clips anywhere! Our portable Clip Talk communicator allows you to record and rerecord one 20-second or two 10-second messages. It contains a spring reinforced clip that snaps onto a wheelchair, walker, bedrail, stroller or virtually any other tubular or rectangular object. Clip Talk is activated by a
built-in switch or switches.
Size: 6½"x 4"x 5¼". Requires 4 AA Batteries.

Super Wrist Talker #5018
£225.00 Exc VAT
£270.00 Inc VAT
Great sound quality! Our new compact Super Wrist Talker enables the user to communicate
any need or greeting with its colour coded button system.
• 12 levels with four 5-second messages per level
• Easy to record and re-record
• Adjustable straps
Size: 4"L x 2 1/8"W x 1"H. Requires 2 AAA Batteries.

Wearable Talker #5022
£190.00 Exc VAT
£228.00 Inc VAT
Two messages! Our new Wearable Talker is so versatile; you can wear it on any part of your body – your wrist,
forearm, or leg – or place it on a wheelchair arm.
Features:
• 20 seconds of recording time
• 10 seconds per message
• 2 messages
Size: 5½"L x 2¼"W x 1½"H. Requires 3 AAA Batteries.
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£485.00 Exc VAT
£582.00 Inc VAT
Easy and accessible! Ingenious keyboard with fully integrated mouse capability requires no finger
or wrist motion. Easy to learn, simple to use. Great for individuals with physical disabilities, hand
or finger injury, carpal tunnel syndrome, cerebral palsy, multiple sclerosis, autism, or arthritis.
Comes with keyboard with builtin mouse, USB adapter, character guide, and Fast Start CD. PC
and MAC compatible.
Size: 8½"W x 19¼"L x 3"H. Weight: 2¾ lbs..

£50.00 Exc VAT
£60.00 Inc VAT
Engage in computer technology!
An easy-to-use mouse that allows the user to make a left click selection with a capability switch
while an adult controls the mouse movement. Just move the mouse over a desired area on the
screen, and then the child activates his or her switch to select the item. Great for teaching cause
and effect, directionality and for increasing visual attention. PC computer with USB port running
Windows 2000 or XP recommended.
Size: 4½"L x 2½"W x 1¾"H. Requires a Capability Switch.

£305.00 Exc VAT
£366.00 Inc VAT
Wireless interface! The Super-Switch wireless interface works with all special needs switch
access software. Its 5" diameter is a great large target for those who need it. The 2 switch inputs allow you to mimic mouse clicks and with the installation of the accompanying software, you can
configure each button to be any keystroke or mouse-button event. PC and MAC compatible.
Requires USB port.
Size: 5"D x 1¼"H. Requires 2 AAA Batteries.
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Switch Adapted Sony ZS-RS70BTB Wireless DAB Boombox with CD/Bluetooth/
NFC/USB Play #ILT007N
£280.00 Exc VAT
£336.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip CD & USB Files.
The ZSRS70 from Sony is a portable radio and CD player with bluetooth and USB connection
which is designed to be taken anywhere.
NFC (Near Field Technology) enabled devices can connect to the RS70 simply by touching the
top of the box and instantly pair up for minimal fuss. FM/DAB radio is also included with 30
preset stations, and both USB and aux inputs can be found on the front of the unit to provide physical connection for mobile devices, for almost
limitless connectivity.
Amplifier power (watts)
Connections
USB in
Headphone out
Extra Features
Format compatibility
Tuner
W x H x D (mm) 380 x 158 x 235
Weight (kg)
3.3

2 x 2.3
Aux in (via 3.5mm stereo minijack)
(for playback from USB compatible devices)
(via 3.5mm stereo minijack)
NFC Bluetooth for a simple one touch connection with NFC compatible devices.
CD-R/RW Playback Compatibility, MP3, WMA
FM and DAB tuner with 30 presets (20 FM, 10 DAB)

Switch Adapted Majestic AH-1287WH #ILT0015
£245.00 Exc VAT
£294.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip CD & USB
Files .

Features:
Connections: 1 x USB input, 1 x 3.5mm jack headphone output
Playable formats: CD, CD-R, CD-RW, MP3, WMA
AM / FM radio with manual radio tuner
Efficient MP3 folder navigation
Repeat function
Shuffle
Programming function
Retractable radio antenna
LCD display
Cassette deck with auto stop

Power supply: 230V, 50Hz or 6 x D batteries
Dimensions:
10.2 x 5.5 x 9.8 inches (W x H x D) (26 x 14 x 25cm)
Weight: approx. 4 pounds (1.8kg)
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Switch Adapted Majestic AH 231 CD/MP3 USB SD_AUX #ILT0016
£215.00 Exc VAT
£258.00 Inc VAT
The boombox provides standard functions such as an MP3-compatible CD player, and radio. USB
and SD inputs enable the boombox to access the MP3 archives of USB and SD storage media, such
as MP3 players and USB sticks.The AUX input enables connection to all kinds of external audio
sources.
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip CD & USB Files .

Highlights:
Boombox with built-in, MP3-compatible CD player
MP3-capable USB and SD / MMC ports for the direct playback of MP3 files
Fully mobile thanks to batteries and carrying handle
AUX input for connecting other audio devices - such as MP3 players, smartphones or laptops

Features:
Connections: 1 x USB input, 1 x SD / MMC input, 1 x 3.5mm jack AUX input, 1 x 3.5mm jack headphone output
Supported playback formats: CD, CD-R, CD-RW, MP3, WMA
Programmable playback
Repeat - single track / entire folders / all
Shuffle
EQ function for CD use (Rock, Normal, DBB, Pop, Classic, Jazz)
Blue backlit LCD display
FM radio with manual tuner
Frequency response: 100Hz - 16kHz



Power consumption max. / standby: 20W / approx. 0.82W

Power supply: 230V AC, 50Hz or 8 x C 1.5V batteries (not included)
Dimensions:
17.6 x 6.8 x 9.6 inches (W x H x D) (44.7 x 17.3 x 24.3cm)
Weight: approx. 5.5 pounds (2.5kg)

Switch Adapted Sony CFDS50B #ILT0017
£220.00 Exc VAT
£264.00 Inc VAT
The Sony CFD-S50B is a really versatile piece of kit. Listen to CDs, cassettes, radio or even plug in
your MP3 player. Choose from mains or battery operation to take your music with you.

The adaption on this device allows you to plug in 3 capability switches (not provided) and select the CD player, Play/Pause
and skip tracks.
CD rewritable playback.
MP3 playback.
Single cassette.
FM/AM tuner.
Stereo speakers generating 1.7 watts RMS - the average measurement of a speakers output.
Headphone socket for personal listening.
Size H14, W32, D22cm.
Mains operated or batteries required 6 x C (not included)
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Switch Adapted Soundmaster RCD1400 #ILT0018
£230.00 Exc VAT
£276.00 Inc VAT
The Soundmaster RCD1400 is a capable boombox which specialises in the use of optical music
media, such as CDs, CD-R and CD-RW.
On its own, the Soundmaster RCD1400 entertains with its easy-to-use radio tuner that receives
stations on the AM and FM spectrum.
Its ability to run on battery power (6 x "C" batteries; not included) and the folding handle allow
the Soundmaster RCD1400 to be used in the garden, the park or at the beach.
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip CD .

Highlights:
Portable radio with vertical CD player
Built-in FM / AM radio tuner
Fully mobile thanks to carrying handle and battery power operation

Features:
Connections: 1 x 3.5mm jack headphone output
Playable formats: CD, CD-R, CD-RW
Manual channel tuner
FM mono / stereo switch
Programming function
Repeat function
Telescopic antenna

Power supply: 230V, 50Hz or 6 x 1.5V C batteries (C cell) (not supplied)
Dimensions:
11.6 x 2.6 x 6.3/8.3 inches (W x D x H, with handle folded/up) (29.5 x 6.5 x 16/21cm)
Weight (without batteries): approx. 2.2 pounds (1kg)

Switch Adapted Akai APRC90AT Portable Boombox Ghettoblaster CD Player USB AUX MP3
#ILT0019
£250.00 Exc VAT
£300.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+,SkipCD and USB Files.
Functionally, the device boasts a multimedia USB port, an MP3-compatible CD player and an AM/FM radio receiver.
The casing of the Akai APRC90AT is a spacey design in black and gray.
Highlights:
Portable boombox with CD player and built-in 3-way stereo speakers
USB port for music playback from USB flash drives, MP3 players and SD memory cards
AUX input for connecting external audio sources such as MP3 and CD players, and computers
Features:
Connections: 1 x USB, 1 x 3.5mm jack AUX input, 1 x 3.5mm jack headphone output
Supported disc types: CD-R, CD-RW, MP3-CD
FM/AM radio tuner
Volume control
Frequency controller

Bass Boost
LCD display
Rod antenna
Power Supply: AC 230V, 50Hz or 12V DC, 8 x D battery (not included)
Dimensions:
38 x 16 x 24cm (WxHxD)
Weight: about 3kg
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Switch Adapted SEG AP123 Portable Boombox
Casette Radio Recorder USB MP3 CD AUX Grey
#ILT0020
£250.00 Exc VAT
£300.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause,
Skip+,Skip- CD, USB & SD Files.
The Krüger & Matz KM3901 is a compact travel companion that's specifically designed to work well with mobile audio equipment.
The stereo has front side USB and SD inputs, allowing it to connect with devices such as USB sticks or MP3 players. Additionally, the rear AUX
-input gives you the option of connecting even more devices and music sources. Rounding off its features are an MP3-capable CD player and a
radio receiver.
The 6-speaker sound system takes the mobile micro stereo to another level of sound when compared with competing models.
Thanks to a mobile friendly product design, the Krüger & Matz KM3901 is perfectly suited for beaches, gardens and pools.
Highlights:
Portable stereo system with radio, CD player, and connections for external equipment
USB and SD inputs for direct playback of MP3 songs from USB and SD storage media such as MP3 players and USB sticks
AUX input for connecting external audio components such as MP3 and CD players
Fully mobile thanks to carrying handle and battery operation
Powerful sound system with 6 speakers

Features:
Connections: 1 x USB input, 1 x SD input, 1 x 3.5mm jack AUX input, 1 x 3.5mm mini-jack headphone output
Playable formats: CD, CD-R, CD-RW, MP3
AM / FM radio with manual tuner
Efficient folder navigation
Telescopic Antenna
Power supply: 230V, 50Hz, 6 x C
Dimensions:
32 x 9 x 23cm (W x H x D)
Weight: 1.7 kg
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Switch Adapted Auna Boomberry Portable Boombox CD CassettRadio Recorder
USB MP3 #ILT0021 (Choose Blue , Pink or White)
£220.00 Exc VAT
£264.00 Inc VAT
This compact boombox features a cassette deck with recording function as well as an MP3compatible CD player and AM / FM radio receiver. Playback from portable media storage devices
such as MP3 players and USB sticks is possible via the USB interface.
The Auna Boomberry is designed in a playful, rounded style with blue chassis, giving the overall
impression of a friendly smile.

Available colours: Blue,Pink and White.
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip CD & USB Files.
Supported disc types: CD-RW, CD, CD-R, Supported file formats: MP3 20 programmable tracks

Dimensions:



10.2" x 5.9" x 7.9" (26 x 15 x 20 cm) Weight: 1.7 kg
Switch Adapted Majestic AH234BT MP3 USB
#ILT0039
£265.00 Exc VAT
£318.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+,Skip- CD & USB Files.

Highlights:
7-color LED lighting
FM/AM radio tuner and top-loading CD player for MP3-CDs
Bluetooth interface for wireless music playback from your mobile phone, tablet PC or laptop
USB port for music playback from USB flash drive and MP3 Player
Operates on portable battery or household power supply

2 stereo speakers + subwoofer
Features:
Connections: 1 x USB port, SD memory card slot, 1 x 3.5mm jack AUX input, 3.5mm jack output Kopförer
Supports all popular disc types: CD/MP3, CD-R, CD-RW, CD-DA
Bluetooth specification: 3.0
EQ (Flat, Classic, Rock, Pop, Jazz)
30 station presets
Tuning manually or automatically
Repeat
Shuffle
Intro play function
LCD Display
Telescopic antenna
Retractable carrying handle
Standby function

Power supply: 100-240V, 50-60 Hz (power supply included), or via 8 x 12V D batteries (not included)
Dimensions:
49.2 x 21 x 19.8cm (WxHxD)
Weight: about 3.3kg
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Switch Adapted Auna KrissKross Portable Boombox Radio Recorder USB MP3 CD
#ILT0040
£245.00 Exc VAT
£294.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+,Skip- CD & USB Files.

Highlights:
Portable radio recorder with built-in stereo speakers
USB port for playback of MP3 files on USB sticks and MP3 players
Top-loading CD player, cassette deck with recording function and FM tuner

Compact, lightweight body with folding handle and the option for network or battery operation
Features:
Connections: 1 x USB port, 1 x 3.5mm AUX input
Supports CD, CD-R, CD-RW and MP3
Programming function: 20 tracks (CD) and 99 tracks (MP3)
FM tuner with manual tuning
LCD Display
Telescopic antenna
Feet with non-slip rubber pads

Power supply: 220-240 V 50/60 Hz or 8 C batteries
Dimensions:
Dimensions: 30 x 17 x 22cm (WxHxD)
Weight: about 1.9kg

Switch Adapted Trevi CMP-522 Portable Boombox Ghettoblaster CD MP3 WMA
#ILT0041
£240.00 Exc VAT
£288.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+,Skip- CD.

Highlights:
Compact boombox in red with AM / FM tuner and CD MP3 Player
Portable thanks to folding handle and low weight

Flexible - power via mains or via batteries
Features:
Connections: 1 x 3.5mm jack headphone output
Supported disc types: CD MP3 CD, CD-R, CD-RW, CD-Audio,
Supported file formats: MP3, WMA
Program function
Shuffle
LCD display
Power LED
Telescopic antenna
Power button on the device side

Power supply: 220V, 50Hz or via 6 x C batteries (not included)
Dimensions:
7.9" x 7.9" x 4.7" (20 x 20 x 12 cm)
Weight: about 1kg
Please note also comes in black just request the clour you require.
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Switch Adapted Akai APRC51I Boombox Docking Station MP3 USB CD FM AUX
#ILT0042
£290.00 Exc VAT
£348.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+,Skip- CD ,USB Files,
iPod & iPhone

Highlights:
Handy boombox with concealed iPod and iPhone docking station
MP3-compatible top-loading CD player and FM PLL radio tuner with 30 presets
USB port to play music from media such as USB sticks and MP3 players
Two stereo speakers and a built-in subwoofer for dynamic sound

Operate via mains or battery
Features:
Connections: 1 x USB port, 1 x 3.5mm jack AUX input
Supported hardware: iPod touch (1-4 th gen.), iPod nano (1-6 th gen.), iPod classic, iPhone (3G, 3GS, 4)
Supported disc types: CD, CD-R, CD-RW, MP3/WMA-CD
Equaliser presets: Rock, Pop, Jazz, Classical
Bass boost
Repeat
Shuffle
Programmable playback
Time display
Power supply: AC 100-240V, 50 / 60Hz or DC via 8 x D batteries (not included)

Dimensions:
38 x 17 x 26cm (WxHxD)
Weight: about 2.1kg

Switch Adapted Majestic AH 226 Portable Boombox USB CD AUX AM / FM Black
#ILT0043
£240.00 Exc VAT
£288.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+,Skip- CD & USB Files.

Highlights:
Compact boombox with built-in speakers
MP3-compatible top-loading CD player and AM / FM Radio Tuner
USB port for music playback from storage devices such as USB sticks and MP3 players
Line input for connecting external audio devices such as MP3 or CD players and computers

Features:
Connections: 1 x USB port, 1 x 3.5mm jack line input
Supported disc types: CD, CD/DA, CD-R, MP3-CD
Manual station search
LCD Display
Telescopic antenna
Stand feet

Power supply: AC 230V, 50Hz or 6 x C batteries (not included)
Dimensions:
23 x 12 x 23cm (WxHxD)
Weight: about 1kg
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Switch Adapted Trevi CMP 546 BT Bluetooth CD Player Green
#ILT0044
£240.00 Exc VAT
£288.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+,Skip- CD.
The CMP 546 BT from Trevi is a smart CD player that functions very well with smartphones, laptops
and tablets thanks to Bluetooth
The CD drive plays both conventional CDs as well as MP3-CDs. In addition to normal playback, you
may play songs randomly or program them in a sequence. There is also a repeat functions, which
allows you to automatically repeat one title, or an an MP3-CD, repeat an entire folder. With the quick
intro function, you can automatically preview 10 seconds of each track of the CD.

Dimensions:
About 22.3 x 12.6 x 20cm (WxHxD)
Weight: about 1.28kg

Switch Adapted AKAI APRC55 CD Stereo Bluetooth SD USB FM Radio AUX
#ILT0045
£260.00 Exc VAT
£312.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+,Skip- CD, USB & SD
Card.
The APRC55 from AKAI is a compact CD player that is multimedia friendly, thanks to its diverse
options or connectivity.
With the option to play many popular CD formats, such as CD-Rs and CD-RWs, and the ability to
program the order in which the tracks are played. Digital storage devices such as USB sticks, external
hard drives and SD cards will also find a suitable connector. In addition, external devices such as
smart phones, MP3 players, and laptops can be connected wirelessly via Bluetooth or via the rear
AUX input.

Dimensions:
Approximately 21.5 x 12 x 23 cm (WxHxD)
Weight: 1.05 kg
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Switch Adapted RCD5000SW Boombox FM CD Bluetooth NFC MP3
#ILT0046
£280.00 Exc VAT
£336.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+,Skip- CD, USB Files.
The Soundmaster RCD5000SW MP3 radio is equipped with advanced playback capabilities and has
a highly mobile design with lightweight construction, carrying handle and the possibility of battery
operation.
Equipped with an FM tuner with manual tuning as well as a rear-side USB port with support for MP3
playback from USB storage devices and MP3 players, the radio is very versatile. A built-in Bluetooth
interface allows for wireless streaming from smartphones, tablets, laptops and other Bluetoothenabled source devices. A special feature is the NFC sensor on the CD tray, which enables fast, intuitive communication at close range. Coupling devices is achieved simply by holding them up. Devices
may also be connected to the USB charging port to be directly supplied with power. For additional external audio devices, such as mobile
phones, CD or MP3 players, the radio features an AUX input.
Reduced dimensions, low weight and a retractable carrying handle make the Soundmaster RCD5000SW Bluetooth radio an ideal traveling companion. Power is supplied either via mains or batteries.

Highlights:
Black radio with built-in Bluetooth NFC interface for wireless music playback
Built-in FM tuner and front-side CD Player with MP3 support
MP3-compatible USB port to play music from media such as USB sticks and MP3 players
USB charging port for powering smartphones, tablets or cell phones

Compact housing with hinged carrying handle, operate via mains or battery
Dimensions:
39 x 17 x 16.5cm (WxHxD)
Weight: about 1.5kg

Switch Adapted Majestic Audiola AH 0355AX Portable Boombox CD AUX AM/FM
#ILT0047
£245.00 Exc VAT
£294.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+ and Skip- CD.
The CD player plays both standard audio CDs and MP3 CDs. More audio equipment can be connected
via a rear 3.5mm jack line input.

Highlights:
Compact boombox with built-in speakers
MP3 compatible top-loading CD player and AM / FM Radio Tuner
Line input for connecting external audio devices such as MP3 or CD players and computers

White and green casing with carrying handle and possible battery operation
Features:
Connections: 1 x 3.5mm jack line input
Supported disc types: CD-MP3 CD, CD / DA, CD-R, CD-RW,
Manual station search
Repeat
Shuffle
Programmable playback
LCD Display
Telescopic antenna
Stand feet

Power supply: AC 230V, 50Hz or 6 x C batteries (not included)
Dimensions:
20 x 11 x 21cm (WxHxD)
Weight: 1.1kg
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Switch Adapted Majestic Trevi CMP 580 CD Stereo Radio Cassette Recorder USB MP3
#ILT0048
£260.00 Exc VAT
£312.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+ and Skip- CD & USB
Files.
Take your favorite music with you wherever you go: the lightweight Radio recorder CMP 580 from
Trevi makes it possible. In addition to an MP3-compatible CD player, it also has a USB port, which
transforms the radio recorder into a comprehensive Jukebox: Depending on the storage capacity of the
connected USB stick, this feature can provide mobile access to your complete discographies!
All other sound sources with a headphone port can also be connected to the radio recorder: The Aux-in
Input is a universal connection, for laptops, smartphones or tablets.

Dimensions:
26.5 x 13 x 23.5cm (WxHxD)

Switch Adapted Trevi CMP 532 CD Player USB AM/FM Radio AUX Red
#ILT0049
£250.00 Exc VAT
£300.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+,Skip- CD & USB Files.
With the CD compartment, both normal CD formats and MP3 formats can be played. Via the USB port,
you can also easily play your music from a USB stick. Titles may be played back randomly or in a preprogrammed sequence. Additionally, there is a repeat function that automatically repeats a track or even
an entire folder. The practical intro function automatically previews 10 seconds of each track of a CD.
The device also gives you the option of connecting laptops, MP3 players, tablets and many other external audio devices via the AUX input.

Dimensions:
About 21.4 x 11 x 21cm (WxHxD)
Weight: about 1.2kg

Switch Adapted Majestic AH 1255AX Portable Boombox CD AUX AM/FM
#ILT0050
£235.00 Exc VAT
£282.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+ , Skip- CD.

Highlights:
Compact boombox with built-in speakers
MP3-compatible top-loading CD player and AM / FM Radio Tuner
Line input for connecting external audio devices like MP3 or CD players and computers

Orange and black casing with carrying handle, possible battery operation
Features:
Connections: 1 x 3.5mm jack line input
Supported disc types: CD-MP3 CD, CD / DA, CD-R, CD-RW,
Manual station search
Repeat
Shuffle
Programmable playback

LCD Display
Dimensions:
20 x 11 x 21cm (WxHxD)
Weight: about 1.1kg
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Switch Adapted Trevi CMP 570 BT Portable Bluetooth Boombox
#ILT0051
£245.00 Exc VAT
£294.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+, Skip- CD &
USB Files.

A built-in AM / FM radio tuner with manual tuning allows you to listen to the latest chart
hits around the clock. The top-loading CD player plays conventional audio CDs as well
as MP3 CDs. All important settings may be adjusted via the controls on the top of the
device. A special highlight is the built-in Bluetooth interface that allows you to stream
music wirelessly after coupling with your smartphone, tablet or laptop. The Trevi Boombox also has an MP3-compatible USB port for playing MP3 tracks via USB stick or MP3
player. Additional audio equipment such as mobile phones may be connected via the wired AUX jack.

Features:
Connections: 1 x USB port, 1 x 3.5mm jack AUX input,
Bluetooth version: 3.0
Supported disc types: CD, CD-R (W), MP3-CD
Manual tuning
Repeat function
Shuffle function
Programmable playback
10-fold title-skip function
LCD display
Telescopic antenna
Standby mode
Anti-slip rubber pads
Power supply: AC 230V, 50Hz or DC via 6 x C batteries (not included)

Dimensions:
24 x 11.5 x 21cm (WxHxD)
Weight: about 1.3kg

Switch Adapted Thomson RK100CD Boombox #ILT0052
£255.00 Exc VAT
£306.00 Inc VAT

Highlights:
Silver Boombox with top-loading CD player and AM/FM Radio Tuner
Integrated stereo speakers and fold-out carrying handle
Cassette Deck with Recording and Playback Function
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+,Skip- CD

Option for mains and battery operation
Features:
Supported disc types: CD-RW, CD, CD-R
Manual station search
Repeat
Programmable playback
LED display with red illumination

Dimensions:
29 x 14 x 22cm (WxHxD)
Weight: 2 kg
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Switch Adapted Auna BeeBerry =White, Auna BeeBoy=Black or BeeGirl Radio
Recorder CD MP3 USB #ILT0053
£265.00 Exc VAT
£318.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+, Skip- CD & USB Files.

In addition to classic components such as a cassette deck and radio receiver, the Auna Radio Recorder
allows for playback from USB drives and many MP3 players via the convenient USB port. The CD player reads standard CDs, CD-Rs, CD-RWs, and even MP3 CDs. The programming function allows you to
set any playback order you prefer - ideal for custom playlists!
When you've listened to your entire CD and MP3 collection, the Auna Radio Recorder is ready with its
FM radio tuner, making new music and news available anytime and anywhere!

Switch Adapted Inovalley R60 Boombox Stereo iPod Dock Station USB CD MP3 AM/
FM SD AUX #ILT0054
£275.00 Exc VAT
£330.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+, Skip- CD, iPod, iPhone
& USB Files.

The Inovalley R60 is an ultra compact stereo system with a docking station for iPod and iPhone.
In addition to a CD player for playback of classic audio CDs as well as MP3 CDs, the boombox offers a
variety of connection options. The MP3 capable USB and SD slots accommodate contemporary storage
devices such as USB sticks, SD cards or suitable MP3 players. Additional devices can be connected to
the boombox via the 3.5mm AUX input.

Switch Adapted Trevi CMP-542 Compact Portable Ghettoblaster CD Player USB MP3
#ILT0055
£255.00 Exc VAT
£306.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+ & Skip- CD,

Dimensions:

Highlights:
Compact ghetto blaster in red with FM/AM tuner and CD-MP3 player
USB – for audio playback from USB stick or MP3 player
Flexible – powered via mains or batteries

22 x 24 x 13cm (W x H x D)
Weight: 1.5kg
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Switch Adapted Muse M25-RD Portable CD Player Radio Boombox USB MP3
#ILT0056
£265.00 Exc VAT
£318.00 Inc VAT
We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause, Skip+ Skip- CD and USB Files
The Muse M25-RD is a fully portable CD radio with a lively product design and plenty of modern functions.
In addition to an AM / FM radio receiver and an MP3-compatible CD player, the boombox also has an
integrated front side USB port for connection with USB sticks and MP3 players.

Thanks to its small dimensions, the device can easily fit on a small side table, pool table, or on a busy desk.

Dimensions:
24.3 x 14.5 x 29.9 cm (W x H x D)
Weight: 1.9 kg

Switch Adapted Kids Karaoke
#ILT0057
£200.00 Exc VAT
£240.00 Inc VAT

We have adapted the device allowing you to Play/Pause CD
This is a fun karaoke system with a kid-friendly design that brings joy to children and parents alike.
The device features a built-in CD player with repeat function and programmable playback.
As a karaoke system, it comes with two microphone inputs, separate volume controls and an echo effect.
A particular highlight is the interplay between the balance and the adjustable AVC function, which removes the vocals of so-called ‘multiplex CDs’ when you sing into the microphone. These CDs have two
audio tracks: one containing a stereo recording without the singer, and the second with music, backing
vocals and the singer.
Functionality and targeted design makes the karaoke player a beloved device in children’s playrooms. The rounded housing entirely omits sharp
corners that can result in injury. Via the big volume knob, even smaller hands with fewer motor skills can easily make adjustments to the sound.
The carrying handle on the top makes it easy to carry from one place to another. Two dynamic handheld microphones are included in the delivery, allowing you to make instant music right out of the box. Budding artists can give the karaoke system a makeover according to their preferences thanks to the included sticker set.

Dimensions:
29.5 x 26.5 x 13cm (WxHxD)
Microphone height: 16 cm
Microphone diameter: about 2 cm
Microphone cable length: 2 m
Weight: 1.1 kg
Available colours: Pink, Black and Blue
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Switch Adapted CD Boom Box #393PA
£200.00 Exc VAT
£240.00 Inc VAT
Switch-adapted with CD player!
This switch adapted boom box has a CD player, FM radio and a cassette player all in one unit!
Simply plug your capability switch into the radio/cassette jack to play music, or plug your switch
into the CD jack to activate your favorite CD. The radio and cassette functions require continuous
switch activation to play. The CD function starts and pauses with each switch activation.

Requires Capability Switch and 6 C Batteries.
Please note the also works with 9V DC power adapter (supplied with unit)

Switch Adapted Joystick CD Boom Box #ILT003
£255.00 Exc VAT
£306.00 Inc VAT
This Joystick CD Boom Box allows you to Play/Pause CDs and Skip +/-. CD Player will
also play MP3 formatted discs.

Insert your own MP3 player via the USB and use the joystick to access the tracks.
Alternatively you can plug in 4 different capability switches (not supplied) to carry out the
same actions as the Joystick.

Sing Along CD
Player #6
£200.00 Exc VAT
£240.00 Inc VAT

Adapted DVD Player #1578
£225.00 Exc VAT
£270.00 Inc VAT

With microphone!
This fully functional
CD player has been
adapted to start and
pause with each switch
activation when using
your capability switch.
It has a 2 digit LED
track display.
Size: 10"L x 3½"W x 9"H. Requires Capability Switch and 6 C Batteries.
Models may vary.

Please Note:- Model may vary from the picture shown

Personal entertainment center! Enjoy
movies and music anywhere, anytime!
We’ve adapted two functions on this
portable DVD player so the user can
select pause and play to control DVDs
and CDs. Features widescreen color
LCD display, integrated stereo speakers, headphone jacks, multiple language, subtitles and parental lock
controls. 2.3 hours of playtime. Rechargeable, DVD player can be used
with or without a capability switch.
PLEASE NOTE: DVD Player may vary.
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Switch Adapted Canon IXUS 150
£200.00 Exc VAT
£220.00 Inc VAT

Switch Adapted Nikon Coolpix L29
£180.00 Exc VAT
£216.00 Inc VAT
Capture your everyday moments as striking 16.1 megapixel images, the high pixel
count and CCD image sensor producing
beautifully bright and vibrant photos every time.
An EXPEED C2 image processing engine provides enhanced video
recording, a high-sensitivity performance and outstanding image
rendering.
With high definition (720p) video recording you can capture the action in great detail with high-fidelity sound.
A 2.7” LCD screen with anti-reflection coating and brightness control
offers clear framing and viewing, even in sunlight.

16 Megapixels for large prints and easy cropping
Shoot wide with 28mm or zoom in 16x closer without losing quality
No more blurred photos or movies thanks to Image Stabilizer with
Intelligent IS
Just point and shoot and let Smart Auto make the most of every shot
for you
Easy viewing and sharing on 6.8 cm (2.7") LCD

The Nikon COOLPIX L29 Compact Digital Camera is powered by two AA
batteries.

Joystick Camera #ILT002
£330.00 Exc VAT
£396.00 Inc VAT

Digital Camera #ILT001
£170.00 Exc VAT
£204.00 Inc VAT
This Digital Camera has been adapted
which makes taking pictures or Video
Recording simple and fun for everyone!
Just set the Camera for taking pictures or
video recording and insert your capability switch and flash away. You
can also playback your recording.
Camera Models may vary but all will have a minimum of 5 Mega
Pixels and 2" LCD.

The Joystick Camera gives you full
control via the Joystick or using Four
Capability Switches.





Switch on/off the camera with a capability switch or Joystick
Use the Joystick to Zoom in or out and to take pictures
OR use capability switches.

Camera Models may vary but all will have a minimum of 5 Mega
Pixels and 2" LCD.

Digital Camera #6002
£100.00 Exc VAT
£120.00 Inc VAT
Say cheese! We’ve created a switch activated shutter control interface for taking
photos on your iPhone, iPad and iPod
(with camera). Simply plug your capability switch into the compact iCamera Interface and attach the Interface to your iPhone, iPad or iPod. Great compact design. Now picture taking is accessible to all.
Size: 1½"W x 1½"L x ¾"H. Weight: 1 oz.
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iPad Sound System #5905
£285.00 Exc VAT
£342.00 Inc VAT
Amazing audio! Our Sound System for the iPad offers amazing audio with a great mounting platform and
tabletop base. The sound has to be heard to be appreciated! Simply plug the mounted speaker into your iPad
and the speaker will amaze you with its clarity and range. The mounting platform is designed for easy access
to all of the iPad’s electronic ports; and also has two flexible cords to securely hold the iPad. The tabletop
base holds your iPad at a perfect viewing angle and can be clamped. The iPad Sound System is available with
or without our Light Duty Magic Arm System. Works with all iPad versions including the new iPad.
Mounting platform size: 11"L x 13"H x 4"W; Tabletop base size: 14½"L x 5"H x 7"W. Speaker requires 3 AAA Batteries. Weight:
2¾ lbs.

Adjustable Touch Screen Stylus
#9086
£85.00 Exc VAT
£102.00 Inc VAT

iPad Air Case #1581
£165.00 Exc VAT
£198.00 Inc VAT
Innovative design! This cutting edge case
incorporates three layers of hardcore protection plus some advanced features.
When stowing your iPad Air simply remove the back polycarbonate cover and snap it over the face for
touch screen protection. The built-in stand comes in handy for easy
tabletop use. When using your iPad Air on a flat surface, the silicone
grip pads on the bottom will hold your device securely in place. Take
your iPad Air everywhere you go knowing that it’s safe from the
occasional drop, bump or scratch.

Choose your length! The adjustable stylus
with Velcro straps will fit any hand and
any positioning. Just adjust the length of
the stylus and use on touch screen surfaces including smart phones, iPads and
Android tablets. Replaceable tips available separately.

Adjustable Touch Screen Mouth
Stylus #9089
£225.00 Exc VAT
£270.00 Inc VAT

Size: 10"L x 8"W x 1"H. Weight: 2 lbs.
PLEASE NOTE: iPad Air not included.

Sturdy yet lightweight! This lightweight
adjustable stylus works with the slightest touch on your tablet or smart phone.
Its telescoping stainless steel shaft easily adjusts from 8½" to 15".
The plastic bite plate with rubber sleeves allows the user to firmly yet
comfortably hold the stylus. Comes with an extra pair of protective
thermoplastic rubber sleeves for the bite plate.
Size: 3/8"Diameter x 8½"to 15"L. Weight: 1½ oz.
PLEASE NOTE: Stylus non-returnable due to sanitary reasons.
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iPad Wireless Switch Interface
#1166
£160.00 Exc VAT
£192.00 Inc VAT

Tablet Holder with Mount #1568
£245.00 Exc VAT
£294.00 Inc VAT

Use your switches! Connect two of your
switches to this interface and interact
wirelessly with your iPad, iPad Mini,
iPhone or iPod Touch. The interface
works with any app that has been programmed for switch access.
Works through Bluetooth 2.1 for simple pairing and has a range of
over 50 feet. A lithium-ion battery recharges through your USB port
or USB AC charger (not included).
Size: 2¼"W x 2¾"L x ½"H. Weight: ½ lb.

Mount for easy use of your tablets! We
have the perfect tablet holder. It’s great
for the person who needs special physical
placement. The mounting system easily
attaches to a wheelchair, tabletop, bedrail
or tray. Holder is compatible with most
tablets and e-book readers including the Kindle, Kindle Fire, Nook,
Motorola Xoom, Samsung Galaxy Tablet, Asus Transformer and
similar tablets. It comes with a set of six legs in different sizes to
ensure a perfect fit without interfering with ports or functions. Fits
any 7" to 10" tablet.
Holder size: 4¾"L x 1¾"H. Mounting arm expands from 14½"to 24"L. Weight:
2¾ lbs.

iPad Mounting System #1556
£244.00 Exc VAT
£292.80 Inc VAT
The ultimate accessory! Our terrific mounting system has three parts:
a mounting platform, a light duty mounting arm, and a clamp. The
mounting platform is designed for easy access to all of the iPad’s
electronic ports. It also has two flexible cords to securely hold the
iPad. The light duty mounting arm expands from 14½" to 24" for
maximum flexibility and reach. The clamp allows you to easily
mount the system to a wheelchair or tabletop. Mounting System
works with both iPad 1 and iPad 2. It is also compatible with the iPad
1 case (#1555)

iPad 2 Case #1558
£150.00 Exc VAT
£180.00 Inc VAT
Award-winning innovative product design! This cutting edge case
incorporates three layers of hardcore protection plus some advanced
features. When stowing your iPad simply remove the back polycarbonate cover and snap it over the face for touch screen protection.
The built-in stand comes in handy for easy tabletop use. When using
your iPad on a flat surface, the silicone grip pads on the bottom will
hold your device securely in place. Take your iPad everywhere you
go knowing that it’s safe from the occasional drop, bump or scratch.

Switchamajig iPad Switch #1041
£330.00 Exc VAT
£396.00 Inc VAT
Turn your iPad into a switch! The Switchamajig Controller and free App let you use the iPad’s touch
screen to control anything that is switch adapted. With Switchamajig, the iPad screen adjusts to accommodate one to six switches on the screen. Just connect your switch adapted device to the Controller,
open up the free Switchamajig app on your iPad, select the number of switches you would like to use,
and have fun! It’s a great way for users with limited motor control to activate remote controlled cars or
other devices.
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iPad Wireless Switch #1164
£201.00 Exc VAT
£241.20 Inc VAT
Switch access! Our iPad Wireless Switch interacts wirelessly with your iPad, iPad Mini, iPhone or
iPod Touch. The 5" diameter makes a great target. In addition, you can connect one or two of your own
capability switches. The Wireless Switch works with any app that has been programmed for switch
access. (A chart of switch accessible apps is available free on our website.) Works through Bluetooth
2.1 for simple pairing and has a range of over 50 feet. A lithium-ion battery recharges through your
USB port of USB AC charger (not included). Also can act as a regular capability switch to activate
any of your switch adapted products.
Size: 5"Diameter. Weight: 3/4 lb.

iPad Wireless Two Switch #1167
£219.00 Exc VAT
£262.80 Inc VAT
Connect to your devices! Our iPad Wireless Two Switch interacts wirelessly with your iPad,
iPad Mini, iPhone or iPod Touch. The two large switches make great targets. Also, you can
connect one or two of your own capability switches. The Wireless Two Switch works with
any app that has been programmed for switch access. (A chart of switch accessible apps is
available free on our website.) Works through Bluetooth 2.1 for simple pairing and has a
range of over 50 feet. A lithium-ion battery recharges through your USB port or USB AC
charger (not included). Also can act as one or two capability switches to activate any of your
switch adapted products.
Size: 5"W x 12½"L x 1¾"H. Weight: ½ lb

Bluetooth iHome #5904
£300.00 Exc VAT
£360.00 Inc VAT
Wireless audio streaming! Use any Bluetooth enabled device and listen to your favorite music on this new
iHome station. We’ve adapted the iHome with six 2½" switches to control tracks forward and backward, volume up and down, pause, and on/off. The iHome features a dynamic speaker for full range of sounds, dual
alarm clocks, backlight LCD with time, and alarm time. Also has audio input jack for non-Bluetooth devices
(e.g. MP3 Player) and a USB port for charging your devices.
Size: 14½"L x 10"W x 4"H. Requires AC Transformer (included) and 3 AAA Batteries (included). Weight: 3 lbs.
PLEASE NOTE: iPad not included.

Switch Adapted oneConcept Portable Stereo AM/FM Radio USB SD #ILT0014
£180.00 Exc VAT
£216.00 Inc VAT
The Luminos from oneConcept is a frank multimedia boombox that combines the love of music with an extroverted style. An impressive range of functions take the stylish design to its absolute strengths. The large windows at the front facade give us a deep insight into the the Luminos' inner workings. 4 LEDs illuminate the
interior in red, green and blue. This LEDs are in a constant state of change and provide a strong momentum in
the look of the device. The already impressive appearance of the Boombox Is reinforced by a nice kaleidoscope
effect.

We have adapted the device alowing you to Play/Pause and Skip Tracks with your capability
switch. Please Note:- Colour of unit may vary
Switch Adapted Portable Stereo AM/FM Radio USB SD #ILT0025
£180.00 Exc VAT
£216.00 Inc VAT
The switch adapted Majestic AH 173 is a portable audio system with a wide range of playback options that is
suitable for use virtually everywhere – in the yard, at the beach or at the park thanks to the option of battery
operation.
Just insert usb stick or SD card containing your MP3 files and switch users can play, pause and skip forwards
or backwards through tracks or select your favourite radio channel stored on the device. Music is played
through the built-in speakers and the internal battery is rechargeable, so you can listen to your music anywhere.
Dimensions:
20 x 11.5 x 9.5 cm (WxHxD)
Weight: approx. 1 kg
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Switch Adapted Trevi KBB-306 Radio Portable Boombox Sound System USB
SD #ILT0026
£180.00 Exc VAT
£216.00 Inc VAT
The Trevi KBB-306 boombox features a wide range of functions and stylish look.
An integrated FM/AM radio tuner with telescopic antenna and 40 station presets allows the
user to listen to all of the current chart hits.
Just insert usb stick or SD card containing your MP3 files and switch users can play, pause and
skip forwards or backwards through tracks or select your favourite radio channel stored on the
device. Music is played through the built-in speakers and the internal battery is rechargeable,
so you can listen to your music anywhere
Additional audio devices, such as CD players, can be connected via the AUX input.
This added portability is made even stronger with the integrated lithium battery.
Available in red, blue and orange.
.
Dimensions:
29 x 10 x 18cm (W x H x D)
Weight: 1kg

Switch Adapted Bamboombox sd usb Bluetooth
#ILT0058
£180.00 Exc VAT
£216.00 Inc VAT
The Trevi KBB-306 boombox features a wide range of functions and stylish look.
An integrated FM/AM radio tuner with telescopic antenna and 40 station presets allows the user to listen to all of
the current chart hits.
Just insert usb stick or SD card containing your MP3 files and switch users can play, pause and skip forwards or
backwards through tracks or select your favourite radio channel stored on the device. Music is played through
the built-in speakers and the internal battery is rechargeable, so you can listen to your music anywhere
Additional audio devices, such as CD players, can be connected via the AUX input.
This added portability is made even stronger with the integrated lithium battery.
Available in red, blue and orange.
.
Dimensions:
29 x 10 x 18cm (W x H x D)
Weight: 1kg

Bluetooth iHome #5904
£300.00 Exc VAT
£360.00 Inc VAT
Wireless audio streaming! Use any Bluetooth enabled
device and listen to your favorite music on this new
iHome station. We’ve adapted the iHome with six 2½"
switches to control tracks forward and backward, volume
up and down, pause, and on/off. The iHome features a
dynamic speaker for full range of sounds, dual alarm
clocks, backlight LCD with time, and alarm time. Also has audio input jack for nonBluetooth devices (e.g. MP3 Player) and a USB port for charging your devices.
Size: 14½"L x 10"W x 4"H. Requires AC Transformer (included) and 3 AAA Batteries (included).
Weight: 3 lbs. .
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TV Remote Control #1521
£250.00 Exc VAT
£300.00 Inc VAT
Help for impaired motor coordination!
Our oversized TV remote control is
perfect for viewers with impaired motor
coordination. The wireless remote features a large striking area with 2" push
buttons. The buttons are clearly labelled
with words and symbols for Channel, Sound and On/Off functions.
Uses infrared technology compatible with most remote-controlled
TV’s. Five input jacks allow you to control the remotes with any of
our external capability switches (not included).

TV Remote Module #5150
£170.00 Exc VAT
£204.00 Inc VAT
Just plug a switch or switches into the jacks, and the
buttons on the remote will be activated. For example, if your TV remote has a switch plugged into the
“channel up” jack, then every time you press the
external capability switch, the channel will increase
by one. Perfect for viewers with impaired fine motor coordination. Options
include power, volume up, volume down, channel up and channel down.
Size: 10' x 4"x 2½". Requires Capability Switches and 2 AA Batteries. Cannot
be used with TV/VCR combination unit. Remote style may vary.

Size: 15¾"L x 10½"W x 3½"H. Cannot be used with TV/VCR or TV/DVD combination units. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Jumbo Universal Remote Control
#1526
£350.00 Exc VAT
£420.00 Inc VAT
An all-in-one remote control! Allows the user
to easily see and push buttons to control TV,
VCR, DVD, Cable (will not operate Virgin
Media & Sky Box), PVR, DTC Boxes and Satellite r eceiver s. It
also will control the latest Flat Screen TV’s. The large buttons are
very sensitive to touch and have different colors for different group
functions.
Size: 18"L x 10"W x 2½"H. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: 2 lbs.
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Adapted Hands-Free Bluetooth #7760
£155.00 Exc VAT
£186.00 Inc VAT
Hello! Just activate your switch to answer your phone! First pair your phone with the Bluetooth speaker phone, then press your switch to answer your phone; press again to hang up.
Bluetooth speaker phone has superior sound, echo cancellation and noise reduction. The Bluetooth is compact and fits on any tabletop, wheelchair tray, or bedside table. Comes with USB
charging cable, car charger and wall outlet charger. Can be mounted to most mounting arms.
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Multi-Directional Scooter Board #1510-S
£2700.00 Exc VAT
£3240.00 Inc VAT
Drives like an electric wheelchair! This multi-use scooter board allows the user to move in all directions with four switches or a special
joystick (included). This scooter has adjustable speed control and a
very long-life heavy-duty rechargeable battery. Maximum weight
capacity is 100 lbs. The unit accepts most seating systems and has a
built-in, adjustable backrest. It has two extension flaps for taller individuals. Please allow 3-4 weeks for delivery.
Prone Position Size: 42"L x 20½"W x 23"H, Sitting Position Size: 34"L x 20½"W x
16"H.

£100.00 Exc VAT
£120.00 Inc VAT (#1510C1 Batter y Char ger for Scooter Boar d)
£125.00 Exc VAT
£150.00 Inc VAT (#1510C Replacement 12-V Battery)

Tray with Mounting Arm #2902
£125.00 Exc VAT
£150.00 Inc VAT
Hands free! The Tablift is the perfect solution for the challenge of using your tablet hands-free in bed, on the couch,
or just about anywhere other tablet stands won’t work. It holds your tablet in the ideal viewing position, even when
you’re lying completely flat, without having to rest it or balance the tablet on your body. The Tablift works with
virtually ANY tablet, full sized or mini. Flexible legs hold your tablet stable on any uneven surface. Legs fold down
to a compact size for easy portability or storage.
Tablift works with the following tablets:
• Apple iPad (all generations, full sized and mini)
• Samsung Galaxy (all models and sizes)
• Amazon Kindle (all sizes of: Fire HD, Fire HDX, Paperwhite)
• Asus Google Nexus 7, Vivotab
• Microsoft Surface 2
• The tablift will accommodate any tablet with an edge that will fit within the 10mm wide slots
Size fully extended: 22"W x 11"H; Size folded: 10½"W x 6"H Weight: 2¼ lbs.

Switch Mouting Plates #7809 For
Gumball Sw, #7808 For jumbo Switch
£65.00 Exc VAT
£78.00 Inc VAT
Accessible! Put your switch wherever you
need it. Now you can mount your Gumball or Jumbo switch on any
mounting arm or gooseneck. Simply attach your switch to the plate
with the three screws included with the plate. Then attach the switch
and plate to your mount using the included ¼"- 20 connection post.
PLEASE NOTE: Capability Switches are not included.
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Magic Arm Mounting System #1631
£353.00 Exc VAT
£423.60 Inc VAT
Easily adjustable and can be mounted in any position! This unique mounting system allows capability switch placement in virtually any position. The
adjustable arm attaches to a table or wheelchair
using a base clamp. Infinitely adjustable, the Magic Arm locks in
place with a simple twist of a knob. Comes with threaded circular and
rectangular plates which support capability switches. Fully extended,
the arm length is 20½". The arm supports up to 5 lbs.

Mini Mount #3709
£155.00 Exc VAT
£186.00 Inc VAT

Light Duty Magic Arm System
#1557
£207.00 Exc VAT
£248.40 Inc VAT
£89.00 Exc VAT
£106.80 Inc VAT (Super Clamp

Mounts anywhere! This sturdy clamp and
gooseneck has an easily adjustable ball
joint with a Mini-Gumball switch. Mounts
to tabletops, wheelchair trays or bedrails.
Size: 14"H

Sleek & modern design! Our new Light Duty Magic Arm System has
a single articulated arm with two sections, a heavy duty clamp and
two mounting plates. The arm is highly adjustable and securely
mounts onto any wheelchair, tabletop or bedrail. Holds up to 3.3 lbs.
Arm size: expands from 14½"L to 24"L for maximum flexibility and
reach. Please note Super Clamp sold separately.

Wall Hanger #466
£66.00 Exc VAT
£79.20 Inc VAT

Stay Put Easel #1484
£125.00 Exc VAT
£150.00 Inc VAT
Stop tossers!
Clamp this easel to your lap tray
or tabletop and secure your device (switch, toy, communicator,
etc.) with duo-lock (super strong
Velcro) and the tossers will be
stymied.
Size: 13"L x 12"W x 10½"H.

#1559)

Simple installation!
Mounting equipment for Tail Light
Switches, allows the user to easily mount
any Tail Light Switch onto a door or
wall. Bracket can be installed permanently with 3 screws (included). The Tail Lights can then be attached and
detached by simply turning one screw. For use with items #463,
#464, #465 and #72-S.
Size: 9"L x 3½"W x 1¼"H
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Marble Wall Panel #2295
£490.00 Exc VAT
£588.00 Inc VAT

Textured Marble Fidget Board #4394
£210.00 Exc VAT
£252.00 Inc VAT

Multiple sensory experience! Cool translucent
glass marbles move when you pass your hands
across them while light shines through them,
soothing music plays and the panel gently vibrates.
Panel provides an exciting visual, tactile and auditory experience. Has
volume and vibration controls. Can be used with our Track System
(#3116) or mounted directly on a wall.

Build sensory awareness! Cool, colorful and
translucent marbles move when you pass
your hands across them while a background
mirror provides strong visual appeal. Great for increasing tactile
awareness, calming, focusing and self-regulation. Can be used on a
tabletop or wall mounted.

Size: 13½"L x 15¼"W x 3½"H. Requires 4 C Batteries. Weight: 5½ lbs.
PLEASE NOTE: Marble colors may vary.

Size: 11½"L x 11½"W x 1¼"H. Weight: 2¾ lbs.

UV Light Panel #3605
£280.00 Exc VAT
£336.00 Inc VAT
Visual and tactile effects! Ultraviolet LED lights
create dramatic colors on the myriad UV reactive
strands as they refl ect in the mirrored background.
Strands are different textures: bumpy beads,
smooth plastic and ribbed fabric. Great visual and tactile effects. Wall
panel can be used with our Track System (#3116), mounted directly
on a wall.
Size: 15"L x 13"W x 2½"H. Requires 4 C Batteries. Weight: 3¾ lbs.

Air Tube Aeromatherapy#3091
£135.00 Exc VAT
£162.00 Inc VAT
Blows a scent! We’ve added aromatherapy pads
and essential oils to our popular Air Flow Tube.
Just place a few drops of scented oil onto a pad
and insert the pad into the tube. Then simply pick
up the tube, hold it in a vertical position and a fan softly blows soothing scents. Package of 10 Pads and 2 Oils included.
Size: 12"L x 2 ½"D. Requires 2 AA Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.

Weighted Hand Writing Glove #3974,
3974M , 3974L
£50.00 Exc VAT
£60.00 Inc VAT
More control! Versatile glove provides proprioceptive input and compression during fine motor or self help
activities. Can also be used for strengthening exercises. The glove is
made of soft cotton spandex with a weighted pouch that rests on the
back of the hand. It is fingerless which allows for maximum finger
flexibility and wrist mobility. Reversible so it can be used on either
hand. Hand washable. For sizing, measure width at knuckles.
Small: 2½"; Medium: 3"; Large: 3½". Weight: ½ lb.

Sensory Discrimination Kit #3600
£135.00 Exc VAT
£162.00 Inc VAT
Tactile sensations! Each brightly colored holder (3" x 3") is housed in an impact-resistant frame that represents
a different texture for sensory evaluation or treatment. Frames are attached by velcro so they can be repositioned.
The unit measures 16" x 9" and contains: Unbreakable Mirror • Fine Sand Texture • Sparkle Holographic Film •
Soft Fur • Large Black Bumps • Fuzzy Felt • Small Orange Bumps • Coarse Velcro
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Fiber Optic Curtain #3955
£1100.00 Exc VAT
£1320.00 Inc VAT

Fiber Optic Sprays #3954
£1250.00 Exc VAT
£1500.00 Inc VAT

A wall of light! Sixty-six colorful fibers cascade from points along the entire length of a
three foot aluminium tube and create a stunning
curtain of light. Completely safe to play with,
stand under or walk through. Six ever changing
colors provide either a calming or mood elevating effect. Turn color wheel off for one static
color or remove the color wheel for white color.

Soothing sensory experience! These color
changing sensory sprays provide an abundance of multi-sensory benefits and are
perfect for your sensory space. The sprays
are completely safe to touch and with the
six ever changing colors, provide both a visual and tactile experience.
Color wheel displays six changing colors.

UV Reactive Fiber Optic Sprays
#3965
£1250.00 Exc VAT
£1500.00 Inc VAT
Dramatic colors! Fabulous fiber optic lighting with 100 strands in six different colors.
Under ultraviolet black light, the strands
glow dramatically. Even without UV light, a
twinkle effect wheel creates a beautiful sparkling effect. Kit includes
a harness with 100 6-foot long polymer fibers, a light source and one
plug, and a twinkle effect wheel.
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Sound Pillow #3140
£125.00 Exc VAT
£150.00 Inc VAT
Sound and vibration! We’ve switch adapted the sound machine in this vibrating pillow.
Sound machine has four sound choices: music, water, white noise and a heartbeat. Simply remove the sound machine from the interior of the pillow, select a sound choice and
attach your switch. Replace the machine and now the user can turn the sound on and off.
Pillow has two-speed vibration and is covered with a soft, comfortable corduroy fabric.
Sound machine has a 15 minute auto timer shut off.
Pillow size: 14"L x 9½"W x 3½"H. Pillow requires 2 D Batteries; Sound machine requires 3 AAA
Batteries. Weight: 1 lb

Touch Light Panels #3113B,G,O,L
£380.00 Exc VAT
£456.00 Inc VAT
These six Touch Light Panels are fantastic for your classroom or sensory space. They look terrific on
the wall. Each panel has wonderful texture, is brightly lit and has adjustable vibration. Press and hold
the lime panel to hear sounds of nature. Touch any of the other panels to hear a calming song. Touch
the panels a second time to hear a new song. Panels have six songs which play for approximately 20
seconds each. All of the panels provide the user with a wonderful tactile, auditory and visual experience.
Panel size: 13½"L x 3½"H x 15¼"W. Requires 4 C Batteries each. Weight: 4¼ lbs. each.

Track System for Light Panels #3116
£176.00 Exc VAT
£211.20 Inc VAT
Easy mounting for Light Panels! Our Track System is specially designed for our Touch Light Panels. Each
system contains two tracks for mounting up to three Light Panels. Just mount both tracks on the wall, pull
the quick release pins on the right or left side of the tracks and slip in one to three panels. The system allows for quick and easy repositioning of the panels. Buy two sets of tracks to mount all six panels.
Size: 45½"L x 1"H x ½"W.
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Bead Chain Curtain #2066
£285.00 Exc VAT
£342.00 Inc VAT
Fantastic sensory input! Hang our unique Bead Chain Curtain anywhere in your Sensory Room, Classroom or home
and provide users with a fantastic tactile and visual experience. Hang it from the ceiling or wall. Great to walk
through, touch or drape on your body.
Size: 36"L x 5'W. Weight: 5 lbs.

Skills Board #7009
£220.00 Exc VAT
£264.00 Inc VAT
Easy to use! Nine fun activities help develop manual dexterity, fine motor skills and hand-eye coordination. Users can manipulate everyday items such as knobs, switches, locks, a bell, beads, and
more. Has two drilled holes for easy wall mounting.
Size: 20"L x 20"W. Weight: 4¼ lbs.
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Crash Pad #3139
£603.00 Exc VAT
£723.60 Inc VAT
This foam filled pad is great to
use in a sensory room, gym,
home, or in a corner of the classroom. It’s sturdy enough for
jumping on and soft enough for
sitting and relaxing. A durable
nylon cover that wipes clean is
sold separately. Size: 5' x 5'. Weight: 35 lbs.

Folding 2" Mat #3143
£378.00 Exc VAT
£453.60 Inc VAT
A high density folding mat
with a soft vinyl covering that
is great for your classroom or
gym. Very easy to store when
folded up
Size: 68"L x 36"W x 2"H. Weight: 15 lbs

PLEASE CALL TO OBTAIN SHIPPING/HANDLING CHARGES.
ALLOW UP TO 3 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

Cusion Cube Set #3947
£520.00 Exc VAT
£624.00 Inc VAT
This soft, versatile set contains
four pieces: steps, cube, slanted
cushion, and square mat. The
pieces are covered in expanded
vinyl and attach together with
hook and loop strips. Easily
changes into many different configurations. Set size: 40"L x 40"W x 10"H.
PLEASE CALL US FOR SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES. ALLOW UP TO 3 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.

Musical Bubble Tube #2291
£2000.00 Exc VAT
£2400.00 Inc VAT
Our awesome musical bubble tube is one of a kind! We’ve made the Tube interactive so one to four people can control the bubbles, colors, and music. Every time
you push a colored button, the colors of the bubbles will change to match the color
of the button and one of six soothing songs will play. The Tube provides multisensory feedback and encourages visual attention. Gazing at the tube can enhance
relaxation. It is a fantastic experience. Features:
• Six relaxing and soothing pieces of music
• Adjustable bubble speed
• Music off/on with volume control
• Four jack inputs for external switches
• 4 different time modes – 15 seconds, 1 minute, 3 minutes or continuous
• Removable air filter
• Portable
• Uses 9 Volts of power
Size: 18"L x 18"W x 28½"H. Requires AC Transformer (included).
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Vibrating Sensory Pod #1169
£95.00 Exc VAT
£114.00 Inc VAT

Tubular Vibrator #1151
£100.00 Exc VAT
£120.00 Inc VAT

Soft sensory feedback! Soft pillow that
vibrates in your hand when you turn your
wrist. Great for teaching cause and effect,
developing grasping and supination skills,
and providing soothing somatosensory
feedback.

Vibrotactile feedback! This flexible, 2speed vibrator is switch activated and can
be wrapped around almost any part of the
body to provide enjoyable vibrotactile
feedback.
Size: 30½"L x 3"D. Adapted version requires Capability Switch and 4 AA Batteries.

Size: 3"D x 2"H. Requires 1 N Battery. Weight: 5
oz..

Somatosensory Tubes
Instant rewards!
Perfect for developing grasping skills, localizing sound and teaching cause and effect.
Simply pick up the tube (#3035 and #3030),
hold it in a vertical position and it instantly
rewards you with glowing lights and soothing vibrations. Our new version (#402) adds
music. All use reliable solid-state technology.
Size: 2½"D x 12"L. Requires 2 AA Batteries.

Air Flow Tube #3060
£115.00 Exc VAT
£138.00 Inc VAT

Light & Vibration #3035
£128.00 Exc VAT
£153.60 Inc VAT

Vibrating Pillow #460
£90.00 Exc VAT
£108.00 Inc VAT
Ahhh! What a soft,
wonderful feeling!
Our vibrating pillow is an
all-time bestseller. The
pillow springs into action
when activated by an external capability switch. The
soothing vibration is great for stimulating tactile awareness and for
relieving stress.
Size: 14"x 10"x 4". Requires Capability Switch and 2 D Batteries.

L/V/M #402
£170.00 Exc VAT
£204.00 Inc VAT

Motorized Squiggle Wiggle Writer Pen #3028
£31.00 Exc VAT
£37.20 Inc VAT
Stimulating & creative fun!
The original vibrating motorized pen in
hot new clear colours! Creates squiggle
-writing loops with replaceable colour
points. Hours of creative fun. Also
when the vinyl cap covers the vibrating pen it becomes an excellent
oral stimulator. Ages 4 years and up.
Size: 7"x 1½". Requires 1 AA Battery.
Please Note: This product is not returnable due to sanitary reasons noted by
OSHA standards.
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Silent Reminder #1156
£81.00 Exc VAT
£97.20 Inc VAT

Vibrating Plate Switch
#1153
£99.00 Exc VAT
£118.80 Inc VAT

Now even better! We have redesigned our popular Silent Reminder.
Pressing your transmitter’s button
will cause the receiver to vibrate.
When the button is pushed, the transmitter silently alerts the user that he/
she is exhibiting unacceptable behavior.

Perfect Reminder! Our MotivAider is a great way to gently and quietly prompt
your child to perform a specific function. The tiny box
vibrates at your choice of
timed intervals as a reminder.
Ideal for promoting various

Size: 4"x 4"x 1". Requires 2 AA and 1 12-V Batteries. Weight: ¼ lb.

physical and mental exercises.
Size: 2"x 2"x ¾". Requires 1 AA Battery.

Pouring Cup on Flex Mount
#24
£240.00 Exc VAT
£288.00 Inc VAT
Great for cooking and play! Our
pouring cup allows you to pour
liquids, sand, or flour into the
container of your choice. Simply
activate the first switch and the
cup pours into a bowl, pail or
sandbox. The second switch returns the cup to the upright position.
Enables users of all ages to actively partake in cooking exercises or
engage in dramatic play. Perfect for teaching the laws of conservation. Available in two versions: on a stand or flex mount which attaches easily to flat surfaces, bars or table legs. Removable measuring
cup facilitates easy cleaning.
Both Pouring Cups Require 1 or 2 Capability Switches and 4 AA Batteries.

On Stand #20
£180.00 Exc VAT
£216.00 Inc VAT
Replacement Cup for #20 Velcro
version
£52.00 Exc VAT £62.40 Inc VAT
#20Y
Replacement Cup Holder for #24Set of 2
£52.00 Exc VAT £62.40 Inc VAT #24Y
Replacement Cups for #20 Screw-on version
£52.00 Exc VAT £62.40 Inc VAT #20X
Replacement Cups for #24-Set of 4
£55.00 Exc VAT £66.00 Inc VAT #24X

Mothers Third Arm #9099
£86.00 Exc VAT
£103.20 Inc VAT
An extra hand! The Mother's
Third Arm helps free caretakers
by allowing the user to access
cups and bottles held with the
Arm’s adjustable Velcro strap.
The Arm has an easy-to-use
clamp and a flexible tube that can
be positioned in a wide variety of
angles. It attaches easily to wheelchairs, tabletops, strollers or highchairs.
Size: 26"L x 2"D.
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Battery Operated
Scissors #9080
£118.00 Exc VAT
£141.60 Inc VAT

Class Room/Home Scheduler
#3330
£95.00 Exc VAT
£114.00 Inc VAT
Mountable wall schedule! Our scheduler allows you to display a customized schedule of daily activities. Just
mount our scheduler to the wall and
attach your photographs or icons with
Velcro (included). A moveable arrow
identifi es the activity in progress.
Mounting hardware included.

Join in arts and crafts!
These easy-to-use switchadapted scissors allow you
to participate in art and
other classroom or home
activities. Just activate
your switch and your scissors will easily cut
through paper. Easy to
remove from special mounting.
Base size: 6"L x 8"W x 2"H. Scissor size: 10½ "L x 5"H. Requires Capability
Switch and 4 AA Batteries.

Size: 35"L x 7"W x ½"H. Weight: 1¾ lbs.
PLEASE NOTE: Photos not included.

Handybar #2028
£43.00 Exc VAT
£51.60 Inc VAT
Freedom is yours! Every so often
we come across spectacular
items, which strike us as being
useful to people with disabilities.
Provides you with security, independence, mobility, confidence,
injury prevention and emergency
escape. This new version gives you a strong alloy subframe, stainless
steel seatbelt cutter, emergency window breaker. Simply insert the
bar into the door lock loop on the vehicle, rotate to lock and use as a
support to get in and out of your car.

Attendant Call Chime #1499
£95.00 Exc VAT
£114.00 Inc VAT
Alerts attendants immediately!
This call chime is easy-to-use and
helpful, too!
The user simply presses a button
when assistance is needed and the
receiver sounds up to 40 feet away.
The call button transmitter is
adapted for use with a capability switch.
Size: 4"x 4"x 1". Requires 2 AA and 1 12-V Batteries.
Style may vary.

Vibrating Personal
Pager #8001A
£114.00 Exc VAT
£136.80 Inc VAT
This personal pager is ideal
for the hearing impaired.
Also perfect for use in loud
environments or as a means
of silent alerting for security
purposes. The receiver
vibrates when the transmitter is pressed or when you
activate your own switch (adapted version). New version can be
switched to chime or vibrate.
Requires 1 12-V and 2 AA Batteries.
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Slant Board #3200
£82.00 Exc VAT
£98.40 Inc VAT
Perfect for assisting with handwriting training! The Slant Board encourages proper
wrist position allowing for improved form in handwriting. In addition, use of this
Slant Board promotes better functional postural position and stability.
Size: 15"W x 14"L x 4"H.

Perceptual Motor Trainer #1130
£140.00 Exc VAT
£168.00 Inc VAT
Improves eye-hand coordination! This special training aid helps teach eye-hand coordination. Just tape a design to the plate (such as a simple line or a letter of the alphabet) and
begin tracing a path with the child’s pencil. When the pencil strays off path and contacts the
metal base, a buzzer sounds and a light goes on, reinforcing motor learning with visual and
auditory cues.
Size: 14¾"x 11¾". Requires 2 AA Batteries.
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